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Abstract
Increases in the complexity and uncertainty of corporate activity indicate that the time is now appropriate
to review the analysis process. This proposition forms the central theme of the thesis, i.e. to explore the
nature of analysis.

Initial research concentrated on the field of hard system methods, to provide a theoretical foundation for
conducting analysis. However, from observations undertaken as a reflective practitioner it became clear
that, even with theoretical advances, hard system methods could only make a marginal contribution to the
analysis process. Hard system methods foiled to account for the feet that experts had an uncertain
knowledge of the domain on which they were expected to pronounce.

Contemporary literature from the fields of strategic management and organisational behaviour pose
fundamental challenges to the accepted origin and nature of requirements for change. Complexity theory,
however, offers a new theoretical foundation to ease the plight of the domain expert, i.e. pattern
recognition. However to ensure^at patterns reflect the-cognitive-strategies-and^riorities.of the.domam

expert, it is necessary to explore the field of cognitive psychology to appreciate the significance of the
metaphors selected to construct patterns. Finally, knowledge management claims that the value of
knowledge is under endless assault and argues for the domain expert to be engaged in a virtuous cycle of
perpetual knowledge creation. The thesis seeks to integrate these themes to redefine the analysis process
based on methodological pluralism. The key to methodological pluralism proved eventually to be the
introduction of generic ‘behaviour accentuated’ patterns of analysis at the core of the selected techniques.

The nature of analysis has changed radically over the last decade and significant research is required to
develop themes raised in this thesis. Moreover, further work is required to disseminate the themes to the
practitioner community.
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Chapter 1
1

Introduction

The purpose of business analysis may be considered to be the elicitation and expression of requirements
that define a perspective on some business problem fix which a solution is required. It is not uncommon
for a non-trivial problem to be characterised by complexity and uncertainty, and fix comprehension of the
problem to be incomplete, inconsistent and inaccurate

The management and IT communities have sought to respond to this challenge by developing ‘in&llible’
prescriptions for analysis. My observations as a reflective practitioner indicate that these prescriptions are
fer from infallible, and are predicated on simplifying assumptions for which the exigencies of corporate
reality provide little or no supporting evidence. While these prescriptions have something to contribute
where an environment is stable, they become increasingly untenable as the organisation is drawn deeper
into an environment where complexity, turbulence and uncertainty undermine every choice, decision and
action.

The motivation fix the thesis is to explore the relationship between analysis methods and corporate
turbulence. The reasons behind the diminishing effectiveness of specific analysis methods provide the
early focus for the thesis. Proposals for equipping analysis methods better to address the challenges
presented by corporate turbulence are presented in the later chapters.

The appeal to a broader theoretical base has influenced the structure of the thesis. Many of the chapters
approach the analysis paradigm from a particular disciplinary perspective. The consequence is that these
chapters contain an element of literature review followed by a definition of how the discipline contributes
to a new analysis paradigm. Finally, the contributions are examined collectively to refine the approach
taken to analysis by IT and management theorists and practitioners.

Requirements for change to some system are considered generally to provide the focus for analysis. There
are few constraints on what is meant by a system. It may be considered to be a market sector, an industry
sector, an organisation, a process, a procedure or an IT system. The purpose of analysis may be viewed as
defining these requirements with precision and clarity. Chapter 2 presente a challenge to what is
understood generally to be a requirement, or at least those interpretations made available to the
practitioner community. Evidence is produced that both IT and business initiatives to implement change
continue to fail at a rate that indicates there is something fundamentally wrong with our approach. The
challenge is that the origin and nature of requirements is the subject of neglect and the victim of
simplifying assumptions that are not supported by corporate reality. Chapter 2 concludes by providing a
definition of requirements for change that reflects better the dynamics of corporate existence.

The complex nature of requirements enunciated in the previous chapter poses a new challenge to the
organisation: how are they to equip their domain experts such that they can apprehend and define these
requirements? The theory of organisational learning would appear to provide the answer. The learning
organisation has an on-going commitment to developing a repository of information capital that is
available to all domain experts. This repository supports the domain expert in identifying and formulating
requirements for change. Chapter 3 introduces an examination of various organisational learning models.
A recurring theme in these learning models is that knowledge is emergent and any successful learning
model must take account of this feature. Reference is also made to the primacy of tacit knowledge and the
use of mental models to detect and interpret shifts in organisational behaviour. Knowledge is considered
to emerge when it is transformed from a tacit to an explicit state. It is also recognised, however, that the
cyclical nature of knowledge creation requires that the expression of explicit knowledge must possess
sufficient texture to prompt tacit reflection. Chapter 3 concludes by evaluating the contribution of
organisational learning and knowledge creation to our understanding of the origin and nature of
requirements.
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Chapter 4 provides a more detailed exploration of knowledge creation. Of particular interest here is the
stress placed on the abstraction and codification conventions used to construct knowledge assets. Where
the conventions are inappropriate, the domain expert is presented with a highly effective barrier that
deters any cognitive investment. Similarly, efforts at knowledge sharing among groups of domain experts
are thwarted. It is argued, therefore, that an effective analysis method must be based on a system of
metaphorical expression built from abstraction and codification conventions appropriate to the domain of
enquiry. The implication is that analysis must be based on methodological pluralism. A related issue
discussed here is the economic value of knowledge that is considered to be under endless assault as utility
and scarcity are eroded. Knowledge, or rather the requirements that emerge from knowledge, therefore
have a ‘window of opportunity' after which they fail to confer any benefit on the organisation. The
conclusion drawn from this chapter is that the analysis of requirements is a precarious endeavour that is
highly sensitive to the adopted abstraction and codification conventions. Moreover, requirements must be
expressed in such a way that they are better equipped to withstand the joint erosion of utility and scarcity.

An evaluation of the major analysis methods available to practitioners is presented in Chapter 5. The
methods are evaluated against the criteria established in the previous chapter. Following the framework
for mapping methods developed by Mingers (1997), the scope of methods under scrutiny is broadly
aligned with the bottom row of the matrix.
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Appreciation
of
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individual beliefs,
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emotions

Material world

physical
circumstances
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interests
differing
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personal
rationality
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causal structure

Assessment
of
ways of altering
existing structures
alternative
conceptualisations
and constructions

Action
to
generate
empowerment and
enlightenment
generate
accommodation
and consensus

alternative physical select and
implement best
and structural
alternatives
arrangements

Figure 1-1A framework for mapping methodologies (Mingers, 1997)

The arguments constructed in the previous chapters have sought to establish the proposition that
requirements must be drawn from knowledge assets. This proposition, however, pre-dates many analysis
methods that were developed for a mere stable and less complex world. However, this is not to claim the
older, more primitive methods have little, or nothing, to add to the domain of knowledge creation; it is
more the case that their contribution is marginal and contingent. Conversely, it is concluded that none of
the methods under consideration provides a credible approach to developing a corporate knowledge base
from requirements for change. Smith echoes the findings of the previous chapter by claiming th atcwithout
metaphor, thought is dead’ (Smith 1983) and it is through the choice of inappropriate metaphors that
analysis methods are considered to be singularly deficient, in particular, it is found that the adopted
metaphors lack conceptual integrity and utility.

The remainder of the thesis is concerned with offering prescriptions to remedy this deficiency.

The explorations of organisational learning and knowledge creation, described earlier in the thesis, claim
that opportunities for knowledge creation occur when experts detect shifts in domain behaviour. Yet
almost all analysis methods ignore this cognitive predilection and opt for some other focus for analysis,
thus introducing a layer of cognitive indirection and increasing the burden on the domain expert. The
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claim presented in Chapter 6 asserts that considerations of structure are completely subordinated to those
of behaviour; domain structure exists simply to implement behaviour, i.e. abstraction and codification
conventions must be predicated on the behaviour of a domain and not its structure. From this basis,
Chapter 6 proceeds by defining organisational behaviour in terms that can be adopted by analysis
methods.

It is now claimed that, at this point, the arguments presented in the thesis for behaviour-accented analysis
methods based on sound metaphorical conventions establish a paradigm from which the analyst and
domain expert can collaborate to create knowledge assets with precision and clarity. The emergence of
requirements for change can now be addressed with considerably more confidence. To let matters rest
here, however, ignores a key cognitive device available to the domain expert. Domain experts use pattern
recognition to inform cognitive strategies, and apprehend and interpret behaviour and structure defining a

domain. Chapter 7 examines how pattern theory is increasingly influencing the definition of analysis
methods and techniques. The argument is presented that patterns enable analysis metaphors to remain
recognisable even when they are subjected to a conceptual shift to accommodate sane new threshold of
genericity or specificity. This protects the domain expert from the necessity of jettisoning knowledge
assets when shifting between cognitive strategies. This is not to deny the possibility of Kuhn’s paradigm
shattering discoveries a - inventions (Kuhn, 1970), but rather to place it in a climate where patterns
remove cognitive barriers to penetrating complexity and uncertamty. Finally, it is argued that the use of
domain patterns assists the expat to distinguish between those concepts that are essential to a domain and
those that are incidental By identifying similarities (or dissimilarities) between domain concepts, the
expert is better equipped to exploit the latent value of existing knowledge assets. Chapter 7 concludes by
describing generic patterns that defined totally a pluralistic method of analysis that has bam used
successfully by me on recent assignments in the banking sector.

5

Chapter 8 presents the concluding arguments. A concluding contention is that while the purview of
analysis may be theoretically convenient, it fails the organisation striving to survive in a predatory
climate. The variety of perspectives offered by this interdisciplinary study suggests a fundamental revision
to the agenda traditionally assigned to the analyst To simply confine the analyst to requirements that may
be expressed from the pool of explicit knowledge is to neglect those requirements that may actually confer
competitive leverage on the organisation. The analyst must focus on expressing requirements that emerge
from some synergistic blend of explicit and tacit knowledge. The volatile climate in which a corporation
must survive suggests, however, that the analyst’s responsibilities do not aid with simply expressing
current requirements. Making provision for perpetuating the knowledge creation cycle should extend the
analysis agenda further. Expressions of current requirements should thus be of sufficient texture to
stimulate further abstract reflection and launch a virtuous circle of knowledge creation. Analysis patterns
are the device for weaving this texture.

The contribution of the thesis is to challenge fundamentally the nature of analysis. Contrary to the
reassuring assumptions of many analysis prescriptions, the domam expert now has to survive in an
environment where every choice, decision and action is undermined by complexity, unpredictability and
paradox. Analysis can no longer rely on a simple prescription. Analysis must now adopt a methodological
pluralism and absorb influences from other disciplines if it is to offer the ‘requisite variety’ of techniques
necessary to tackle complex domains. It is also argued that analysis should no longer be considered a
periodic activity, but rather an unending quest for knowledge.
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Chapter 2
2

2.1

The Failure of IT

Introduction

Far from empowering organisations to aspire to greater levels of competitive strength and profitability, IT
is portrayed frequently as an agent of corporate stagnation and failure. This chapter is concerned with
examining why this has happened and presents a series of issues that may contribute to an appreciation of
the reasons behind the failure of IT.

Before embarking on a critique of IT, it is essential to establish that statements denouncing the
performance of IT are not merely rhetoric. In feet the evidence of IT failure is abundant and has been well
documented by numerous industry commentators and researchers. The chapter commences with a review
of the literature and evaluates the conclusions addressing the causes of failure. A core theme of the thesis
is that IT fails regularly to deliver viable solutions because, in addition to the more familiar causes, both
the business and IT misunderstand the nature of business requirements. It is claimed that conventional
approaches to capturing requirements make many simplifying assumptions that are not borne out in
practice. Moreover, the identification and definition of requirements may be impeded by the very source of
those requirements. The hypothesis that requirements cascade in some way from statements of strategic
intent is subject to fundamental challenge; indeed, the very concept of strategic planning is examined
critically.

Many approaches to developing IT applications assume that requirements emerge in an orderly way in
some deterministic universe. Furthermore, it is assumed frequently that members of the business
community, with a little coaxing from the IT community, are capable of articulating requirements that are
clear, precise and consistent. This is demonstrably not the case in a corporate world that is showing a
propensity towards growing discontinuity and turbulence. IT is now increasingly obliged to deliver

solutions to a corporate environment where requirements are unknown or even unknowable. The chapter
concludes by appraising the implications of this phenomenon for the IT community.

2.2

The Evidence of Failure

Landauer provides a wealth of authoritative and persuasive evidence that computers have foiled to
contribute to improved productivity (Landauer, 1995). A survey of labour productivity growth measured as
GNP per hour worked in the United States for the period 1870-1993 shows a stagnation during 1950-1973
and a sharp decline for the period 1973-1993. These periods mark the two phases of introduction of
computers to American industry. With commendable neutrality, Landauer concludes that the recent
stagnation of productivity does not negate the possibility of computers delivering a positive net effect on
work efficiency. However, when comparing the productivity of the United States against other
industrialised countries, Landauer concludes that ‘early, prolonged and heavy investment in computers
and information technology.... has foiled to prevent a virtual collapse of productivity growth in the United
States or to maintain its relative productivity advantage over other industrialised countries’.

Roach coined the phrase ‘computer productivity paradox’ from analysis of output per information worker
versus output per production worker over a period of time (Roach, 1985). Roach found that even in
production industries where better productivity growth had been achieved, output per information worker
hour did not improve during the period of increased computer use; this was explained in part by the shift
from production workers to information workers. Further studies by Roach revealed that during the 1980s,
service sector productivity ruse by a mere 0.7% although this sector accounted for more than 80% of the
investment in IT. Landauer reports that the situation was worse than indicated by Roach’s findings, as
Roach had only included hardware costs and neglected the downstream costs of software development,
operations and support. However, even using Roach’s somewhat misleading figures, it is clear that for the
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period 1978-1992 while IT investment increased rapidly, productivity growth actually slowed (Roach,
1992).

Landauer turns to Paul Strassmarm for an analysis of the relationship between IT investment and business
success. Strassmann studied several categories of organisation to analyse the relationship between
business success and IT investment measured as the return on assets (net income over the total worth of
tiie company) as a function of the proportion of gross income spent on IT (Strassmann, 1990). Strassmann
was unable to detect any conclusive evidence of a positive correlation between business success and IT
investment for the period 1977-1987. A negative correlation always appeared to emerge no matter how
Strassmann chose to define business success; return on assets, return otf&âiéh&âer equity, earnings per
share, eamings-per-share growth.

From the studies conducted by Roach and Strassmann, Landauer is left to ponder how much of the post19608 slowdown in productivity growth could be due to the failure of investment in IT (Franke, 1987;
Loveman, 1986,1990) and concludes that the low return appears to be the missing link in the productivity
slowdown puzzle. In probing the productivity paradox a little further, Landauer surmises that IT has
fueled expansion but not productivity, i.e. IT has enabled organisations ‘to do more work but not work
more productively’. For Landauer, computers have been pivotal in expanding the modem economy and
yet have acted as agents of productivity stagnation. However, Landauer also notes that there is enormous
potential for computer-aided gains in productivity. The major advantages in science and technology are
perceived by Landauer to be the primary cause of the downturn in productivity. With such a surfeit of
technological capability, the emphasis has shifted from ‘seeking a solution to a problem’ to ‘seeking a
problem for a solution’. To adopt the latter emphasis invites a dissonance between problem and solution,
and imposes a solution on the user that is usually burdened with redundant capacity that obscures the
functionality required by the user and is thus detrimental to productivity.
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From this premise, Landauer draws the conclusion that the industry must conduct some appraisal of the
way it conducts software design, development and deployment. Landauer notes that ‘software-producing
organisations have too little knowledge of what a system should accomplish*. At the core of this issue is,
of course, the enunciation of the requirements defining the problem to be solved. It is recognised that
requirements emerge frequently from some indirect and unreliable source, and any utterance is likely to be
of limited validity. Landauer describes the software development process as developing a system that
‘performs, in a strictly technical sense, many of the functions imagined useful*. There is little doubt that
many a disgruntled user would take issue even with this modest achievement. From this humble platform,
some form of interface is added to enable the user to operate the system. Landauer implies that the end
product would require such a degree of training that, finally, ‘the users are redesigned*. Presumably, users
are ‘redesigned* for each new system they are required to operate. The source of productivity failures of
which Landauer complains is now clear: poorly designed systems that take little account of the tasks and
skills of their users, and provide only a partial solution to the problem they were designed to address. Far
from gaining in productivity, the user has a new phalanx of burdens to overcome, not least to master the
cognitive demands of the system. There is little that can be faulted with Landauer’s treatise on the failure
of IT, and indeed there is much that many industry commentators, practitioners or researchers would
recognise immediately. To reverse the decline in productivity gains resulting from inappropriate IT
solutions, Landauer advocates the following approach based on user-centred design:

• The requirements fix the system should be analysed by observing and talking to prospective users to
determine the objectives to be accomplished and how a system may contribute.

• By working with end-users, conduct an iterative evaluation of design concepts by emulating user tasks.

• Finally, when a concept is fully developed, test the resultant system module with the end-users in the
environment in which the module will be executed when in production.
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To conduct this user-centred design, Landauer exhorts the developer to learn the user’s job, consult the
users frequently for opinions and suggestions, use subject matter experts, conduct time and motion studies,
and consult normal business records to reveal where important gains may be made. Landauer, however,
raises a note of caution that intuition and experience have proved a poor guide in predicting the impact of
IT.

landaue- proceeds to claim that by controlled experiment, the IT community can neglect the ‘deep truths
about physical nature’ (presumably this is an oblique reference to organisation behaviour) and concentrate
on the ‘little practical truths about what helps people and organisations do better work faster’. This
approach resonates clearly with the objectives of prototyping and rapid application development There is
the risk, however, that while Laundauer’s method offers the user the opportunity to externalize
requirements that would otherwise remain tacit it may neglect requirements emerging from the wider
canvas of the corporate landscape. The essential qualities of congruence and completeness (Pressman,
1992; McConnell, 1996; Kitson and Masters, 1993) may be placed under threat
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Other perspectives on IT fiiilure

An IT system may be considered to fail when it is unable to offer a required level of support to a business
process. Failure may occur immediately a system becomes operational or may be the result of declining
utility as the system ‘ages’ and is marginalised by evolving business priorities. A claim of system failure is
based either on an inability to deliver the required functionality, or the neglect of some technical or
operational constraint that determines the quality of the system deliverables. DeGrace and Hulet Stahl
identify three types of system error that may ultimately result in a loss of functionality:
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Goal displacement
Functional distortion
Functional distraction

Goal displacement is simply where goal B replaces goal A on the false.
assumption that goal B is equivalent to goal A.
Functional distortion occurs when a particular,user perspective is
allowed to inappropriately dominate a set of competing perspectives.
Functional distraction occurs when a particular feature of the system is
allowed to become inappropriately influential.

Figure 2-1 Three types of system error (DeGrace & Hulet Stahl, 1993)

DeGrace and Hulet Stahl argue that to neglect the quality of a system solution, is to invite failure by not
giving due consideration to the following issues:

• accuracy
e availability
• reliability
• efficiency
• integrity
e usability
• flexibility
• testability
e portability
e interoperability
• reusability.

The list is a representative, but not exhaustive, account of what are more commonly described as non
functional requirements. Glib has produced a definitive account of how these system qualities may be
quantified and used as a basis for planning and inspection (Gilb, 1988). Indeed, Gilb argues that all
requirements can be quantified, so the contribution of a requirement may be measured and some
objectivity brought to declarations of system failure.
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The sheer size and complexity of many IT system solutions are other obvious causes of failure. There is an
understandable tendency to address these issues by acquiring large teams of software engineers to develop
solutions. However, in his classic text. Brodes argues against this course of action by pointing out that
division of labour and complex webs of communication present their own formidable management
problems (Brodes, 1975). For Brodes, the critical issue is to establish and maintain the conceptual
integrity of the system deliverable. Brooks warns, nonetheless, that there is ‘no silver bullet*, i.e. ‘no
single development, in either technology or in management technique, that by itself promises even one
order-of-magnitude in productivity, in reliability, in simplicity’ (Brooks, 1987). Brooks would seem to be
arguing for a plurality of system development methods selected to deliver a conceptually sound system
deliverable.

Many such development methods are based on the ‘waterfall’ model. The popularity of the paradigm (it
has endured for over three decades) is due to its conceptual simplicity and consistency with many trends
that have dominated management science until recently.

Analysis

(^Development

(^toplementatioi^

Figure 2-2 The ‘waterfall’ model

Yourdon cites many reasons why the ‘waterfall’ model fails to deliver the conceptual integrity of the
product required by Brooks to avoid the system errors identified by DeGrace and Hulet Stahl (Yourdon,
1992). The ‘waterfall model’ is considered to include the following weaknesses:
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* The sequential configuration of the ‘waterfall’ model delays the delivery of any results until the later
stages of the project.
* The ‘waterfall’ model depends on stable, correct requirements. Any errors are likely to cascade to
successive phases where they are likely to have an escalating effect. As Yourdon points out, the
‘waterfall’ model can produce a brilliant solution to the wrong problem.
* The thread between requirements and software modules is weakened and may be broken altogether.
» Error detection is reserved for the testing phase. The problem here is that if errors are detected, much
analysis, design and development work may need to be repeated.

These weaknesses all derive from the same implicit assumption; i.e. all system requirements are known at
the outset of a project. In feet, the converse is true. With the ‘waterfall’ model, analysis is conducted at the
outset of a project when least is known about a domain. No provision is made for requirements that
emerge, during the project, with increased knowledge of the domain. Gilb argues persuasively for an
evolutionary development of systems based on a spiral iteration of system deliveries (Boehm, 1986).
Requirements are allowed to emerge with each iteration of the spiral.
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Initial requirements
gathering and project
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on customer
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Customer
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Initial software prototype
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Engineering

Engineered
system

Figure 2-3 Boehm’s spiral model (Boehm, 1986)

Support for Boehm’s spiral paradigm may be found in Lewin’s earlier work on social planning where
negative feedback defines a circular trajectory in which goals and associated courses of activity emerged
during the organisational change process (Lewin, 1947). Lewin considered the organisational change
process to comprise the following stages:

• An organisation is considered first to be in a state of stable equilibrium where the forces for change
and those opposing change form a ‘balanced force field’.
• An environmental event generates a shift that unbalances the equilibrium and forces an ‘unfreezing’ of
the dominant organisational paradigms.
• A period of turbulence and uncertainty persists during the ‘reformulation’ of a new organisational
paradigm.
• Finally, there is a ‘refreezing’ of the new organisation paradigm as harmony and stability are restored
to the new organisational culture now addressing the shift in environmental conditions.
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While the spiral model may overcome many of the weaknesses of the waterfall model, it makes no explicit
provision for the varying nature of system requirements, i.e. new requirements address specifically the
residual risk from the previous iteration. The following section discusses why it is necessary to investigate
the nature of requirements a little more deeply.

2.4

The Elicitation and Expression of Requirements

Before embarking on an evaluation of requirements engineering, it may be helpful to clarify precisely
what constitutes a requirement. Sommerville and Sawyer define a requirement to be a description of ‘how
a system should behave, or of a system property or attribute’ (Sommerville and Sawyer, 1997). However,
they demur from the constraint that a requirement should be a statement of what a system does rather than
how it should do it; the rationale is that it is too simplistic in practice. From this premise they approach
the relatively new discipline of requirements engineering for which the following definition is provided:
‘all of the activities involved in discovering, documenting and maintaining a set of requirements for a
computer-based system’. The term ‘engineering’ is taken to convey the fact that the process is constituted
of systematic and repeatable techniques. They then proceed to the familiar terrain of distinguishing
between functional and non functional requirements only to allege that, in some circumstances, the
distinction is unclear. The requirements engineering process is defined as including the following three
activities:

* Requirements elicitation: the discovery of system requirements through stakeholder consultation and
scrutiny of system documents and market studies.

• Requirements analysis and negotiation: some formal process involving the analyst and various
stakeholders by which requirements arc accepted.
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• Requirements validation: an evaluation of requirements to establish consistency and correctness.

these requirements engineering activities are to be conducted in an environment under the supervision of
some change management discipline.

Emphasis is concentrated on the necessity of placing requirements engineering in a process improvement
programme. To factor improvement into the process, Sommerville and Sawyer draw on the familiar US
Department of Defense's Software Engineering Institute's ‘Capability Maturity Model* (Humphrey, 1989.
The Sommerville and Sawyer version of the model is a three-level schema:

• Level 1 - The initial level reflects an undisciplined process with individuals responsible for selection of
techniques and tools. Consequently, the delivery of requirements specifications is frequently late and
over budget

• Level 2 - To achieve the repeatable level, the organisation must define standards and procedures for
requirements management, and the production of requirement documents and descriptions. At this
level, the delivery of requirements specifications is thus more likely to be on time and within budget.

• Level 3 - The definable level requires that the organisation has defined a requirements engineering
process model based on good practices and techniques. Within this framework, it is possible to
evaluate new methods and techniques.

From this foundation of ‘practical process improvement’, Sommerville and Sawyer are able to enunciate
ten top guidelines for successful requirements engineering:

• Define a standard document structure.
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• Make the document easy to change.
• Uniquely identify each requirement.
e

Define policies for requirements management.

* Define standard templates for requirements description.
* Use language simply, consistently and concisely.
• Organise formal requirements inspections.
* Define validation checklists.
* Use checklists for requirements analysis.
• Plan for conflicts and conflict resolution.

From these guidelines and supporting infrastructure, Sommerville and Sawyer define an analysis
paradigm that is instantly recognisable to many in the IT community. Regrettably, while the paradigm

appears perfectly plausible, it will also generate disquiet amongst IT practitioners.

A definition of a requirement is contingent on what is understood by a system, and yet no definition is
provided for a system. Checkland presents the following taxonomy (Checkland, 1981):

Property

Bipolar dimension

Structural (static)
Functional (dynamic)
Purposive
Non-purposive
Mechanistic
Organic

Rate of Change
Purpose
Connectivity

Figure 2-4 A dimension-based taxonomy of systems (Checkland, 1981)

The essential properties of a business system may be derived from Cheddand’s taxonomy. A business
system is dynamic, purposive, and either mechanistic or organic. To better understand the nature of a
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requirement, the key property of a system is its purpose. Although purpose may have been effectively
perverted or concealed through years of system transmutation, it is an untenable notion that a business
system is without purpose. The purpose may be defined as the desired goal or intention of the system
providing the motivation for engaging die system in some way. Holdsworth argues that purpose is
signalled by behaviour and investment, and reflects intention (Holdsworth, 1994). Moreover, Holdsworth
reasons that the ‘process for succeeding in your purpose is not fixed’, and it might be added that purpose
itself is also subject to change.

Returning to the definition of a requirement provided by Sommerville and Sawyer, it is thus clearly
insufficient to omit any reference to the purpose of the system yielding the requirement A requirement
must contain the specification of a quantitative or qualitative contribution to achieving the purpose of the
system. By imposing this constraint, it is possible to confirm the veracity of a requirement and expose
other requirements that would otherwise remain concealed.

Critically, Sommerville and Sawyer relax the restriction that a requirement simply specifies what should
be done rather than how it should be done and further obscure die issue by permitting functional and non
functional requirements to become co-mingled in some unspecified way under certain circumstances.
These concessions appear to be in response to the ever-present demands of expediency and pragmatism.
However, for good reason, there is a substantial body of literature (particularly where modelling
tffrfiniqiipw are used to capture and analyse requirements) that insists on the rigid imposition of these
constraints. The underlying philosophy is that the problem and solution domains should remain discrete;
to allow some aspect of the solution to contaminate the problem domain serves merely to obscure the
problem definition and compound the obstacles to arriving at a successful solution. While a requirement
may be expressed in terms of a problem and its desired solution, there is an ineluctable imperative for
populating these threads separately and associating them through some form of mapping.
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The adaptation of Humphrey’s Capability Maturity Model to somehow embed requirements engineering
into a process improvement program appears to be a sound contribution from Sommerville and Sawyer.
Requirements engineering must clearly be conducted in an environment where there is a canon of
approaches and techniques available to address a universe of requirements varying widely in both
complexity and stability. Unfortunately, from this promising foundation, Sommerville and Sawyer proceed
to define a set of approaches and techniques that are based on heuristic principles to elicit requirements,
analyse and negotiate requirements, and validate requirements. Throughout, the emphasis is on the use of
natural language to describe requirements, with the use of some form of modelling viewed as a
supplementary technique. While this approach may be appropriate for managing simple or stable
requirements, it is highly debatable whether it remains effective when requirements become complex,
ambiguous or unstable. Some doubt must therefore be cast over the ability of this process to even achieve
Humphrey’s fundamental criterion of repeatability.

This section has concentrated on Sommerville and Sawyer’s publication to highlight the fact that the
elicitation and expression of requirements are non-trivial activities. It has been argued that a requirement
must verifiably contribute to the purpose of the system from which it originates. Moreover, those elements
of a requirement that populate the problem and solution domains of the system must be considered
separately; it is imperative that the solution does not corrupt or obfuscate the problem definition. Finally,
requirements may be simple or complex, stable or unstable, certain or uncertain, consistent or ambiguous,
contingent or absolute, low or high priority. One approach or technique is clearly incapable of optimally
addressing wide variations in all these dimensions; thus great care must be taken in the selection and
application of the appropriate approaches and techniques.

The actual source of requirements is another issue that may present further challenges to commonly
accepted conceptions; this is the subject of the next section.
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2.5

The Source of Requirements

It has been claimed that requirements cascade in some manner from an edict issued from a strategic
planning process. In fact, there is a vast body of literature in the fields of strategic management and
organisational behaviour that unequivocally endorses this view. Conventional approaches to management
theory include the following approaches to organisational effectiveness:

• Peters and Waterman first proposed the pursuit of excellence as a means of achieving organisational
excellence (Peters and Waterman, 1982). The pursuit of excellence is predicated on the assumption
that there is ‘one best way’ to achieve organisational excellence, which provides the motto for what is
described more formally as the convergence hypothesis. The organisational environment is surveyed to
monitor the consequences of actions and absorb feedback from environmental actors. Mintzberg’s
concern
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that this approach drawn an organisation towards what is fashionable rather than what is

functional (Mintzberg, 1996). This concern is echoed by Stacey who points out that ideological and
cultural values become dominant and pervasive, and thus neglect any environmental signal that is
inconsistent with the organisational behaviour (Stacey 1993). The available choices of action in
response to the discovery of an environmental signal are necessarily limited. Selected actions evolve
through multiple iterations of trial-and-error experiments until the ‘vision is realised’. The
vision/ideology interpretation of the strategic management process is based on implementing the
intentions of the leaders within the organisation.

Many of the organisations identified by Peters as exemplars of the convergence hypothesis have,
subsequently, had more than a passing acquaintance with catastrophe. It appears that the formulation
of ‘one best way’ remains an elusive prescription.
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• Next there is the congruence approach based on contingency theory that seeks to formulate and select
strategic plans according to technically rational criteria. Mintzberg reports that congruence seeks to
achieve organisational effectiveness by matching a given set of internal attributes with a variety of
situational factors (Mintzberg, 1989). Within this paradigm, the selection criteria for a strategic plan
are: the overall acceptability and desirability of the consequences to the expectations and aspirations
of the major stakeholders of the organisation; the feasibility of delivering the strategic objectives; and
the suitability of the strategy with respect to addressing strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and
threats. For each dimension, Stacey identifies the following techniques:

■ acceptability:
• gap analysis (Argenti, 1980)
• scenario, simulation and corporate modelling (Rowe, Mason, Dickel, & Snyder, 1989)
• investment appraisal techniques (Johnson & Scholes, 1989)
• sensitivity and risk analysis (Taylor & Sparkes, 1977)

• feasibility
• product life cycle (Porter, 1980)
• the experience curve (Boston Consulting Group, 1972)
• the product portfolio (Hedley, 1977)

• suitability
• Stacey records that Porter adapted classical economic theories of market form into a
framework for exploring the competitive dynamics between an organisation and market. In
particular. Porter developed theories of industry structure and general strategy analysis
(Porter, 1980), and value chain analysis (Porter, J985).
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•

Contingency theory originates from empirical research demonstrating that success was not correlated
to a single set of factors, but rather a multiplicity of factors including the trading environment, the
size of the organisation, the available technology, the history of the organisation, and the expectations
of the stakeholders (Bums & Stalker, 1961; Woodward, 1965; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967). In contrast
to the ‘one best way* ethos of the vision/ideology school of management, contingency theory is based
on the ethos of ‘it all depends*, i.e. an organisation must adapt to cope with the ‘contingencies’
emerging from shifts in environment, technology, scale, and resources (Child, 1984).

Contingency theory is considered to represent an advance on the convergence hypothesis, but still
offers no sustainable prescription for organisational effectiveness. In particular, both hypotheses
require a profound appreciation of environmental circumstances. This must be achieved before
selection of the appropriate combination of strategy, structure and culture. The implication here is
that environmental turbulence will militate against a set of circumstances being sufficiently settled to
facilitate the formulation of a stable business strategy. The risk is that a strategy devised from
contingency theory will be constituted of ‘precapsuled programmes to respond in precise ways to
stimuli that never quite occurred as expected’ (Quinn, 1980).

•

Configuration theory is predicated on the ethos of ‘getting it all together’. A configuration is defined
to bo some constellation of structural, cultural, strategic, control systems and other organisational
factors appropriate to a particular environment. Miller offers the following principles (Miller, 1986):

•

There are only a limited number of possible constellations of organisation attributes that are
feasible in any environment (Hannan & Freeman, 1977; Aldrich, 1979; MçKelvey 1981)

•

Organisations are driven toward a few common configurations in order to achieve internal
harmony and consistency between structures, cultures, strategies and contexts.

•

Organisations tend to change the elements of their configuration in a manner that either extends
a given configuration or moves quickly to a new configuration that endures for a long time.
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The 7S framework (Waterman, Peters & Phillips, 1980) is identified as a typical example of a
configuration; the success of an organisation is determined by the configuration of seven attributes
collaborating to form some unified system.

The aim of configuration theory is commendable: to transform an organisation into a harmonious,
consistent and coherent ensemble. However, configuration theory is undermined by serious
weaknesses. Stacey notes that the drive for stability and regularity focuses on a small number of rather
standard patterns, and not a large number of separate criteria. Mintzberg reports that configuration
theory may be ineffective for both mechanistic organisations and adhocracies. For the mechanistic
organisation, the dominant influence of executive declarations may inhibit innovation. Conversely, the
‘looseness* of an adhocracy may contrive to prevent a viable innovation from ascending to any position
of dominance.

• From Mintzberg’s five forms of configuration (Entrepreneurial, Professional, Innovative, Diversified,
Machine), it is possible to extrapolate further hypotheses of organisational effectiveness.

Rather than adhere to a particular configuration, an organisation may balance competing forces by
combining multiple configurations. As Mintzberg notes, ‘Effective organisations usually balance many
forces. Configuration merely means a tilt towards one force; combination is more balanced.’ The
combination hypothesis poses the risk that competing configurations might confront each other
immobilising the organisation.

The conversion hypothesis describes the migration from one form of organisational effectiveness to
another as progress is made through some lifecycle trajectory. When a conversion is overdue, the
migration is not contentious: However to be overdue is to expose the organisation to competitive
threat. Conflict is more likely where opportunity or threat is less clearly discerned.
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To navigate a sustainable trajectory, Mintzberg maintains that the organisation must be able to
reconcile contradictory forces by achieving a dynamic equilibrium between the cooperative force of
ideology and the competitive force of politics. Either force can promote or suppress change.

Disquiet about the ability of conventional approaches to formulate successful business strategies is now
widespread. In fact, there is clear evidence that these approaches are foiling to deliver sustainable success
(Hayes & Abernathy, 1980; Pascale, 1990; Hamel & Prahalad, 1994). The conventional hypotheses of
organisational effectiveness all appear to include deficiencies of sufficient seriousness to alert the analyst
to the possibility of requirements, emerging from these theoretical foundations, containing significant
anomalies. The next section contains a discussion o£ possibly, the most potent source of error.

2.6

The Strategic Planning Paradox

Mintzberg offers compelling arguments to explain the failure of strategic planning and even poses a
fundamental challenge to the very concept (Mintzberg, 1994). A distinction is made between the various
types of strategy:

e intended strategies formulate organisational patterns for the future
* realised strategies identify organisational pattens emerging from the past
* deliberate strategies are those intended strategies that are folly realised
* unrealised strategies are those intended strategies that are not realised.

However, Mintzberg reports that much literature of planning ignores another crucial form of strategy
formulation, i.e. emergent strategy: a strategy that was realised but not expressly intended. Alternatively,
emergent strategy is yielded from a set of actions that is consolidated over time to become a consistent
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pattern of behaviour in response to some environmental signal that was previously neglected. The
detection of environmental signals is, of course, essential to the process of planning, or at least
formulating accurate forecasts from which to develop plans. A signal is information omitted from an event
and may be regular or discontinuous. While forecasting regular events may be facilitated by the analysis of
patterns of relationships concerning the event of interest (Makridakis, 1990), the prospects for predicting
discontinuous events appear to be less hopeful. Ansoff offered a resolution by speculating that systems
could be devised to predict strategic surprises (discontinuities) through the detection of weak signals
(Ansofij 1975). Yet MolcridoMs dismisses this proposal as an academic idea of little practical value,
requiring considerable abilities far beyond present technological value. Clearly, Mintzberg is not
persuaded hy either of these stances and cites examples of entrepreneurs who have responded to weak
signals to achieve considerable success as a means of resolving this apparent impasse.

Mintzberg dismisses the claim of ‘commitment planning’ (Ackofl; 1970), that strategy may be devised
according to a predetermined schedule that totally disregards the dynamics of the organisational
environment. By contrast, Mintzberg endorses the view that strategy formation is a dynamic process that
should reflect the dynamics of the organisation and its environment (Quinn, 1980; Pascale, 1984;
Mintzberg and McHugh, 1985). Thus Mintzberg contends that the assumption of predetermination that
informs much literature of planning, is a fallacy.

Mintzberg continues by launching an assault on the assumption that strategic planning should strive to
detach strategic management from operations management It is asserted that effective strategists are
those that immerse themselves into daily detail while being able to abstract strategic messages from it.
The endorsement of detachment is apparently predicated on a further assumption that environmental feet,
noise, inference and impression con be conveyed accurately and completely by hard data, Mintzberg
proceeds to dismantle this edifice by arguing that hard data is:
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e limited in scope, lacks richness and often fails to encompass important non-economic and nonquantitative factors
• too aggregated for effective use in strategy making
• delivered too late to be of use in strategy making
e simply unreliable. .

After enunciating the fallacies of prcdetennination and detachment informing much literature on strategic
planning, Mintzberg’s sights are focussed on what is perceived to be the central fallacy: the assumption
that strategic planning can be formalised. Mintzberg can find no evidence that formalising strategic
planning systems captures the messy, ill-structured processes from which strategic plans are formulated in
the real world.

By discrediting the assumptions of predetermination, detachment and formalism, Mintzberg has
effectively transformed the edifice of strategic planning into a highly dubious source of requirements. It
can deduced from Mintzberg’s observations that requirements emanating from strategic plans are likely to
simply address regular signals from the environment There appears to be no capacity for detecting or
articulating responses to weak and discontinuous signals; and yet, apparently, it is these very signals that
foreshadow the greatest competitive opportunities and threats. Mintzberg postulates that the planning
process has for too long been dominated by analysis which by its very nature has served to thwart the
creative process. Analysts are described as people preferring ‘convergent deductive thinking, to search for
similarities among problems, rather than differences, to decompose rather than to design* (Leavitt, 1975).
Mintzberg argues that creativity should be factored into the planning process and proceeds to explore
individual intuition ao a technique for achieving this. Intuition is contrasted to analysis in that it is
described as a higher form of synthesis. Mintzberg further develops the contrast by comparing the
reductionist instincts of analysis to consider knowledge as discrete chunks, whereas creative intuition
strives to forge knowledge into continuous images. The intuitive universe is one of ‘simultaneous, holistic
and relational concepts’ defined by ‘soft, speculative information’ that necessarily remains tacit. From this

premise, Mintzberg affirms that strategy making (the predominant source of requirements) is a dynamic,
ambiguous, discontinuous, interactive process that emphasises synthesis and learning, and compels the
workforce to utilise intuition.

Having sought to challenge commonly held perceptions about the prescriptive and deterministic nature of
requirements, the next section addresses their actual origins.

2.7

The Nature Of Requirements

From the previous section it is reasonable to conclude that requirements may emerge from two sources:
analysis and intuition. Analysis is conducted in a deterministic, linear universe where the environment
emits strong, regular signals that the organisation can forecast with confidence and respond to in some
pre-determined way. However, analysis has little to offer where the universe is non-deterministic and non
linear, and the environment emits weak, discontinuous signals where meaning is unclear. The only access
to this universe is through intuition and instinct; properties which are notoriously elusive and difficult to
articulate. However, this is not to claim that intuition is impenetrable. Forrester argues that intuition
evolves through the use of mental models (Forrester, 1975), but that these must be articulated and
formalised if they are to be verified for correctness and consistency. Moreover, Forrester highlights
significant limitations with intuition: it is poor at assessing the consequences of decisions impacting
increasingly complex, multi-loop nonlinear feedback systems. Weick also introduces the possibility of
nonlinear relationships causing systems autonomously to change from dominant positive to dominant
negative feedback loops (Weiek, 1977). To reveal the mental models and thus expose inherent
inconsistencies, Mintzberg urges the development of some strategic programming technique such that the
strategy, and thus the requirements, may be codified. It is recognised that strategies may be ‘rich visions,
intricately woven images that may create deep-rooted perspectives’ and that the codification should
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respect the integrity of strategy to capture every ‘subtlety and nuance’. Once codified, the strategy may be
elaborated and decomposed progressively into specific action plans.

The origin of requirements is now becoming clearer. Requirements may emerge from analysis of a domain
that is well understood by the organisation, or they may be concealed in the intuitive comprehension of a
domain for which there is only perfunctory awareness and where elicitation is far from guaranteed. Some
codification convention is suggested as a mechanism for exposing requirements and subjecting to them
some firm of verification.

However, the concept of ‘weak’ signals suggests the necessity fir a more profound and subtle appreciation
of the notion of a requirement. The very use of the term ‘weak’ to describe a signal suggests that the
consequences of the environmental event emitting the signal may, in some respect, be disproportionate to
the original event Furthermore, the incidence of ‘weak’ signals is considered to be discontinuous, i.e. it is
difficult, or even impossible, to predict the future emission of ‘weak’ signals. Finally, the process of
extrapolating moaning from the messages accompanying ‘weak’ signals is often a highly complex and
uncertain process, particularly if the messages contradict previous experience of the environment.

2.8

Chaos and Complexity

A somewhat avant-garde movement in management is seeking to follow the example of other disciplines
and integrate the principles of chaos and complexity into mainstream management theory. Of particular
concern is the inability of mainstream techniques to respond to ‘weak’ indicators that may signal an
episode of upheaval while simultaneously managing the organisation through periods of stability. Stacey
is an enthusiastic advocate of this movement and has described in some detail how the theories of chaos
(Stacey, 1993) and complexity (Stacey, 1996) should inform management theory.
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Awareness has existed for some time that the competitive landscape is characterised by periods of
tranquillity punctuated by discontinuous episodes of turbulence and upheaval (Tushman, Newman,
Romanelli, 1986). Ormerod detects a similar phenomenon when investigating pattens of unemployment
(Ormerod, 1994). It is argued that the periodicity and amplitude of unemployment patterns are determined
by the conditions prevailing at the outset of the pattern. Attempts are made to explain comparable
behaviour in the financial markets (Cohen, 1997; Mandelbrot, 1998). All such conjecture leads,
inevitably, to a discussion of chaos theory. In particular, Stacey seeks to explain pattems of organisational
behaviour by drawing heavily on Gleick’s account of chaos theory (Gleick, 1988)

Within this paradigm, the stabilising equilibrium of negative feedback loops and the explosively
destablising equilibrium of positive feedback loops constitute the attractors to which an organisation must
respond. To be disproportionately influenced by either attractor invites collapse; sustainable survival
depends on resolving the tensions between these two attractors. A strategy must be devised to enable
navigation of a trajectory between the dynamic borders of these attractors; however, this is to enter an
unpredictable universe that is neither stable nor unstable but a paradoxical combination of both (Kets dc
Vries, 1980; Quinn & Cameron, 1988; Hampden-Tumer, 1990).

The application of complexity theory is concerned with an examination of the conditions under which an
organisation must devise a survival strategy by adapting to the competing influences of order and disorder.
The possible necessity for a duality of purpose may be traced back to the work of Bums and Stalker who
noted the distinction between the mechanistic and organic organisations (Bums & Stalker, 1961); the
former were bureaucratic, unitary and more suited to stable environments, while the latter were flexible,
pluralistic and more appropriate to volatile conditions. The increasing frequency and intensity of
turbulence suggests that organisations may no longer opt for a unitary or pluralistic paradigm but, in
accordance with Bums and Stalker, must strike a dynamic balance between the competing configurations.
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Dominant interpretations of organisational life assume implicitly that success is achieved by restoring an
organisation to stable equilibrium once there has been an environmental disturbance (Mintzberg &
Waters, 1985; Senge, 1990; Ansoff & McDonnell, 1990). Stacey draws on complexity theory (Prigogine &
Stengers, 1984; Waldrop, M 1992; Gell-Mann, 1994) to argue that such an aspiration impedes
adaptability. Rather organisations must be thought of as complex adaptive systems collaborating to
achieve some purpose (Mueller, 1986; Charan, 1991; Nohria & Eccles, 1992).

Building on this foundation, Stacey defines the legitimate and shadow networks. The legitimate network
is based on shared intentionality designed to promote a surprise-free environment exhibiting patterns of
behaviour compatible with the organisation's strategic intent. The shadow network is formed from a
repertoire of thoughts, perceptions and behaviours that run counter, in some respect, to those generated in
the legitimate network (Festinger, Schachter and Back, 1950; Trist & Branforth, 1951; Blauner, 1964;
Millet and Rice, 1967). When the legitimate and shadow systems aro in conflict, new patterns may
emerge to reconstruct the legitimate systems. This hypothesis appears to be endorsed by Mintzberg’s
description of the creative process that is enacted at the edge and ‘far from the logic of conventional
organisations.’

An organisation thus behaves as an adaptive feedback network, i.e. a purposive system comprising a large
number of interacting agents ‘who adjust their behaviour in the light of its consequences for their
purpose’. Moreover, an organisation co-evolves with other complex adaptive systems according to some
iterative, non-linear trajectory. From this definition, it can be inferred that to make a series of corrective
adjustments in response to discontinuous disturbances, the agents comprising the adaptive system must be
capable of lam ing it is also a property of adaptive non-linear feedback networks that ‘specific long-term
evolution is radically unpredictable’. Short-term changes are predictable through the judicious use of
archetypal patterns of behaviour. However, as Stacey notes, achieving short-term changes through small
incremental, progressive strategies is a poor learning strategy, but seeking to resolve tensions between the
influences of stability and instability provides a more fertile foundation for organisational learning.
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While wholesale adoption of chaos and complexity theory may be considered a little eccentric for the
mainstream lobby, to even concede a scintilla of recognition poses a significant challenge to the more
conventional theoretical foundations. The influence of chaos undermines the ability of the domain expert
to predict the future direction of corporate intent to such an extent that large tracts of the corporate future
become unknown and, even, unknowable. The corporation must respond as a complex adaptive system
where the corporate future is still difficult to predict, but is occasionally predictable in the short term. The
corporation must therefore inhabit a complex rather than a chaotic universe.

To survive in a complex universe, attention should be focussed on using analogy and intuition to detect
disturbances in patterns of behaviour rather than seeking specific links between causes and events. This
declaration suggests an alternative mandate for requirements engineering.

2.9

Holism versus reductionism

Checkland describes Newton as the methodologist whose principle of reductionism has deeply permeated
science for 350 years (Checkland, 1981). There are three senses in which, it is claimed, science is
'reductionist7. The real world is so diverse and complex* that to pursue a particular thread of inquiry* it is
necessary to reduce the world by extracting just those features necessary for the investigation. There is an
intellectual appeal in achieving logical coherence by reducing on explanation to consideration of an
irreducible set of features. Finally* there is the dominant influence of scientific rationalism that argues for
scientific thinking to be based on the precept of dismantling phenomena into component elements.

The ‘reductionist’ paradigm has also acted as a dominant influence in the analysis of business and IT
systems. Clearly, to understand fully the architecture of a system, it is necessary to define its
characteristics at finer levels of granularity until components are rendered irreducible. Such an argument
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has obvious appeal where prescription is essential if deliverables are to be produced according to some
schedule.

However, the limitations of the ‘reductionist’ paradigm have been apparent to the scientific community for
some time. A particular source of disquiet is the unsuspected emergence of new phenomena at higher
levels of complexity. Further skepticism is introduced by the distinction between ‘restricted’ and
‘unrestricted’ science (Pantin, 1968). With a restricted science, far-reaching hypotheses can be evaluated
from a limited range of phenomena through ‘well-designed reductionist experiments.’ Conversely, with
‘unrestricted’ science, phenomena can be so complex that controlled experimentation is frequently
impossible. From the systems perspective, a similar consternation is emerging. There is evidence that as
organisations prepare to grapple with environmental turbulence; they are beginning to venture into realms
beyond the conventional approaches to analysis. This reasoning poses a challenge to conventional
approaches to analysis; they may need to be reconstructed such that they can address unverifiable
assertions as well as the more familiar verifiable conjectures.

A system is considered to be holistic when it exhibits a property absent from its constituait elements;
Checkland describes this as emergent phenomena. Holism would therefore appear to offer a
complementary discipline to reductionism. Rather than simply dissecting a phenomena into a network of
irreducible concepts, it is also possible to develop a complementary perspective based on the endless web
of interdependencies defining the environment for the phenomena. Holistic investigation is, of course,
deeply embedded in the sciences of chaos and complexity that are becoming increasingly influential in
determining how organisations are apprehended. Cohen and Stewart warn, however, that holism is
perhaps not quite what is needed; there is an apparent tendency to consider a system aa a whole and
ignore its context (Cohen & Stewart, 1994). The distinction between the two approaches to addressing
problems is defined as follows:
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• the reductionist pursues a thread of inquiry based on a step-by-step causality seeking to describe a
domain in terms already associated with the domain
e

the antireductionist is a pattem-seeker striving to describe a domain with terms available from other
domains.

Following Cohen and Stewart, the analyst is faced with a dilemma when confronting a non-trivial
domain; quite simply is the domain simple or complex. The answer is that it all depends on the context of
the inquiry. It is likely that nothing is quite as simple nor as complex as might be believed by first
impressions. ‘Simple rules can breed simple or complex behaviour; complex rules can breed simple or
complex behaviour.’

Therefore, as the analyst is required to confront domains of ever increasing turbulence, complexity and
uncertainty, it is clear that the reductionist approach preferred by conventional approaches to analysis is
insufficient The inherent reductionism must be complemented by a holistic quality that empowers the
pattern=seeking compulsion m the domain expert

2.10 Conclusion

This section has sought to challenge the assumption that requirements emerge in some orderly manner
from the prescribed behaviour and aspirations of an organisation. While this may be appropriate when
order prevails, it is argued that to concentrate on this focus may invite dissonance between a corporation
and its environment through increasing stagnation. Those requirements arising from the endeavours to
negotiate between order and chaos, however, appear to have been neglected by the mainstream literature
of requirements engineering. Yet it is this endeavour that is best equipped to notice weak signals in the
environment that may presage some escalating disturbance to which the organisation must respond. It
could thus be argued that this endeavour recognises the earliest manifestations of competitive opportunity
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or threat. However, much of the knowledge from this endeavour exists only at an intuitive or instinctive
level where it is necessarily elusive and difficult to articulate. To penetrate this knowledge requires
analysis of archetypal patterns of behaviour for which some shift or disturbance in response to a weak
signal from the environment may indicate die need tor action. To neglect these requirenents thus

consigns IT to a position where it is endlessly lagging behind the demands of the organisation, which in
turn may lag behind the reality of its environment It is little wonder therefore that IT fails to achieve its
objectives.

However, to slavishly respond to the influence of chaos is also to invite organisational dissonance through
disintegration. It has been argued that the ‘actual’ requirements of an organisation emerge from some
negotiation of the tensions implicit in the requirements emanating from the competing influences of order
and chaos. Moreover, this negotiation is a creative and innovative process that is only possible on the edge
of chaos, where there is the potential for self-organisation and the emergence of a new order. Negotiation
may be interpreted as a process of harmonising archetypal patterns of behaviour that have been disturbed
by some environmental event. This can only be achieved if the organisation learns to accurately interpret
(and predict in the short term) messages implicit in environmental events that are subject to endless shift
and disturbance.

The arguments presented in this chapter provide a context from which to define requirements for change
within the dynamic and uncertain reality of corporate existence and survival.

A requirement is a declaration for change that seeks to adapt the association between an organisation and
its corporate environment such that it better aligns with some strategic edict. The declaration may address
any combination of the corporate environment, the organisation and any system supporting the
organisation. Typically, the purpose of a requirement is to resolve dissonance between an organisation and
its corporate environment but less obviously a requirement may seek to create dissonance to exploit an
opportunity or deflect a threat.
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The ability to adapt is essential to the survival of an organisation where its external environment is
characterised by complexity; i.e. the competing forces of order and chaos present the organisation with
contradictory and paradoxical signals. Requirements conferring the ability to adapt will only emerge when
the domain expat learns to continuously interpret and predict events that signal shifts in the behaviour of
the organisation or its environment. The next section examines the dominant trends in organisational
learning.
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Chapter 3
3

3.1

Domain Knowledge and the Learning Organisation

Introduction %

A major contributory factor in the enduring failure of IT is identified, in Chapter 2, as an approach to
specifying requirements that fails to reflect the dynamics of the environment from which the requirements
originate. In particular, it is argued that an organisation must navigate a trajectory that resolves the
tensions between the opposing influences of stability and instability; to drift towards either invites
corporate decline through either stagnation or disintegration respectively. Requirements for business
change should therefore exhibit some blend of concept and context that avoids either of these destinies.

However, it is also recognised that conventional approaches to systems engineering assume, either
implicitly-or cxplicitlÿ/thât roqüirOTiëhts casôüdë ih sbmê^brd^lyfoshion fromimanagoment edicts that
contain some declaration of strategic intent This assumption presents a fundamental dilemma. The
declarations of strategic intent from which requirements emerge rarely take full account of the behavioural
dynamics of the organisation and its environment. Strategic declarations are thus likely to contain
i

inappropriate conjectures of linearity and determinism that are unlikely to be sustained continuously. It
can be inferred therefore that requirements arising from conventional approaches to strategic management
are likely to be diminished in terms of both organisational utility and relevance; i.e. the seeds of IT failure
are sown even before the launch of a software engineering project.

Not surprisingly, there is a growing awareness that all is not well with conventional approaches to
strategic management The work of Hamel and Prahalad provides a convincing and detailed critique, and
offers a set of principles that define a plausible approach to strategic management that appears to confront
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the demons of discontinuity and turbulence (Hamel & Prahalad, 1994). The table below presents the
distinctions between their approach and the conventional approaches:

Conventional
Strategic Planning

Crafting Strategic Architecture
(Hamel & Prahalad)

Planning Goal

Incremental improvement in
market share and position

Rewriting industry rules and
creating new competitive space

Planning Process

Formulaic and ritualistic

Exploratory and open-ended

Existing industry and market
structure as the base line

An understanding of
discontinuities and competencies
as the base line

Industry structure analysis
(segmentation analysis, value
chain analysis, cost structure
analysis, competitor
benchmarking, etc..)

A search for new functionalities
or new ways of delivering
traditional functionalities

Tests for fit between resources
and plans

Enlarging opportunity horizons
Tests for significance and
timeliness of new opportunities

Capital budgeting and allocation Development of plans for
competence acquisition and
of resources among competing
-migration
projects
Individual business as the unit of
analysis

Development of opportunity
approach plans
The corporation as the unit of
analysis

Planning resources

Business unit executives

Many managers

Few experts

The collective wisdom of the
company

Staff driven
Line and staff driven

Figure 3-1 Approaches to Strategy-making (Hamel & Prahalad, 1994)

Hamel and Prahalad’s approach to crafting strategic architecture reveals an emphasis on exploiting core
competencies and the ‘collective wisdom* of the company to identify and evaluate new competitive
opportunities within enlarged environmental horizons. Core competencies and ‘collective wisdom* are

based on a reservoir of knowledge held by the organisation, and may thus be viewed as the ‘intellectual
capital* of the organisation. Hamel and Prahalad also stress the importance of competence acquisition and
migration, which implies th at4intellectual capital* is in some sense dynamic and should be aligned to the
aspirations of the organisation. ‘Intellectual capital* may only be infused with dynamism through a
process of organisational learning where the knowledge base is endlessly reconstructed with the
acquisition of new knowledge and the reinvention of existing knowledge.

Analysis of learning orientations (Nevis et al, 1997) confirms that whether an organisation embarks on a
strategy based on innovation or adaptation, knowledge provides the foundation fir pursuing either
strategy. Where an organisation decides to embark on a policy of innovation, the knowledge is developed
internally. Conversely, where an organisation follows a policy of adaptation, the external environment
provides the source of the knowledge. In practice, of course, an organisation is likely to strive for some
dynamic blend of innovation and adaptation that best suits the behaviour and aspirations of the
organisation and its environment. To maintain a blend of strategic intention that provides for the
organisation- to-detect and respond to competitive-opportunities and threats^ there appears to be no
alternative to launching an endless programme of organisational learning that refreshes the knowledge
base or intellectual capital of the organisation.

,

This chapter is concerned with presenting an evaluation of various approaches to organisational learning
and creating an endlessly evolving knowledge base, and also exploring how these approaches influence
the creation of requirements for business change.

3.2

Simple and Complex Organisational Learning

To appreciate descriptions of various forms of organisational learning, it is first necessary to examine the
foundations upon which they are based. From the previous chapter, it was argued that organisational
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behaviour exhibits many of the features associated with an adaptive feedback network. However, within
this mode of behaviour, patterns of behaviour can be unintentional, unexpected or counter-intuitive.
Moreover, not all organisational behaviour is goal-seeking or purposeful; there are formative phases when
organisational behaviour is concerned with identifying goals and defining purpose. Meaning, purpose and
vision emerge from a retrospective interpretation of recent behavioural patterns of the organisation and its
environment In the universe of complex feedback systems, prediction becomes very difficult with the need
to maintain loœefy coupled systems adding further to complicity and uncertainty. The ability to improvise
is valued more highly than the capacity for forecasting in this universe. Clearly, an appreciation of human
cognition is essential to gaining some understanding of how domain experts apprehend and interpret the
behaviour of organisations as complex feedback systems.

A fundamental assertion of cognitive theory is that human beings create mental models as a mechanism
for comprehending and interpreting systems exhibiting excessive size, complexity or uncertainty. A
mental model allows an individual to anticipate and make provision for future situations^ and utilise
knowledge-of-past events to-deal- with the present-and-future.—
Johnson-Laird-advanced the concept of
mental models by adding that they arc ‘analogical representations or a combination of analogical and
prepositional representations’ (Johnson-Laird, 1983, 1988). A mental model is thus some analogical
configuration of a set of conceptual objects that reflect the structure of the same objects in the real world.
When the domain expert is confronted by some new juxtaposition of behaviour, a reservoir of mental
models is used to discern some manifestation of similarity or differentiation, thus enabling more effective
deliberation on a new course of action. The domain expert io distinguished from the novice by a superior
ability to discern appropriate shifts in the behavioural patterns constituting the mental models. The expert
is bettor equipped at applying analogical reasoning to a more extensive repertoire of behavioural patterns:
Analogies are used to solve new problems in terms of old ones (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). As Stacey
comments, analogies may be used to either make the novel seem familiar by relating it to prior knowledge
or make the familiar seem novel by viewing it from a new perspective.
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However, Norman adds a note of caution that mental models are frequently incomplete and unstable
(Norman, 1983). Mental models are sketchy, incomplete constructs which are stored and retrieved
according to degrees of the similarity and irregularity of vague category features. A domain expat is
created when mental models are absorbed by transferring them into the unconscious. However, as mental
models exist in the unconscious, they are rarely the subject of dialogue or inquiry, while explicit models
are more likely to be questioned. It has already been noted that mental models are formed from analogical
constructs by reflecting abstractly on some domain; in addition, mental models are sketchy and
incomplete. It is reasonable to infer from these features that any knowledge emerging from mental models
is likely to be elusive and difficult to articulate. If the barriers of skilled incompetence (Argyris, 1990) and
those arising from the contradictions between the models espoused by experts and those used in practice
(Argyris & SchOn, 1978) are applied to mental models, it is possible that knowledge embedded in mental
models is not only elusive but actually impenetrable.

Mental models are claimed to evolve and approach some threshold of expression as novices and domain
expats engage in some behavioural-loop of discoveryr chQiceandactionwithin-aparticulardomain. The
behavioural loop is considered to correspond to a co-evolutionary feedback process where the actions of
one agent impacts a second agent that responds to impact the original agent. From the previous chapter,
by definition negative feedback will generate a dampening impact, while positive feedback will generate
an amplifying impact.

Simple organisational learning (or single-loop learning) is invoked by negative feedback where any
discrepancy between the desired and actual consequences of an action is rectified by some corrective
activity (Argyris & Schôn, 1978). Single-loop learning is defined as a feedback process from action to
consequence to subsequent action that preserves the mental model. The domain expert observes and
interprets the consequence of some previous action and chooses a new or adjusted action that is designed
to rectify any discrepancy. Negative feedback guarantees that a choice is available that pomits a change of
behaviour while observing the rules of behaviour.

Consequences and other
changes

Acting

Choosing

Figure 3-2 Simple or single-loop learning (Stacey, 1993)

By contrast, complex (or double-loop) learning is invoked by positive feedback where any discrepancy
between the desired and actual consequences of an action provokes a fundamental challenge to the
underlying schema (Argyris & Schtin, 1978). As with the single-loop model, the domain expert observes
and interprets the consequence of some previous action and chooses a new or adjusted action that is
designed to rectify any discrepancy. However, positive feedback ensures there is no choice available to
rectify the discrepancy and the underlying schema is thus under assault, i.e. the rules of behaviour are
changed at the same time as the behaviour itself Complex learning is thus described as learning in real
time or reflection-in-action (SchOn, 1987 & 1991). Stacey notes that complex learning involves positive
feedback because behavioural consequences must be amplified to destabilise and modify the dominant
schema (Stacey, 1996). Unlike simple learning, double-loop learning presents a challenge to mental
models and the underlying assumptions that have been responsible for selecting actions. Thus not only
actions kit also the mental models leading to those actions are subject to change. Complex learning
requires the reconstruction of new paradigms from the residue of deconstructed paradigms existing

previously. This process is completely analogous with Kuhn's explanation of how major scientific
. innovations emerge with the creation of new paradigms (Kuhn, 1962).
Consequences and
other changes

New
mental model

Acting

Discovering
Choosing

Previous
■mental model

Figure 3-3 Complex or double-loop learning (Stacey, 1993)

In^addition to the previously idênüifiêd harriers to organisational lèamingT Â ryris Tëpciiïs that
organisational defence routines present an additional obstacle (Argyris, 1990). Stacey argues that planned
organisational development introduces negative feedback loops to an organisation, while organisational
defence routines unintentionally provoke positive feedback loops. Defence routines are considered to
include collusion in the avoidance, bypassing, covering-up of contentious issues and games to frustrate the
introduction of any innovation that poses a threat to some facet of the established order. Within such an
atmosphere, 'dysfunctional learning behaviour blocks the detection of gradually accumulating small
changes, the surfacing of different perspectives, the thorough testing of proposals through dialogue’
(Stacey, 1993). A commitment model of management is proposed as a mechanism for overcoming
organisational defence routines; commitment management is considered to exploit the creativity inherent
in domain experts by encouraging public scrutiny of innovations leading to cooperative dynamics and
mutual control. However, such an initiative is likely to be resisted as organisations may spontaneously
invoke compensatory and defence mechanisms when encountering the forces of change, i.e. positive looj&s

of behaviour are invoked when levels of uncertainty and ambiguity increase to intolerable levels. Stacey
claims that the prospects of success are contingent on the management of the context or boundary
conditions of groups within an organisation. The context of a group is defined by the nature and use of
power, level of mutual trust, and resource constraints on the agents within the group. The purpose of
managing the context is to create an atmosphere of trust and emotional security where defences may be
overcome to create an atmosphere that enables complex learning.

From this brief analysis of complex learning, it is clear not only that the knowledge embedded in mental
models is both elusive and difficult to express, but also that the circumstances necessary for complex
learning are extremely sensitive to organisational defence routines. The atmosphere required for complex
learning must therefore be endlessly protected and cultivated by management and those agents active
within the organisation.

3.3

Triple Loop Learning

Swieringa and Wierdsma’s organisational learning model of triple-loop thinking (Swieringa & Wierdsma,
1992) provides an intriguing extension to the more familiar models of single-loop and double-loop
learning. Flood and Romm claim that triple loop learning provides the intelligence and responsibility
required to manage the diversity that is becoming an increasingly dominant feature of organisational life
(Flood and Romm, 1996). To explain triple-loop learning, it is first necessary to identify the three
available centres of learning for single loop learning: Are we doing things right? Are we doing the right
tiling? Why should we do it?

Flood and Romm comment that the ‘Are we doing things right?’ centre of learning is concerned primarily
with process design and organisational design, thus concentrating on the ‘How we should do it?’ question.
By contrast, the ‘Are we doing the right thing?* centre focuses mi the ‘What should we do?’ question and
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represents debate based on interpretive thought. The third centre of single loop learning addresses the
balance between might and right, i.e. that ‘rightness is often buttressed by mightiness, and mightiness by
rightness. The concern here is that the mightiness or. presumed rightness may obstruct any attempt at
organisational learning. Considered in isolation, each centre is seeking a task-oriented resolution and is m
conflict with the other centres. As the centres operate in isolation, all cognitive development is non
reflexive and thus of dubious value. Double-loop and triple-loop learning seek to remedy this conflict.

Double-loop learning proceeds by seeking to reconcile the first two centres of learning, i.e. by
harmonising ‘What we should do?’ with ‘How we should do it?’ and thus challenges the paradigms
embedded in mental models. According to Flood and Romm, triple-loop learning is concerned with
‘increasing the fullness and deepness of learning about the diversity of issues and dilemmas faced’. This is
achieved by establishing a tolerance between the three centres of learning and achieving ‘one overall
awareness’, i.e. a reflexive loop is introduced between the design management and debate management It
is claimed that triple loop learners are reflexive and able to operate more intelligently by looping between
the three centres of learning. Flood and Romm comment.that-might right management is claimcd for
triple-loop learning by seeking to establish whether ‘rightness is the right of appeal to forms of scientific
or presumed agreement, or the might of an appeal to imperatives, that buttress a preferred conception?’

■

3.4

The Emergent Nature of Knowledge

Single-loop, double-loop and triple-loop learning draw heavily on mental models when deciding how to
respond to an. environmental event that may be an indicator of change. Where single-loop learning
generates a strategy for adaptation without challenging the paradigm embedded in mental models, double
loop and triple-loop learning challenges the paradigm and may result in a revision to mental models used
to monitor and interpret organisational events. Recasting mental models provides a new paradigm from
which to detect indicators of change, exploit opportunities and deflect threats. However, while knowledge
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remains immersed in mental models, it is of limited utility to the organisation. For the knowledge to be of

use to the organisation, it must be transformed into an explicit state and thus accessible to a wider
audience. The remainder of this chapter examines various approaches to explaining the emergent nature
of knowledge in circumstances unencumbered by sociological and organisations barriers.

3.4.1

Ross’s ‘ladder of inference’

From the studies on reflection and inquiry (Argyris & SchOn, 1978, Argyris, 1982; Argyris, et al, 1985;
Argyris, 1990; Isaacs, 1992), Ross applied the metaphor of a ‘ladder of inference’ to describe the
explication of knowledge embedded in mental models (Ross, 1994).

Actions taken based on beliefs
Beliefs adopted about the world
Conclusions drawn
Assumptions based on added meanings

The reflexive loop (our beliefs
affect what data we select next
time)

Cultural and personal meanings added

Data selected from observations

Observable data and experiences

Figure 3-4 The ‘ladder of inference’ (Ross, 1994)
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The ‘ladder of inference’ metaphor provides a mechanism for describing how knowledge, attitudes and
beliefs emerge through a series of inferential leaps from mental models. However, Ross notes that the
fabric of mental models and rationale for inferential leaps may have been long forgotten or based on
assumptions that were either originally erroneous or no longer relevant to the current domain (Ross,
1994). Three ways in which the ‘ladder of inference’ can be used to improve communications are
identified:

• reflection: increasing awareness of thinking and reasoning
• advocacy: increasing the visibility of thinking and reasoning
• inquiry: challenging the thinking and reasoning of others.

Ross argues that the prospects for evaluating statements emerging from the ‘ladder of inference’ are
improved if the expert is able to identify the data behind the statement and persuade the audience that the
data and associated reasoning form a valid basis for formulating consequential abstract assumptions; the
key is to align the inference of the expert with the interpretation of the audience.

3.4.2

The ‘left-hand column’ research method

The ‘left-hand column’ (Ross & Kleiner, 1994) is based on the two-column research method developed by
Argyris and SchOn (1974) and provides another method for explicating knowledge embedded in mental
models. The purpose of the method is to ‘gain awareness of the tacit assumptions which govern
conversation and contribute to blocking purpose in real-life situations, and to develop a way of talking
about those tacit assumptions more effectively’. This approach to exposing and interpreting tacit
assumptions is to select a problem manifesting some degree of intractability and to request every member
of the group discussing the problem to record a transcript of their impressions of the discussion. More
precisely, the transcript is divided into two columns:
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• the right-hand column is used to record the dialogue that actually occurred
• the left-hand column is used to record what the individual was actually thinking in response to each
item of dialogue.

The left-hand column of the transcript is examined to discover intention, assumptions, effectiveness and
behavioural blocks and thus devise an approach to more effective communication. However, Putman
raises some concerns with respect to the effectiveness of the ‘left-hand column’ method (Putman, 1994b).
Both small and large discussion groups generate dynamics that impede the learning process: Putman’s
response is to recommend the presence of an authorative and skilled facilitator who is able to promote
inquiry and detect the influence of mental models. In fact, the explication of mental models is so sensitive
to intentional (and unintentional) obstruction that much attention is paid to developing protocols for
balancing inquiry and advocacy (Ross and Roberts, 1994) and defining conversational recipes (Putnam,
1994a).

3,4,3

Sense’s approach to organisational learning

The explication of mental models is an essential precursor to the more advanced level of organisational
learning that is represented by systems thinking. In addition to endorsing much familiar material on
systems thinking, Senge identifies two crucial contributions (Senge, 1994):
*

• systems thinking requires a qualitative shift from the more familiar linear thinking, i.e. organisations
are considered to be constellations of processes and not structures (Capra et al, 1991) ^
• self-organising systems (‘where order emerges from chaos’) provide a prototype for managing
organisations in turbulent environments (Wheatley, 1993).
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The adoption by Senge of Wheatley’s conclusion (and by implication those of Stacey (1993)) that selforganising systems provide a template for understanding organisational behaviour indicates that this
concept is now gaining acceptance in the literature. However, besides including a reference to the concept
of self-organising systems, there is little comment on how this may be factored into the theory of
organisational learnings Certainly techniques for resolving the tensions arising from stable and unstable
attractors are neglected.

Nonetheless, from these foundations, Kemeny et al consider effective systems thinking (and thus
organisational learning) to be based on simultaneous reflection on: events, patterns of behaviour, systems,
and mental models (Kemeny et al, 1994). Goodman and Kemeny advocate the use of archetypes as a
mechanism for constructing credible and consistent hypotheses for comprehending systems and the
associated mental models devised by domain experts (Goodman & Kemeny, 1994). An archetype is
defined ‘as nothing more than a mental model made visible* and may be used to redesign systems by
introducing and removing nodes, and adding loops and breaking links between the nodes. When an
organisation is-defined-by some-Gonstellation-of-archetypes, learning may become focused -on-breaking
through organisational gridlock (Kim, 1993). Through the judicious use of archetypes to identify and
define the systemic structures that describe corporate behaviour, organisational learning is achieved by:

• developing a shared vision to inform the redesign of systemic structures
• exploring mental models and team learning to confirm the assumptions underlying organisational
behaviour, culture and beliefs
• performing scenario planning to evaluate assumptions about the future
• developing a personal vision and learning to see the world from a creative and interdependent
perspective, and not merely from a reactive viewpoint

Much of Senge’s approach to organisational learning is concerned with defining organisational
circumstances and attitudes that are conducive to enabling the domain expert to articulate the knowledge,
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assumptions and beliefs populating the mental models that reflect some perspective of an organisation.
Again, the inescapable conclusion is that to create the sympathetic circumstances necessary for
organisational learning, much sustained and reinforced effort is required to overcome entrenched
organisational defence routines. It may also he concluded from Senge’s study that, for all their flaws,
mental models provide a fertile source of knowledge that may be penetrated through the use of archetypes.
The concept of knowledge penetration is possibly mistaken. A more likely explanation is that knowledge
emerges discontinuously from mental models through a series of inferential leaps. Coupled with this
emergence of knowledge is the reconstruction of new mental models from previous unconscious constructs
that have suffered some disturbance of their earlier content.

3.4.4

Claxton’s hare and tortoise metaphor

Although Senge’s discourse contains much of value, there remains a suspicion that the potential of the
unconscious to engage in productive cognitive activity has been underestimated; this is particularly
apparent when Senge’s observations are compared with those of Claxton (1997). From the perspective of
‘cognitive science’, Claxton asserts that unconscious intelligence is capable of learning patterns and
comprehending problems that are far too complex and subtle for the conscious mind. Claxton’s treatise,
however, is that the unconscious must be given time to accomplish these tasks and that this proposition
runs counter to Western culture which places a premium on conscious, deliberate, purposeful thinking
characterised by the following features:

• active thinking is more concerned with finding answers and solutions rather than examining questions
• there is an implicit assumption that there is only one right way of perceiving a problem
• conscious, articulate understanding is the essential basis for understanding, and thought is the
essential problem-solving tool
• explanation is valued over observation
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• explanations that are ‘reasonable’ and justifiable are preferred to intuition
• clarity is preferred to confusion which is neither liked nor valued
• a sense of urgency and impatience is predominant
• cognitive activity should be purposeful rather than playful - relaxed cognition is an alien concept
• there is a reliance on precise language that appears to be literal and explicit
• concepts, generalisations, rules and principles are used wherever possible
• there is a maintained sense of thinking as controlled and deliberate rather than spontaneous
• problems that are formed from assemblages of namcable parts can be tackled effectively.

From this last feature, it is clear that Claxton’s definition of deliberate thinking conforms to the mode of
organisation learning prescribed for responding to stable systems. Claxton recognises that analytical,
linguistic approaches may be appropriate for unitary, mechanistic systems, but their utility is quickly

exhausted when required to address organic systems. For organic systems, Claxton argues that intuition is
an essential complement to reason.

Within Claxton?3 paradigm* *knowledge’ is defined to be the ability to register patterns and use them to
guide future action. ‘Learning’ is defined as the activity whereby these patterns are detected, and
‘intelligence’ refers to the resources that facilitate learning and thus the existence of knowledge. From
these definitions, Claxton continues by introducing the concept of ‘learning by osmosis’ to capture the feet
that the greater part of the learning process is achieved from acquiring implicit know-how rather than
explicit knowledge. Learning by osmosis detects subtle irregularities in experience and uses them to
devise an effective course of action; ’The evolution of more sophisticated strategies complements this
basic capability, it does not supersede it'; Critically# Glouton concludes that the conscious human intellect
stands on the shoulders of learning by osmosis. Apparently, the individual unconsciously detects patterns
and formulates appropriate responses without being aware that anything has been learned; although,
obviously there has been some degree of implicit learning. Claxton draws on experimental evidence
(Lewicki, 1992) to contend that individuals are able unconsciously to detect, learn and use intricate

patterns of information which deliberate conscious scrutiny cannot even see, let alone register and recall.
From these studies, Claxton believes that learning by osmosis extracts significant patterns, contingencies
and relations from a domain that is so complex that it eludes a conscious, articulate grasp. For Claxton,
knowledge emerges from not-knowing. ‘Learning - the process of coming to know - emerges from
uncertainty’. In accordance with Stacey, Claxton also claims that there is an underlying ambivalence that
must be resolved when creating knowledge: learning must seek to reduce uncertainty while also tolerating
uncertainty.

By concentrating on the application of deliberate knowledge to a problem situation, Claxton argues that
an organisation will generate answers from this singular source ‘even when circumstances have changed
and new possibilities are there to be found’. This phenomenon echoes simple single-loop learning that
introduces the risk of not detecting weak environmental signals that may have an amplifying impact on on
organisation unless it is mobilised to respond to the signal. From Claxton’s discourse, it is clear that the
necessarily fast pace of deliberate thinking only permits single-loop learning, while the more leisurely
pace of learning by-osmosisenables double-loop-(and-possibly tripledoop) learning. Claxton approaches
organisational learning from a different perspective, but has, nonetheless, arrived at a conclusion that is
consistent with other studies, i.e. learning can take two forms: deliberate learning (single-loop learning)
and learning by osmosis (double-loop learning). Moreover, some balance must be achieved between these
modes of learning that reflects the behaviour and dynamics of the organisation and its environment.
Claxton’s hypothesis is distinguished from other studies by the assertion that unconscious reflection is for
more effective than conscious deliberation at interpreting apparently counter-intuitive, ambiguous,
contradictory and complex behaviour. Unfortunately, these features now increasingly characterise both
organisational'behaviour and environmental turbulence.

Consequently, any approach to organisational learning must now address the emergence of knowledge
from unconscious cognitive activity based cm mental models constructed from metaphors that are both
incomplete and inconsistent, and yet may contain patterns of bewildering complexity and sophistication.
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Moreover, any disturbance to these patterns may reflect a shift in the behaviour of the organisation that
necessitates a decisive competitive manoeuvre. For this reason, it is necessary to consider further the role
of unconscious cognitive activity in the emergence of knowledge.

3.5

The Primacy of Tacit Knowledge

From the brief survey of organisational learning presented in this chapter, there can be little dispute that
the mental models devised by individuals and small groups of domain exports provide two potent sources
of knowledge:

• where a system is sufficiently complex and variable to defy attempts at logical deduction, mental
models are used to develop an unconscious understanding of the system
• mental models are used to detect shifts in patterns of behaviour that may presage a competitive
___

opportunity or th reat___________

______

___

It is also clear that knowledge embedded in the deepest recesses of mental models is occasionally capable
of ascending through decreasing levels of obscurity until it becomes possible to articulate the knowledge
in some form that is meaningful to the organisation. Once this knowledge emerges, it becomes available
for integration with knowledge held in the public domain and for exploitation by the organisation.

However, organisational learning is not simply a matter of explicating knowledge held in mental models.
There is also the complementary process of disturbances in the public domain generating the material
nececcary to stimulate unconscious cognitive activity and the consequent evolution of new mental models.
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3.6

Nonaka and Takeuchi’s Knowledge-Creating Company

Nonaka and Takeuchi argue that organisational learning follows a cyclical trajectory (see Figure 3.5)
where knowledge may be created in either an explicit or tacit state and may be transformed between those
states (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).

Combination

------ ►

EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge transfer
(by teaching)
Knowledge internalisation
(by training)

Externalisation

Knowledge sharing
(by coaching)
TACIT KNOWLEDGE
Socialisation

Figure 3-5 The knowledge creation process (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995)

Clearly, it is tempting to draw parallels between Nonaka and Takeuchi’s use of the terms explicit and tacit
knowledge and the earlier discourse on organisational leammg. Nonaka and Takeuchi borrow the terms
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explicit and tacit knowledge from Polanyi to distinguish between knowledge that is codified and thus
transmittable in some systematic language, and knowledge that is personal, context-specific and thus
difficult to formalise and communicate (Polanyi, 1966). Polanyi’s argument on the importance of tacit
knowledge in human cognition is that knowledge is acquired by actively creating and organising
individual experiences. Moreover, explicit knowledge represents 'only the tip of the iceberg of the entire
body of knowledge’; this sentiment clearly anticipates Claxton’s conclusions on unconscious cognitive
activity.

Nonaka and Takeuchi are obviously aware of the affinities between their assertions and those of earlier
theories of organisational learning, but they make the point that these earlier theories do not incorporate
the concept of knowledge creation. Furthermore, Nonaka and Takeuchi take particular exception to the
assumptions implicit in Argyris and SchOn’s theory of double-loop learning. They argue that the theory is
predicated on an assumption of ‘rightness’ and the necessity for intervention from some internal agency,
whereas, in reality, organisations continuously create new knowledge by reconstructing existing
behaviour, perspectives,-culture-and-beliefs. A-broad criticism of literature, addressing-organ isational
learning is the absence of any guidance on how to actually create knowledge; by rectifying this deficiency,
Nonaka and Takeuchi claim to establish the difference between a knowledge-creating company and a
learning organisation.

For the knowledge-creating organisation, knowledge is believed to be created in a cyclical trajectory
simultaneously between ontological and epistemological planes, with the spiral trajectory defining the

conversion and mobilisation of tacit knowledge. The ontological dimension describes the levels of
knowledge diffusion throughout an organisation, while the epistemological dimension defines the
distinction between explicit and tacit knowledge.
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Epistemological
dimension
Explicit
knowledge

Tacit
knowledge

Ontological
dimension
Individual

Organisational

Group

Inter-organisational

Knowledge level

Figure 3=6 The epistemological and ontological dimensions of organisational knowledge creation
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995)

The assertion that knowledge is acquired through a spiral interaction between tacit and explicit knowledge
enables Nonaki and Takeuchi to identify four modes of knowledge transformation; the possible modes of
knowledge conversion are shown in Figure 3.7

Tacit knowledge

Explicit knowledge
To

Tacit Knowledge

Socialisation

From
Explicit Knowledge

Internalisation

Externalisation
s
Combination

Figure 3-7 Four modes of knowledge conversion (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995)

Socialisation is defined as the transfer of tacit knowledge between individuals through shared experiences
and cognitive projection; a process tiiat is referred to more prosaically as ‘on-the-job* training.
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Externalisation transfers knowledge from a tacit to explicit state and is recognised os the transformation
where knowledge creation is manifest and opportunistic innovation may ensue. Norman (1983) makes the
point that tacit knowledge is deficient in many crucial respects, and it might added that modes of
expression may introduce cognitive barriers. Nonaki and Takeuchi suggest that techniques of deduction
and induction are used in an atmosphere of collaborative dialogue and contemplation to elicit and express
tacit knowledge in an explicit form. The transmitter and recipient of tacit knowledge therefore have to
resort to metaphors, analogies, and paradigmatic constructs to effect a meaningful transfer and
conversion. Nisbet (1969), Bateson (1979) and Donnellon, Gray, Bougon (1986) all testify to the potency
of metaphors in creating innovative interpretations of experience and concepts. Once a network of
metaphors is established, analogies are suggested as a device for harmonising discrepancies by focusing
on their structural and functional commonalities. When the metaphors and analogies have stabilised, a
conceptual framework emerges from which logical models and prototypes can be developed.

Combination is probably the most familiar form of knowledge acquisition as it associates nodes of explicit
knowledge from multiple domains to create new knowledge in an explicit state. By designing new
constellations of explicit knowledge, usually through the manipulation of information held on
computerised databases, it becomes possible to further exploit the intrinsic value of explicit concepts held
in the public domain.

Finally, internalisation is the process by which explicit knowledge is transformed into a tacit state; a
conversion that is achieved by an individual considering a node of explicit knowledge in a new context.
The conversion requires the individual to embody the explicit knowledge into their prevailing mental
models and technical know-how. The act of nurturing this new tacit knowledge until it is sufficiently
mature to launch a new socialisation phase creates an asset of considerable value to the organisation.
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As Nonaki and Takeuchi point out, the socialisation and combination processes simply disseminate
knowledge without any change of state and therefore exert only limited influence on the extension of an
organisation’s knowledge resource; although this is not to discount the importance of diffusion. However,
to identify opportunities for the innovative creation of new knowledge, it is necessary to explore the
processes of externalisation and internalisation where, hopefully, a vibrant interaction between tacit and
explicit knowledge might be detected.

Haying described the essentials of the knowledge creation spiral, Nonaka and Takeuchi proceed to identify
the enabling conditions for organisational knowledge creation:

• organisational intention (an organisation’s aspiration to its goals) establishes the criterion by which an
item of knowledge is assessed for validity and utility
• individual autonomy, when practiced judiciously, may improve the prospects of identifying competitive
opportunity or environmental threat
• fluctuation-and-the-resultant- creative chaosmaygeneratetaiowledge-threugh-interpretation of the
interaction between the organisation and its environment as routines, habits and cognitive frameworks
are subjected to the ravages of unexpected disturbance
• redundancy of information encourages the overlap of knowledge beyond the existing organisational
boundaries and operational needs; such fringe information is frequently a fertile source of knowledge
• finally, according to Ashby, the principle of ‘requisite variety’ requires that an organisation must
possess a level of diversity and variety commensurate with the complexity of its environment (Ashby,
1956); to not achieve requisite variety invites the suppression and displacement of information.

From these enabling conditions, a picture is beginning to emerge of the properties that must pertain to
organisational knowledge if it is to provide a legitimate source of requirements for business change.
Primarily, the knowledge must be in broad alignment with the strategic intention although this does not
necessarily prohibit the reconstruction of inherent perspectives or cognitive frameworks. Secondly,
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organisational knowledge may transcend the immediate and obvious needs of the business. Finally, the
texture of the knowledge should, in some respect, reflect the complexity and uncertainty of the
interrelationship between the organisation and its environment. It is reasonable to expect that
requirements for business change emerging from such a context will also exhibit these characteristics.

Enabling conditions
Intention
Autonomy
Fluctuation/Creative Chaos
Redundancy
Requisite variety
Tacit
knowledge in
organisation

____________________________________

Socialisation

Sharing
. tacit

Externalisation

Explicit
knowledge in
organisation

Combination

Building
an

Creating
concepts

Cross-^
levelling
knowledge

Figure 3-8 Five-phase model of the organisational knowledge-creatioo process
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995)

Nonaka and Takeuchi submit that tacit knowledge held by individuals firms the basis of organisational
knowledge creation and, it might be added, also provides a source of requirements fir business change,
Accordingly, it is argued that sharing tacit knowledge is the first phase of organisational knowledge
creation. However, it has been reported by several sources that tacit knowledge has an unfortunate
tendency to defy attempts at simple articulation and is thus difficult to share, particularly among
individuals with different backgrounds, perspectives and priorities. To counter these barriers to sharing
tacit knowledge, Nonaka and Takeuchi propose the formation of self-regulating teams (there is an obvious
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resonance here with the concept of self-organising systems discussed earlier) to engage in some form of
dialogue that seeks to synchronise shared experiences and reflections. A note of caution is added in that a
self-organising team will only reveal tacit knowledge if the process of socialisation is conducted in
circumstances that observe the conditions enabling organisational knowledge creation. Thus socialisation
must reflect the requisite variety of the team members and absorb the redundancy of overlapping but
variable perspectives. Moreover, the various expressions of tacit knowledge should be verified against all
interpretations of organisational intention. It is suggested that management contribute to the efficacy of
the group by setting objectives that challenge the received wisdom and, possibly incorporate counter
intuitive propositions. By this technique, sufficient fluctuation may be introduced into accepted cognitive
frameworks to generate the creative chaos necessary to stimulate innovation. Finally, management can
further empower the socialisation process by conferring sufficient autonomy on team members that they
are able to pursue particular lines of inquiry or speculation with some appropriate degree of freedom. The
care with which Nonaka and Takeuchi define the circumstances under which organisational knowledge
creation is possible endorses the view of many other studies that knowledge creation (or learning) is
extraordinarily sensitive to environmental conditions. The clear implication is that any alignment of
environmental conditions that does not actively encourage and support organisational knowledge creation
will effectively obstruct, and even terminate the process. A neutral environment is thus not sufficient to
promote organisational knowledge creation, the environment must actively support the process. Stacey
takes up the point when discussing dissipative structures (Stacey, 1993). Such structures (the selforganising knowledge creation team) are unstable and difficult to maintain, and thus require continuous
inputs of energy (the continuous endorsement and cooperation of management).

Creating concepts represents the second phase and commences when some consensus has been achieved
on the form of the mental models representing the tacit knowledge. The shared tacit knowledge is
expressed initially using words and phrases that are progressively transformed into explicit concepts
through reasoning techniques such as deduction, induction and abduction. Nonaka and Takeuchi draw
attention to the use of abduction that employs metaphors and analogies to express tacit knowledge.
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Creating concepts depends heavily on externalisation that is considered to be ‘an iterative and spiral
process in which contradictions and paradoxes are utilised to synthesise new knowledge*. Much emphasis
is again placed on the provision of the enabling conditions for knowledge creation to facilitate the
externalisation process.

The next phase endeavours to justify the concepts created during externalisation. Nonaka and Takeuchi
note that justification of concepts may be both quantitative and qualitative, i.e. ‘the justification criteria
need not be strictly objective and factual; they may also be judgmental and value-laden*. However,
justification is contingent on the provision of a statement of organisational intent that is sufficiently
detailed to enable the emergence of subordinate statements of direction. Moreover, the justification
process must acknowledge the fact that environmental turbulence can render the future uncertain and, to
some extent, unknowable. Knowledge creation can only counter this phenomenon if organisational
intention is also allowed to emerge from the mental models formed by the self organising knowledge
creation groups. The justification process may thus also involve reconstruction of the organisational
intention.

Precise construction of archetypes is required to better understand those concepts consolidated during the
justification phase. Nonaka and Takeuchi claim that archetypes are constructed by combining newly
created explicit knowledge with existing explicit knowledge, and thus building archetypes bécomes a
process of combination. It is also acknowledged that this process is particularly complex requiring
attention to detail and the dynamic cooperation of a variety of departments. The enabling conditions of
requisite variety and redundancy of information are identified as key to this process. Finally, it is claimed
that a clear statement of organisational intention provides a basis for ensuring that the repertoire of
archetypes converges towards a consolidated and consistent schema.

Cross-levelling of knowledge represents the final phase of the knowledge creation process and reflects the
act of an archetype ascending to a new cycle of knowledge creation at a different ontological level within

the organisation. Nonaka and Takeuchi contend that this interactive, and spiral cross-levelling of
knowledge occurs both within and beyond the organisation. Within the organisation, it is claimed that
knowledge that has some physical manifestation or exists as an archetype may create ‘a new cycle of
knowledge creation, expanding horizontally and vertically throughout the organisation’ Similarly,
knowledge created by an organisation may extend beyond the organisation to mobilise knowledge held by
affiliated organisations and other stakeholders. Returning to the enabling conditions for knowledge
creation, it is argued that an organisational unit must have the autonomy to exploit knowledge
accumulated from the organisation and its environment. Arguments are also presented supporting the
relevance of internal fluctuation, job rotation, active knowledge transfer, redundancy of information and
requisite variety.

From studies into practical knowledge creation, Nonaka and Takeuchi are able to conclude that:

•

increases in redundancy and requisite variety are achieved through the provision of up-to-date
information

•

introducing greater autonomy necessarily involves organisational restructuring

•

the infusion of intention and creative chaos is achieved from the effects of fluctuation generated by
setting challenging goals.

However, even if it is assumed that management endorses the enabling conditions for knowledge creation
actively, there remain substantial hurdles to progressing through the five phases of knowledge creation.
The presence of enabling conditions may be sufficient to encourage the sharing of those experiences and
perspectives necessary to expose the existence of tacit knowledge. The next four phases, however, are
extremely sensitive to decisions governing the mode of expression to articulate the emerging knowledge.
The dynamics of knowledge creation ensure that no single mode of expression will capture completely
every facet and nuance of emergent knowledge. Equally, it can be conjectured that a mode of expression
may exist which captures the essence of the emergent knowledge in sufficient detail that it is able to

progress through the various ontological levels of an organisation and provoke new cycles of knowledge
creation. Conversely, it can be inferred that if a mode of expression is immature to the extent that it
contains significant incongruity and ambiguity, it may well effectively block the articulation of emergent
knowledge or, at the very least, generate a representation of the knowledge that is distorted and otherwise
anomalous.

Great care must therefore be taken with the formulation of a mode of expression that is capable both of
eliciting emergent knowledge and propagating that knowledge through the progressive ontological levels.
The issues surrounding the definition of an effective mode of expression are investigated in the next
chapter.

3.7

Requirements - a reprise

Much material has been covered since first addressing the nature of requirements in the previous chapter.
Mi

It is now an appropriate point to reassess the nature of requirements within the context of the implications
arising from the conduct of a learning organisation. The first point to be made is that if an organisation is
not committed to a learning culture, it risks decline and ultimate failure from either stagnation or
turbulent disintegration. In addition, any requirement for business change emerging from such an
organisation is likely to accelerate the decline. An argument central to this thesis is that if an organisation
is to prosper (or even survive) it must devise a trajectory that enables it to navigate a route between the
fluctuating attractors of stability and instability. To adopt Stacey’s metaphor, an organisation must
maintain a state of ‘bounded instability’ that is at the edge of chaos far from stability and instability
(Stacey, 1993). In more prosaic terms, an organisation must survey its environment to detect events and
interpret signals emitted from those events. If the signals indicate a shift (however subtle) in the essential
behaviour of either the organisation or its environment, a judgment must be made as to whether the
organisation should adapt to the shift by implementing some appropriate response. Chaos theory is at the
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core of this approach because environmental signals may be weak and, if left unattended, can result in
escalating consequences that are unexpected, unintended and counter-intuitive. Therein lies the recipe for
corporate degeneration.

An organisation may only protect itself from the impact of change by embarking on a continuous
programme of organisational learning directed at detecting and responding to environmental signals
indicating impending changes in organisational or environmental behaviour. However, Nonaka and
Takeuchi take issue with the structural approach of conventional theories of organisational learning and
opt for the resource-based approaches of ‘core competencies’ (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990) and ‘capabilitiesbased competition’ (Stalk et al, 1992). They argue that organisational learning places too much emphasis
on the ‘acquisition, accumulation and utilisation of existing knowledge’ and tends to neglect the creation
of new knowledge. This perspective appears to be entirely consistent with the imperative for an
organisation to adapt endlessly to the challenges presented by environmental turbulence; under these
circumstances the utility and relevance of existing knowledge must decline with increasing rapidity. As
has been .argued previously, tacit knowledge provides the conceptual core from which an organisation can
elicit and exploit new knowledge. By corollary, tacit knowledge also provides the source of requirements
for business change; it is through tacit knowledge that an organisation has the potential to not merely
adapt passively to environmental turbulence but to transform itself through interactive participation.

The enquiry into models of organisational learning and knowledge creation reveals that tacit knowledge
provides a fertile source of requirements and should be used in conjunction with more expected sources.
However, the elusive and impenetrable nature of tacit knowledge and the fragility of the knowledge
creation process require that great care he taken with the representation and management of knowledge.

These issues are discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
4
4.1

The Knowledge Creation Cycle
Introduction ^

The previous chapter sought to establish that unless an organisation embarks on a programme of
knowledge creation and organisational learning, opportunities for change might be lost It was argued that
many of these opportunities are first manifest as weak signals from either the organisation or its external
environment that indicate a shift in behaviour. Moreover, the significance of these signals is often not
immediately apparent to the observer. The signal and its meaning are lodged in the unconscious of the
observer, and it is only after a period of tacit speculation and reflection that any form of articulation is
possible. Unfortunately, there are no guarantees that articulation will take place. Indeed, it appears that
the converse is more likely to bo true; the fruits of any cognitive activity will remain lodged impenetrably
in the unconscious of the observer.

The answer, it would seem, is to place the observer in an environment committed to knowledge creation
and organisational learning. Here the observer is encouraged to reflect on the significance of shifts in the
behaviour of the organisation or its external environment. This alone, however, is insufficient There must
i

be at the disposal of the observer a cohesive variety of archetypes, metaphors and analogies with which to
express elusive and fragmentary concepts. It is through expertise with the use of archetypes, metaphors
and analogies to express the unfamiliar or uncertain, that the observer may be transformed into a domain
expert. Also, there is some prospect that domain knowledge may be expressed with some degree of
precision and clarity, and thus launch a virtuous circle of knowledge sharing throughout the organisation^

This chapter presents a more detailed exploration of the structure of knowledge and its relationship to the
dynamics of the knowledge creation cycle.
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4.2

The Structure of Information

In an attempt to explain how knowledge is created and disseminated throughout an organisation, Boisot
explores a variety of theoretical perspectives that are based on the structure and communication of
information (Boisot, 1995). The exploration commences with the proposition that cognitive activity
employs two fundamental techniques to extract information from data: coding and abstraction. Coding is
defined as organising an experience of some environmental phenomenon into a perceptual category
selected from a repertoire of possibilities exhibiting varying degrees of efficiency with respect to that
experience. Abstraction enables the individual to generate concepts allowing the perceptual categories to
be managed more efficiently by creating generalisations enabling discrete perceptual and conceptual
categories to be manipulated as single entities.

Accordingly, Boisot declares that coding economises on the quantity of data to be processed, while
abstraction economises on the number of categories through which data will have to be processed. It is
argued that efforts towards greater abstraction share a common motivation with attempts at greater
codification: they both constitute an endeavour to economise on the data defining a domain and the effort
required to process that data. However, it should also be noted, that Holton argues in favour of uncodified
abstract knowledge providing a ‘well-spring’ of scientific creativity’ (Holton, 1986). Moreover, Holton
>

contends that speculation can be guided by themata that are ‘universally shared even though scarcely
articulated’. Abstraction and codification conventions thus represent a strategy for introducing simplifying
assumptions and configurations that better equip the domain expert to confront a deluge of complexity and
uncertainty that might otherwise be overwhelming. Successful abstraction and codification conventions
must therefore achieve some balance between capturing the essence of a domain while necessarily
sacrificing some of its detail. Although abstraction and codification conventions share a common
motivation, their individual strategies are different yet complementary. Boisot reasons that codification
strategies strive to economise on processing data by reducing the complexity of form, whereas abstraction
conventions seek greater economies by reducing the complexity of content. Codification thus proceeds by
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differentiation to enumerate finite sets of discrete elements, while abstraction proceeds by integration to
cluster these elements into discrete correlations between individual phenomena.

High

Few attributes
in many categories

Few attributes
in few categories

Many attributes
in many categories

Many attributes
in few categories

Degree of
coding

Low
Degree of abstraction

Low

High

Figure 4-1 The coding and abstraction schema (Boisot, 1995)

Boisot reports that abstract reflection moves knowledge towards greater genericity that may eventually
become conceptually adrift from the data giving rise to die original abstractions; under such
circumstances, conjecture becomes totally abstract. To penetrate totally abstract concepts, Boisot identifies
the necessity for auxiliary theories derived from the dislocated abstractions and yet reflecting to some
extent the universe of concrete cognitive assets. If no such auxiliary theories are forthcoming, the
knowledge will be consigned to non-disclosure and remain an 'uncorroborated possibility*.

Boisot claims that coding is the first response when encountering complexity, i.e. coding involves
attempting to reduce the number of attributes that have to be considered without losing information by
moving up the coding scale towards greater structure. Coding is attempted when a level of noise and
ambiguity that is sufficient to undermine existing cognitive frameworks accompanies an environmental
signal. The use of abstract concepts greatly reduces the amount of information that requires to be encoded
within the cognitive framework. Abstraction may thus be viewed as a choice among competing hypotheses
concerning which categories better capture a perceptual attribute.
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The icon

The sign

Concrete

The symbol
Abstract

Figure 4-2 A semiotic scale of abstraction (Boisot, 1995)

Boisot argues that coding may occur at different levels of abstraction from concrete experiences with
structure, form and content to where conventions regulate the use of symbols and give them theoretical
content. It is noted, however, that abstract reflection requires a deeper understanding of the ‘causal texture
of the phenomena’. Abstract reflection enables a gradual move away from the ‘iconic coding’ at the
concrete end of the abstraction spectrum and towards ‘symbolic coding’; at this end of the abstraction
spectrum, symbols may be manipulated, stored and retrieved more efficiently because they ‘have been
drained of perceptual content’. Symbolic coding is considered to be absolutely essential to the efficient
processing of information as it reduces simultaneously the quantity of attributes to bo managed and tho
categories to which the attributes may be assigned.

However, the greater efficiencies of information processing offered by symbolic coding are only available
to those prepared to make the cognitive investment necessary to acquire the required coding skills.

4.3

Polyani’s modes of knowing

Following Polanyi (Polanyi, 1958), Boisot provides the following definitions for three possible modes of
knowing:

• The ineffable domain defines a space where knowledge cannot be expressed in any coded form. This
space requires no cognitive investment in the acquisition of codes or the mastery of concepts and is
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thus, potentially, available to all. However, the absence of any cognitive investment restricts
knowledge of the phenomenon to those who were present to experience it.
• The semi-tacit domain provides a space where non-specialised symbols and concepts are used
collectively to widely disseminate knowledge. Boisot contends that codes and concepts existing in this

space are capable of revealing large expanses of experience to ‘comparatively effortless shared
understanding’, but such sharing is necessarily limited by the cognitive foundations of personal
concrete knowledge which is resistant to explication.
• The domain of sophistication draws heavily on highly coded and abstract categories. In this space,
tacit and explicit knowledge become disjoint and data embedded in semi-tacit arrays of attributes and
categories is ‘gradually shed and lost to view’. Polanyi maintains that within this domain, the expert
never quite understands what she is articulating since the very act of expression encumbers the tacit
element as well as representing it Novel modes of thought arising from skills at developing and
utilising increasingly abstract symbols are considered to have the potential to elude attempts at
intuitive understanding.

Boisot m aintains that no effort is required to languish in the ineflable domain, but to ascend from this
space to the domain of sophistication there must bo a cognitive commitment to evolving a framework that
contains the necessary codes and concepts. For symbolic processing to chart a trajectory to the domain of
sophistication, Boisot draws on the work of Zuboff to note that an individual must overcome the
difficulties encountered in operating at higher levels of coding and abstraction, as available cognitive
resources may be discarded and new cognitive frameworks created (Zuboffj 1988). It is thus possible to
conclude that the information created by symbolic processing may be of considerable value to an
organisation but it may only be obtained through substantial and sustained cognitive investment; a
conclusion that echoes the findings ofNonaka and Takeuchi.

Boisot conjectures that the symbolic processing required for information structuring is defined by coding
and abstraction dimensions that form a two-dimensional epistemological space (or E-space) expressing
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the association between abstraction and coding conventions. Learning is defined as moving in the Espace.

Highly
coded
The domain of sophistication

The semi-tacit domain

The ineflable domain

Uncoded

Abstract

Concrete

Figure 4-3 Polanyi’s modes of knowing in Boisot’s E-space (Boisot, 1995)
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Kolb’slearningtypotogy

Kolb’s experiential learning theory (Kolb, 1976) is based on empirical foundations that arc consistent with
die structure of human cognition depicted by Boisot’s E-space, and is of particular interest because four
learning styles are identified which can be superimposed on the E-space.

However, to superimpose Kolb’s learning typologies onto Boisot’s E-space, it is necessary to reinterpret
Kolb’s definitions of active experimentation and reflective observation. For Kolb, active experimentation
is considered to be externalised physical activity while reflective observation is an analytical activity based
on internal representations and symbolic manipulation. Boisot maintains that active experimentation is
tho conscious manipulation of well coded 'data complexions’ and reflective observation is the detached,
non-committâl search for patterns at a lower level of coding. Active experimentation is conducted in a
universe where concepts may be manipulated without undue risk of dissolution, whereas reflective
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observation permits the endless reinvention and reconstruction of concepts to form new cognitive
configurations.
Highly
coded

Concrete
experience

Uncoded

Concrete

Figure 4-4 Kolb’s learning typologies in Boisot’s E -space (Boisot, 1995)

Boisot comments that an individual’s cognitive universe is determined, in part, by the E-space trajectories
available through die diversity and complexity of the conceptual configurations constructed by the
individual. However, growth in an individual’s knowledge represents the accumulation of cognitive assets
in certain regions of the E-space that make available new trajectories of learning. Yet an individual is
most likely to make the necessary cognitive investment in those regions of die E-space where the cost of
disruption is least or the prospects of rewards are greatest; in either case, the possibility of extending a
cognitive framework presents the risk of discarding previously acquired and cherished constructs.

Boisot further conjectures that not all knowledge in the E-space is ‘equally communicable’ and die nature
of die inhibitors is determined by the location of the knowledge in the E-space. In particular, only
cognitive assets that can be contemplated with some degree of coding and abstraction, can be externalised
and communicated. It follows that the greater the degree of coding and abstraction available to a cognitive
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asset, the easier it will be to identify, express and verify the knowledge. These findings, of course, reflect
precisely Nonaka and Takeuchi’s observations on tacit and explicit knowledge and the transfer between
these states. Knowledge will remain in a tacit state until some form of coding and abstraction becomes
available to hint at its existence. As the coding and abstraction conventions mature into some meaningful
basis for cognitive investment, the cognitive asset will ascend the various levels of obscurity until it
emerges in an explicit state and is available to the organisation.

4.5

Requisite variety for abstraction and codification conventions

The adopted abstraction and codification conventions must strike a fine balance. In addition to
introducing simplifying assumptions that allow the domain expert economy of cognitive investment, the
abstraction and codification conventions must also possess the requisite variety necessary to reflect the
diversity and complexity of the domain of consideration (Ashby, 1956). Conventions lacking die requisite
variety will simply produce incomplete expressions of knowledge, i.e. a barrier to further cognitive activity
and investment is presented by immature configurations. Conversely, over-elaborate conventions may also
deter cognitive investment by obscuring the underlying cognitive assets. Following Ashby, the abstraction
and codification conventions must offer a diversity that matches the variety and complexity of the domain.
Requisite variety is essential if the conventions are to be credible and provide some inducement for
adoption by the domain expert. Moreover, by achieving requisite variety, it is more likely that prior
cognitive investments may be used to encourage the expert to venture into new regions of the E-space.

4.6

The Transfer of Knowledge

The previous sections have drawn on Boisot’s E-space to explore how knowledge creation is dependent on
the co-evolution of coding and abstraction conventions. There is also a clear sense in which organisational
learning is cyclical, i.e. as cognitive assets mature to some level of explication they are replaced by
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embryonic concepts awaiting the next iteration of cognitive investment that in turn awaits the next
evolution of coding and abstraction conventions. This section explores how Boisot extends the hypotheses
to address the dissemination of knowledge throughout an organisation.

Boisot notes Kolb’s observation that an individual in isolation is unlikely to progress through the E-space,
i.e. learning is a collective enterprise that is dependent on very different learning styles and cognitive
resources. Therefore knowledge creation is crucially dependent on the capacity of an organisation to
transfer knowledge. ‘Diffusion’ is the term used by Boisot to describe the receipt, processing and storage
of an item of information by a target population, i.e. diffusion represents the transfer of knowledge within
and between organisations. Boisot identifies three issues that influence the effective and efficient diffusion
of knowledge:

• How accurately can a given message be transmitted? (The technical problem)
• How precisely does the message convey the desired meaning? (The semantic problem)
• How-effèctively does the received meanmg-affect-conduct-in-the-desired-way?-(The effectiveness or
pragmatic problem).

The first issue addresses the physical circumstances of the transmission, and is thus independent of the
cognitive assets of both the sender and receiver of the message. The semantic and pragmatic content of a
message are the standard by which a message is considered to be meaningful; as Boisot notes from
Popper, a communication is considered to be meaningful ‘if it modifies the expectations that shape
behaviour’ (Popper, 1983). It is observed that modem communications technology and universal
education may contribute to the resolution of technical and semantic problems respectively, but that the

pragmatic problems may only be overcome by a mutual sharing of contexts between the sender and
receiver of the communication; a condition that represents the major obstacle to the ‘effective diffusion of
meaningful innovation’.
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To further explore the pragmatic problems associated with transferring knowledge in some domain,
Boisot presents the following definitions of the extremes of diffusion:

• undiffiised knowledge remains with the domain expert either because the knowledge is difficult to
articulate or the expert chooses not to disclose it
• diffused knowledge is knowledge that is shared with others.

Clearly, Boisot’s definitions have some resonance with Nonaka and Takeuchi’s concepts of tacit and
explicit knowledge, i.e. tacit knowledge corresponds broadly to undiffused knowledge and explicit
knowledge is diffused, to some degree, within the organisation. However, Boisot’s theory of knowledge
diffusion originates from a perceived inadequacy of a purely sociological explanation of how information
flows within an organisational domain. Boisot maintains that exploration of factors such as social
organisation and power relationships should be augmented by epistemological considerations. Therefore,
Boisot seeks to develop another theoretical thread by considering how abstraction and codification, the
dimensions of-ihe-E-spaoe,-contribute to the diffusion-of-knowledge-By considering both the-sociological
and epistemological contexts for knowledge diffusion, Boisot is able to conjecture that ‘a blend of
technical, semantic, and pragmatic problems ensures that a given item of knowledge at me time and place
is not necessarily the same product it might be at another.’ To explain how this transmutation might
occur, Boisot defines orthogonal relationships between the dimension of diffusion and the dimensions of
abstraction and codification respectively. Each orthogonal mapping yields various classifications of
knowledge:

• By defining the orthogonal relationship between the abstract-concrete dimension and the diffusion
dimension, Boisot is able to introduce the concept of Utility space (or U-space):
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Figure 4-5 Boisot’s U-space knowledge typology (Boisot, 1995)

The space defined by these dimensions is described as a U-space to explore the relationship between
abstraction, diffusion and utility. The U-space schema seeks to establish the principle that as an item of
knowledge achieves greater abstraction and diffusion, it offers the ‘prospects of genuine gains in
utility*. However, Boisot also adds a note of caution: if an advance in abstraction is unable to sustain
inference that is free from significant anomalies, there will be no gain in utility. Thus adequate
diffusion of knowledge is necessary to ensure that it is subject to the appropriate practice, inferential
learning, verification and validation.

Knowledge held in Quadrant 1 is both concrete and undiffused, and is thus highly localised and
larking any social utility; it is likely to be both idiosyncratic and parochial in that its creation is likely
to draw only from ‘epistemological resources held in this region*. Boisot maintains that any increase of
social utility can only occur when the experience yielding the local knowledge is contemplated within
an extended scope and broader range of potential applications.
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When knowledge achieves a migration into Quadrant 2, it gains potential utility and thus the capacity
to offer collective benefit. According to Boisot, when knowledge enters this quadrant it achieves
economic value through the acquisition of two properties, i.e. utility and scarcity, and therefore
becomes subject to appropriation. Furthermore, as the value becomes more manifest, the increase in
potential utility provides the motivation for migrating the knowledge to Quadrant 3. Recounting the
local knowledge of Quadrant 1 generates the topical knowledge inhabiting Quadrant 4, such that it is
elevated to the status of myth and legend, and is diffused through gossip and rumour.

Boisot argues for a continuous movement of knowledge towards Quadrant 3 based

(Hi

universal

abstract knowledge as an essential pre-requisite for a ‘single, widely shared world-view*. However
progress towards Quadrant 3 may be impeded where coding weaknesses and ambiguities frustrate
abstraction, and discontinuities in the social fabric of the population inhibit diffusion.

Boisot introduces the Culture-space (or C-space) as a schema for describing the orthogonal
relationship between the dimensions of codification and diffusion. According to Boisot, the C-space
provides a schema for exploring how different types of knowledge are structured and shared within a
domain.

Codified

Uncodified

Public knowledge

Proprietary knowledge
2

3

1

4

Personal knowledge

Common sense
knowledge

Figure 4-6 Boisot’s C-space knowledge typology (Boisot, 1995)

Quadrant 3 represents public knowledge that Boisot defines to be freely available in the public domain
and transacted anonymously. The perceived danger with public knowledge is that it will become woven
into the fabric of a society and the resulting inertia will make it difficult to challenge.

The common-sense knowledge held in Quadrant 4 is defined to be a contingent form of public
knowledge which is captured through some form of ‘idiosyncratic distillation’. Common-sense is
considered to be influenced heavily by preferred social value and belief systems, its acquisition is thus
likely to be slower and more partial than knowledge drawn from highly coded sources. Boisot observes
that while common-sense knowledge is much less codified than public knowledge, it is, nonetheless,
equally widespread. The personal knowledge denoted by Quadrant 1 shares the idiosyncratic nature of
common-sense knowledge, but has the further disadvantage of lacking a common ‘context suitable for
discourse1.

Transforming-knowledge from a personal to^he proprietary-form-ofQuadrant-^ is considered to occur
when appeals to the cultural repertoire of codes fail, and the formulation of some idiosyncratic form of
personal coding scheme is achieved. Boisot cautions that the proprietary knowledge may be based on
poorly formulated perceptual or conceptual hypotheses and may thus be of little value to the
organisation. However, if the proprietary knowledge is of some value, it is noted that the scarcity
conferred by its undiffused state will place an economic value on that knowledge. Diffusion of
proprietary knowledge into the public domain will, however, necessarily erode the scarcity and thus the
value of the knowledge.

With the U-space and C-space schemas, Boisot seeks to demonstrate how abstraction and codification
influence the dissemination of knowledge within some domain. By integrating the U-space, C-space and

E-space schemas to form a new three-dimensional orthogonal space, Boisot strives to consolidate a
framework from which to represent the forces that influence human information processing and sharing
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activities. Boisot defines the creation of knowledge as acts of codification, abstraction and diffusion
applied to information flows in the E-space, U-space and C-space domains.

4.7

Boisot’s Information-space (I-space)

Boisot’s conceptual framework, the I-space, provides a configuration for defining the distinctions between
data, information and knowledge. The I-space is a unified, three-dimensional schematic comprising
orthogonal dimensions for an E-space, U-space and C-space.

By examining how abstraction, codification and diffusion interact to move information though the data
field, Boisot contends that it is possible to describe how knowledge is created in some social system, e.g.
the knowledge creation organisation. In particular, Boisot maintains that knowledge is created from a
clockwise, cyclical trajectory through the I-space that can be decomposed into six distinct components:

• Scanning - a leftward movement in the I-space through which diffused data is transformed into

idiosyncratic patterns held by individuals and small groups
• Problem-solving - an upward movement in the I-space through which these new patterns gain definite
form and contour
• Abstraction - a movement towards the bade of the I-space through which newly codified patterns
extend their range of useful applications and gain generality
• Diffusion - a rightward movement in the I-space that makes the newly created knowledge available to
a large population

• Absorption - a downward movement in the I-space where the newly created knowledge is internalised
through repeated use and becomes largely implicit
• Impacting - a movement towards the front of the I-space where new knowledge becomes embedded in

concrete practices and physical artefacts.
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Figure 4-7 Boisot’s SLC phases in the I-space (Boisot, 1995)

4.8

Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle (SLC)

The phases of knowledge creation described form die SLC. It is noted that the first three phases of the
SLC are value generating, while the last three are value exploiting. Moreover, Boisot reports that many
SLC trajectories are possible, reflecting the ‘opportunities and constraints’ imposed by the investment in
prior cognitive assets located in the E-space. For Boisot, an effective SLC strategy successfully negotiates
‘the constraints and opportunities that it encounters on its joumey’.
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Figure 4-8 Boisot’s SLC in the I-space (Boisot, 1995)

4.9

The erosion in the value of knowledge

There is an emerging trend_m-IT for"ch«ished"skll!s-to_have_an”inCTeasingIy short ‘shelf-1ife’. The rate of
innovation transforms much sought after skills into an asset commanding only marginal interest; the
effect of this trend is somewhat ameliorated by the need to support legacy systems. Nonetheless, the
message is clear: the value of knowledge is variable. Boisot addresses this issue by employing the I-space
to determine when the value of an item of knowledge is at a maximum and at a minimum; for these
purposes* Boisot defines tho value of an item of knowledge to be a combination of utility and scarcity.

Entropy may be defined as a measure of the disorder of a system, and is the agent through which
knowledge loses its value. Following this proposition, Boisot declares that the value of a knowledge asset
is declared to be at its maximum when its entropy is at a minimum, and the minimum value occurs when
the entropy is at a maximum. Alternatively, value is greatest when uncertainty is at its lowest and scarcity
of information is at its greatest; conversely, value is at its least when uncertainty is at its greatest and
scarcity is at its lowest.
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By using the SLC to explore the fluctuations in the value of knowledge, Boisot develops the following line
of reasoning. The instant a knowledge asset achieves maximum value it is subject to the assault of
entropy, expressed as forces of diffusion and absorption, endlessly ‘eroding whatever value has been
created’. Boisot argues that over time, the structured knowledge is progressively exhausted of any inherent
scarcity and utility as it shifts towards a position of minimum value, To embark on another cycle of
knowledge creation, new knowledge must both be created (from the existing reservoir) and made scarce
through evolving conventions of abstraction, codification and diffusion. Boisot’s SLC suggests that if
knowledge is to be an agent fix achieving competitive vigour, the trajectory to minimum entropy must be
achieved more quickly than tho trajectory to maximum entropy, Unfortunately, within the context of
organisational learning, not to embark actively on a process of knowledge creation leaves an organisation
unable to both resist a relentless decline to maximum entropy and achieve a subsequent emergence to
minimum entropy. However, by attempting to create and exploit organisational knowledge through some

learning process, an organisation is better equipped to anticipate periods of maximum entropy and make
provision for accelerated^scendancy to another-phase^of-minimum entropy.

Figure 4-9 Boisot’s entropy In the I-space (Boisot, 1995)
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4.10 Barriers to the SLC and the liberating influence of entropy

In addition to the destabilising influence of entropy, Boisot comments that knowledge creation may be
impeded further by blockages preventing progress through the SLC and declares that these impediments
may arise from cognitive or social factors, or previous investments in non-synergistic knowledge. Barriers
originating from cognitive and social factors can also deflect, distract or otherwise deny information
flows, such that traversal of the SLC can be severely constrained or even halted. Boisot raises the
intriguing prospect of entropy contributing to the creation of new knowledge assets rather than the more
familiar role of marginalising existing knowledge. The argument is that entropy may serve to weaken the
edifice of any barrier by endlessly undermining implicit assumptions and beliefs until the dissonance
readies an intolerable peak. The barrier is then deconstructed and from the wreckage it is hoped that the
seeds of a cognitive strategy may emerge.

Boisot identifies myriad causes of blockages that may inhibit any of the SLC activities:

• Scanning may be blocked by a predilection among domain experts to aligning ‘what they see to what
they think’ rather than adjusting ‘what they think to what they see’, a condition referred to as
cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957).
• Problem-solving capability may also be influenced by peer-group preferences for selected coding
conventions. The dominant coding conventions are discussed in the next chapter which explores the
limitations^analysis methods based on various conventions,
• The preference for ‘immediacy over reflection' presents a blockage to developing abstracting skills.
As Boisot points out, the time required for abstract contemplation is often considerable and the
intangible results are greeted frequently with charges of ‘lacking pragmatism’.
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• Diffusion is not only contingent on the semantic richness of the prevailing coding conventions, but
also on the ability of the transmitter and receiver to convey and interpret coding configurations
unambiguously. In addition, Boisot exposes social barriers that may be introduced by both the
transmitter and receiver. While transmitters may seek to exploit some advantage in not releasing
knowledge, receivers may resist acceptance of new knowledge based on the perceived probability of
threat or disruption.
• A similar sentiment may also present a barrier to absorption where new knowledge threatens to
disrupt profoundly held beliefe; Boisot argues that this conflict may only be resolved through radical
shifts in either the new knowledge or the prevailing system of values and beliefs unless a ‘social
schizophrenia’ is to ensue.
• Finally, Boisot notes that without a physical substrate that may act as a host within which to embed
tacit knowledge, impacting may be frustrated or even suspended.

4.11 Towards a unified view of knowledge creation

clearly, the SLC reflects with Nonaka and Takeuchi’s cyclical trajectory of organisational knowledge
creation. Boisot’s conjectures on knowledge diffusion provide another perspective on Nonaka and
Takeuchi’s description of the progression of knowledge through their ontological dimension. Both
approaches declare that the knowledge creation cycle commences with an individual devising some
method of expression for knowledge held in a tacit (or implicit) state. While the expression remains
tentative and ambiguous at the outset, the articulation matures in some fashion until a domain of
relevance can, be identified and the knowledge shared with a wider population. Articulation of the
knowledge is reliant usually on an extension to extant coding conventions; codes emerging in this fashion
enable an expression that is both more precise and less ambiguous, thus fecilitating progressive

verification and validation of the new knowledge. Once knowledge is formed sufficiently to be subject to
this level of scrutiny, it has commenced its diffusion through Nonaka and Takeuchi s various ontological
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ontological levels of the population. As the diffusion process develops, the knowledge is subject to
progressive maturation and stability, becoming embedded eventually into the processes, practices and
culture of the wider population. When the new knowledge is woven fully into the social and technical
fabric of the wider population, it is available again for tacit reflection by individuals and small groups, and
a new SLC or knowledge-creation spiral commences. This account of knowledge creation is, of course,
highly idealised. As Boisot points out, ‘many different shapes of SLC are possible in the I-space and most
have only a fragmentary and transient existence’; the same comment applies equally to Nonaka and
Takeuchi’s knowledge-creation configuration.

In common with Nonaka and Takeuchi, Boisot forcibly endorses the necessity for an organisation to
embark on knowledge creation rather than organisational learning if it is to achieve sustainable survival.
Moreover, both accounts identified similar themes and priorities considered essential to the knowledge
creation process:

• knowledge exists in two-dimensional space defined by an epistemological and an ontological
dimension
• knowledge is created by a movement in this space
• knowledge creation follows a cyclical trajectory through the space defined by these dimensions
• a knowledge creation trajectory may be blocked by the intrusion of cognitive, social and organisational
barriers.

In addition to these points of commonality, Boisot further explores the theory of knowledge creation by
considering the following issues:

• the epistemological dimension may be extended into another two-dimensional space by introducing an
abstraction and a codification dimension
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• knowledge may thus be considered to exist in a three-dimensional space defined by abstraction,
codification and ontological dimensions
• how the individual creation of knowledge and the subsequent diffusion of knowledge may be blocked
by cognitive barriers arising from the inappropriate choice of abstraction and codification conventions
• how the economic value of knowledge is subject to immediate and aidless erosion once it is achieves
an explicit state
• how erosion in the value of a current knowledge asset may provide an opportunity for the creation of
new knowledge.

It is argued that the reservoir of organisational knowledge provides the source of requirements for
business change. It is also clear from theories of organisational knowledge creation expounded in this
section that knowledge must be sustained in a state of endless reinvention. Such a mandate is contingent,
in part, on resolving Boisot’s extensions to the theory of organisational knowledge creation. Thus Boisot’s
extensions may provide criteria for evaluating methods of analysis with respect to the elicitation and
expressionofirequirementsTer-businesschange.

4.12 The Implications for Analysis Methods

Codification and abstraction conventions are two ‘distinct yet interrelated ways of economising on
cognitive effort’. Boisot declares that codification provides an expression for a particular form, while
abstraction seeks to extend the applicability of a particular form. Through evolving codification and
abstraction conventions, it is argued that experience of phenomena becomes more ‘organised’ and thus

achieves a lower entropy quotient If considerations of cognitive, social and institutional barriers may be
put aside, Boisot also argues that knowledge that hoc achieved a highly codified and abstract state may be
more easily disseminated throughout an organisation and acquires a greater economic value. However, at
the point of optimal economic value, knowledge comes subject to progressive erosion of value as the
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cognitive configurations become absorbed, and thus dissolved, by a wider population. From Boisot’s
conjectures, it is reasonable to infer that requirements for business change remain elusive until appropriate
modes of expression are developed. Moreover, once requirements have found expression, the ever present
erosion in their utility and scarcity ensures they have a limited ‘window of opportunity’ and are thus a
perishable commodity. „

In common with other approaches embracing the discontinuities of organisational behaviour, Boisot
considers the knowledge creation cycle to pursue a trajectory that is both creative and destructive. This
apparent paradox is reflected by Stacey’s definitions of extraordinary management (Stacey, 1993) and the
conflict between ‘legitimate’ and ‘shadow’ organisations (Stacey, 1996). In particular, a requirement for
business change may originate from an item of knowledge that is epistemologically incompatible with the
reservoir of existing knowledge and thus dislodge cognitive investments maintained by the organisation.
Such an item of knowledge may therefore erode or weaken the cognitive configurations, culture, beliefs
and values that define the ethos of the organisation; it may be anticipated that such an item of knowledge
willencounter-ameasureofcognitiveTesistance.

From an epistemological perspective, it is argued that requirements emerge from the externalisation phase
of knowledge creation, i.e. the phase where knowledge is transformed from a tacit to an explicit state
through the processes of scanning, problem-solving and abstraction (the value creation activities).
However, it is recognised also that knowledge is likely to remain in a tacit state while extant codification
and abstraction conventions lack the maturity necessary to formulate a cogent mode of expression to
capture the underlying meaning. To achieve any reasonable prospect of analysing an item of knowledge to
elicit requirements for business change, it is thus essential to devise codification and abstraction
conventions that the domain expert is prepared to adopt both as an agent of speculation and an effective
means of articulation. According to Boisot, this may require the domain expert to abandon cherished
cognitive investments; such a decision is only tenable if the domain expert is to be rewarded with the
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ability to generate new knowledge with greater efficiency. Such a condition poses a not inconsiderable
burden on the conventions presented as analysis tools.

The erosive influence of entropy imposes a fundamental imperative on the organisation. While striving to
exploit the economic value of the explicit knowledge, the organisation must also be preparing for the
moment where the value is exhausted. The internalisation process, of course, achieves this. Unfortunately
for the organisation, the dynamics of the market are imposing increasingly aggressive schedules on the
internalisation process. For an organisation not to have to endure a reversal, it must be in a position to
exploit a new item of explicit knowledge before the economic value of an earlier item is exhausted. This
comment is, of course, purely illustrative; an organisation is formed from a complex web of
interdependent knowledge creation spirals, each yielding items of knowledge at different rates of
explication with varying quotients of potential economic value which are eroded with a momentum
determined by the environmental response.

The competitive vigor-of an organisation depends-on the efficient execution of the knowledge creation
cycle. While this may be inferred directly from Boisot's hypotheses, it should also be noted that, as a
corporate aggregate, externalisation must yield new items of knowledge before the internalisation of
existing knowledge is fully exhausted. In fact, the period of internalisation defines the ‘window of
opportunity’ during which existing knowledge assets can confer any value on the organisation. Upon
termination of the period of internalisation, the knowledge asset ceases to have any relevance to the
organisation and is likely to have a detrimental effect if it is acted upon. It is in this sense that
requirements for business change are a perishable commodity. Boisot’s analysis has thus indicated
another, and possibly the most significant, reason for U failure; in addition to the familiar issues of

producing requirements’ specifications that are clear, complete, consistent and precise, there is the further
consideration of the implications of implementing requirements after their moment is past.
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From Boisot, it becomes possible to define a dual agenda for the analysis of requirements for business
change: the models, codification and abstraction conventions must support both the externalisation and
internalisation processes. To achieve this analysis is presented with the paradox. While a knowledge asset
is shifting from minimum to maximum entropy it has the potential to confer economic value on the
organisation. Yet during this period while it continues to confer value, it must be challenged to stimulate
the internalization process.

4.13 The role of models in managing complexity

It is generally accepted that any non-trivial domain is likely to represent a system that is beyond the ken of
an individual domain expert Any symbolic coding convention must therefore seek to resolve the
fundamental tension between concealing complexity and sacrificing its essential detail. A way forward is
to develop abstract models that introduce the simplifying assumptions necessary to achieve a shared
understanding of the multiple facets of a domain. ‘A good model must behave sufficiently like the real
system to allow fairly accurate predictions about the real system’s behaviour’ (Lovelock, 1991). Following
this reasoning, some form of modelling orthodoxy should be devised that integrates the selected
abstraction and codification conventions into a cohesive cognitive framework. The modelling orthodoxy
must neither become bereft of expressive capability when confronting a complex concept, nor offer such a
surfeit of expressive capability that a ‘creep’ of marginal complexity is permitted to obscure the essence of
the domain.

4.14 Towards a new agenda for analysis

The enquiry into the origin and nature of requirements presented in Chapter 2 concluded that
‘requirements that actually confer benefit on an organisation will only emerge when it learns to
continuously interpret and predict events that signal shifts in the behaviour of the organisation or its
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environment’. The subsequent investigations into organisational learning and knowledge creation have
raised a number of issues that challenge the commonly accepted views of what it means to analyse
requirements. A contribution of the thesis is to synthesise these issues into a coherent description of the
challenges feeing the analyst

•

An organisation must seek to adapt to the fluctuating forces of stability and instability; to err on either
side is to invite problems.

•

A requirement may emerge from a holistic or reductionist scrutiny of a domain.

e A requirement for change is usually in response to a shift in the behaviour of an organisation or its
external environment. The response, hopefully, is to adapt in some way that protects future flexibility
without sacrificing robustness.
•

A behavioural shift can be detected by a ‘weak* signal emitted from some organisational or
environmental event 'Weak' signals are difficult to detect and yet can escalate in effect to offer
significant opportunities or threats. To ignore 'weak' signals is to neglect a potent and fertile source
ofTequirementsforchange:

•

The front-line workforce is well placed to observe these ‘weak’ signals. It appears, though, that any
interpretation of these signals takes place in the unconscious of the observer where it can remain in
an elusive and tacit state.

•

The prospects for eliciting tacit knowledge are enhanced if the organisation is committed to
organisational learning and knowledge creation.

•

Knowledge creation is a cyclical process where knowledge shifts between tacit and explicit states. The
process is highly dynamic and precarious, and can experience many detours when navigating between
these states. The process Is abandoned frequently befbre either state is achieved.

•

Knowledge assets are produced from an iteration of the knowledge creation cycle. Requirements for
change emerge from an analysis of knowledge assets.

e

An observer is transformed into a domain expert when a cognitive strategy is devised for navigating
successfully between these states.

•

Knowledge sharing is a key objective of knowledge creation. Unless knowledge is shared effectively
throughout groups of domain experts and through the wider organisation, opportunities for
knowledge creation will be lost. Modes of expression for knowledge assets should therefore support a
cognitive strategy for the group without neglecting the needs of the individual domain expert.

•

Archetypes, metaphors, analogies, models and patterns are key elements in a successful cognitive
strategy.

•

The abstraction and codification conventions adopted to express these elements are critical to the
success of a cognitive strategy. Selection of inappropriate conventions may result in the abandonment
of a cognitive strategy and the alienation of the domain expat.

•

Knowledge begins to lose utility and scarcity immediately it achieves an explicit state. Consequently,
there is a limited ‘window of opportunity’ during which a knowledge asset can confer benefit on an
organisation. The organisation should counter this threat by having an endless commitment to
refreshing its intellectual capital. The domain expert must therefore be enabled to engage in a
continuous process of externalisation (from tacit to explicit knowledge) and internalisation (from
explicit to tacit knowledge).

The final three points indicate how conventional approaches to analysis may be impacted by the enquiry

into the origin and nature of requirements for change. It is these points that form the basis for redefining
the analysis agenda in the remainder of the thesis. The next chapter applies these points to an evaluation
of the methods and techniques generally available to the practitioner analyst.
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Chapter 5
5

5.1

The Limitations Of Analysis Methods

Introduction %

Analysis methods and techniques form an essential part of the toolkit with which the analyst collaborates
with the domain expert to create knowledge assets and thus derive requirements for change. From the
previous chapters, it was argued that:

•

where a domain is complex or uncertain, knowledge assets are formed from the manipulation of
archetypes, metaphors, models an patterns

•

great care must be taken with the selection of abstraction and codification conventions adopted to
express knowledge assets

•

a"v iitü ^ c irc l^ f èxtemaTi^idhWd mfmïàlisâtidn is fëqüifed tô combat thë ^ i ô n in^the ûtility
and scarcity of a knowledge asset

It is against these criteria that the efficacy of those methods generally available to the practitioner analyst
will be judged. Methods are selected primarily on the basis of their adoption by the user community and
therefore some, quite worthy, methods may be omitted.

5.2

A note on systems

While methodologists strive commendably to introduce clarity and precision, they sometimes introduce

ambiguity with the basic concepts from which they construct their methods. One such concept is that of
the system for which a range of definitions is available. Damton & Damton (1997) provide a series of

„

definitions of a system. An early definition of a system was provided by Bertalahfly (1968): a system is ‘a
complex of interacting components, concepts characteristic of an organised whole such as interaction,
sum, mechanisation, centralisation, competition, finality, etc., and to apply them to concrete phenomena’.
Later, the object property relationship approach to systems allowed Teichroew et al (1980) and Hall
(1989) to consider a system as a set of objects (elements or parts), with relations between than and their
attributes (properties, or qualities). Moreover, the objects were considered to form an environment with
other inter-related objects. Klir simply defined a system as ‘a set of things with relations on those things’
(Klir, 1991). An alternative view of systems is provided by Checkland (1981) who discerns hierarchies in
the formation of systems, which suggests there may be some merit in adopting a holistic course of inquiry
when analysing systems. Finally, Beer (1985) followed by Espejo and Hamden (Espejo and Harden, 1989)
introduce the concept of systems being recursive at many levels.

Where this concept is undefined, the focus of some methods remains uncertain.
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The dominant trends in the analysis of systems

Before embarking on an evaluation of analysis methods, it is important to clarify exactly what is
understood by an analysis method An issue emerging during the formative years of developing analysis
methods was the distinction between the terms ‘method’ and ‘methodology’. For Stamper, ‘a method is a
specific way of approaching and solving a problem’, while ‘a methodology is a comparative and critical
study of methods’ (Stamper, 1988). Although acknowledging Stamper’s concerns, Jayaratna reports that
within the field of information systems, the terms ‘method’ and ‘methodology’ are, for all practical
purposes, interchangeable (Jayaratna, 1994). The following definitions of a methodology illustrate the
evolution of the concept
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• A methodology will lade the precision of a technique but will be a firmer guide to action than a
philosophy. Where a technique tells you ‘how’ and a philosophy tells you ‘what*, a methodology will
contain elements of both ‘what and ‘how*. (Checkland, 1981)

• A methodology is a coherent collection of concepts, beliefs, values and principles supported by
resources to help problem solving groups to perceive, generate, assess and carry out, in a non-random
way, changes to an information situation. (Avison and Wood-Harper, 1990)

• A methodology is an explicit way of structuring one’s thinking and actions. Methodologies contain
model(s) and reflect particular perspectives of ‘reality’ based on a set of philosophical paradigms. A
methodology should tell you ‘what’ steps to take and ‘how’ to perform those steps, but most
importantly the reasons ‘why’ those steps should be taken, in that particular order. (Jayaratna, 1994)

From these definitions, Jayaratna raises the following issues. A methodology exhibits structural properties
whieh may change-to-feflect-interpretation, knowledge^ attempts to-sequence steps-for-intervention, and
the situation characteristics. The reasons for the ordering of the set of activities or steps as implied by the
methodology must be supported by a convincing rationale that achieves the required transformations. The
methodology must embrace the concept of a ‘system’; Jayaratna notes that a methodology will take either
an ontological or epistemological view of a system. Provision must be made for the world image (or 4
Weltanschauung, see (Checkland, 1981)) of the user of the methodology. Jayaratna evaluates three threads
of methodological development:

• The ETHICS (Effective Technical and Human Implementation of Computer-based Systems) adopts a
socio-technical approach to ‘creating work systems that are beneficial in human as well technical
terms’ (Mumfbrd, 1983a, 1983b, 1995, 1996). Mumfbrd defines three basic principles for the ETHICS
method
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• To enable future users of a new system to play a major role in its design and assume responsibility
for designing the work structure that surrounds the technology.
• To ensure that new systems are acceptable to users because they increase both user efficiency and
job satisfaction.
• To assist users to become increasingly competent in the management of their own organisational
change so that this becomes a shared activity with the technical specialists and reduces he demand
for scarce technical resources.

According to Jayaratna, the ETHICS method possesses serious deficiencies with respect to defining the
‘problem situation’ and managing the social processes for the involvement of the intended problem
solvers. From the point of view of the thesis, there are no structured methods to support the
investigation of a problem domain, and the prognosis appears to be based on a notional system derived
from existing ‘taken as given’ systems. Unless an analysis method provides for an existing system to
be fundamentally challenged, the opportunities for knowledge creation are severely curtailed. For this
reasonthe-ETHICSmethodisnotconsideredanyfiirtheruvthethesis;

• Jayaratna classifies the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) (Checkland, 1981, Checkland and Scholes,
1990) as an ‘issues-oriented’ method (Jayaratna, 1988). Jayaratna notes that whereas structured
methods are concerned with achieving a single ‘truth’ state, SSM encourages its users to search for
many states, each with potentially the same ‘truth’ value. In contrast to application of the ‘hard’
systems engineering methods, i.e. the structured methods, to ‘well-structured’ situations, the original
version of SSM was designed to confront ‘ill-structured’ situations. According to Jayaratna, this
distinction afforded SSM a special status. However, much to the consternation of Jayaratna, later
versions of SSM have withdrawn from this position. Jayaratna’s evaluation of SSM commences with
the observation that the users of the method must possess considerable conceptual, abstract and
philosophical skills. Moreover, SSM requires that its users exercise a high degree of interpersonal skill
if political pitfalls are to be avoided, i.e. great care must be taken in selecting the content and timing of
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a contribution to the debate. An earlier version of SSM includes the Formal Systems Model as the
technique for structuring the systems design process. This was to be replaced in the later version by
applying the CATWOE criteria to establish root definitions:

C - ‘customers’: the victims or beneficiaries of T
A - ‘actors’: those who would do T
T - ‘transformation process’: the conversion of input to output
W - ‘Weltanshauung’: the world view which makes this T meaningful in context
O - ‘owner(s): those who could stop T
E - ‘environmental constraints’: elements outside the system which it takes as given

From these declarations, an activity is constructed to support each root definition. While SSM may
provide some clarity to ‘ill-structured’ situations (although the process itself seems precarious and
highly contingent), it most certainly does not provide the basis for constructing corresponding systems.
As Jayaratna notes, there is no distinction between the logical and physical dimensions of a system; it
will be argued later that this is an essential discipline for any credible method. Moreover, to view a
'transformation process* as the conversion of input to output is an untmably simplistic interpretation:
there are no constraints imposed on inputs and outputs, there is no concept of what constitutes a
conversion, and there is no recognition that systems can be sequenced by allowing the output for one
process to form the input to another process. With these limitations, it is highly unlikely that SSM is
capable of transforming a situation. Rather the epistemological thrust of SSM enphasises the
importance of debate and discussion as a means of empowering users to achieve greater levels of
cognitive activity. However, while it remains unclear how intellectual reasoning and self-learning can
be transformed into decisive action, the contribution of SSM to the knowledge creation cycle is dubious
and it is therefore not considered any further in the thesis.
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* Jayaratna’s study of hard system methods merely examines the Structured Analysis and Systems
Specification (SASS) method (DeMarco, 1979). Jayaratna comments that while it is very useful and
practical tor describing and designing computer-based information systems, a. lack of conceptual
foundations limits its utility (a fact that is readily acknowledged by DeMarco). Moreover, DeMarco is
exhorted to include consideration of user requirements and the political process in any new version of
SASS.

While Jayaratna’s denouement cannot be challenged (the weaknesses of early structured methods have
been well understood by the industry for some years), the selection of SASS as a representative of
structured methods is somewhat disingenuous. Indeed, structured methods have evolved (and continue
to evolve) at a prodigious rate and now address many of the concerns raised by Jayaratna. The basis of
these comments no longer reflects the au rait state or concerns of structured methods. The remainder
of this chapter is dedicated to evaluating the development of structured methods and the extent to
which they have contributed to the knowledge creation cycle.

For the purposes of the thesis, it is convenient to classify analysis methods into three broad categories:

* the Structured Analysis methods
* the Information Engineering method
* the object-oriented (OO) school of methods.

5.4

Structured Analysis

Sommerville (1989) suggests there are two dominant streams to Structured Analysis:

* top-down structured design
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• data-driven design.

Popular accounts of top-down structured design may be found in the work of DeMarco (1978), Yourdon
and Constantine (1979), Gane and Sarson (1979), and Page-Jones (1988) that derive generally from Dahl,
Dijkstra and Hoare (1972). Top-down structured design concentrates almost exclusively on modelling
systems; the principal modelling tools are the function decomposition diagram and the data flow diagram.
Simplistic entity-relationship models are developed to support the systems. Top-down structured design is
based traditionally on the production of four system models:

Develop Current

Develop Current

Physical Model

Logical Model

Develop New
Logical Model

Develop New
Physical Model

Figure 5-1 The top-down structured design lifecycle

While top-down structured design appears to be an eminently reasonable way to proceed, the two principal

techniques are critically flawed. The construction of function decomposition diagrams present four
difficulties:

• when does a function decomposition begin, i.e. how docs one determine its root node?
• when does a function decomposition end, i.e. how does one determine each leaf node?
• what are the criteria for including a node on a branch?
e what are the criteria for excluding a node from a branch?

While these questions remain unanswered the structure and content of the traditional function

decomposition should be viewed with caution.
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Data flow diagrams also present four difficulties:

• the analyst is asked to accept the metaphor that data flows between processes; as this may not actually
happen in the real world, the metaphor may be placed under strain and impose cognitive barriers
• where it is accepted that data flows, all flows between processes must be shown; where flows are
inherited through multiple levels of decomposition, a lower level diagram can become overwhelmed
with data flows probably concealing more than is revealed - the flows become little more than noise
• the mere existence of data stores invites design decisions to be introduced to logical models
• a similar problem exists with external entities; their instantiation is virtually unconstrained and
consequently there is no restriction on than being used to introduce physical content.

Another problem common to both functional decomposition diagrams and data flow diagrams is that there
is little guidance on precisely what type of activity is included in each model. It was not until McMenamin
and Palmer introduced the concepts of an essential model and an implementation model that these
deficiencies became apparent (McMenamin and Palma, 1984). The essential model is defined as 'what
the system must do in order to satisfy the user’s requirements, with as little as possible (and ideally
nothing) said about how the system will be implemented1. As Yourdon notes, this assumes perfect
technology is available at zero cost (Yourdon, 1989). The essential model consists of an environmental
model defining the boundary between a system and its environment and a behavioural model describing
the behaviour required for the system to interact successfully with its environment The implementation
model is a physical model of the existing system that implements the environmental model. How the
implementation model is populated is regarded as a matter of individual interpretation of what constitutes
the more critical (or important) processes in the model. The imperative is to ‘avoid modelling the user’s
current system if at all possible', and commence modelling the essential model ‘or quickly as possible'.
To extract the logical essence of an implementation model to construct an essential model is undoubtedly
considered to be an option of last resort. Clearly, what is being attempted here is to emphasise the
essential differences between logical (the what) and physical (the how) models, and the necessity to ensure
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that the two models remain separate. Moreover, the constitution of a logical model is becoming
consolidated and better understood.

However* guidance on how exactly to populate a logical model remains tentative. The inclusion (or

exclusion) of activities in logical data flow diagrams is based on familiar heuristics; there is no indication
that business processes are the only type of activity that may populate a data flow diagram. This is not
surprising, as the process is not recognised as the pre-eminent activity. The issue is discussed in more
detail in the chapter addressing business processes.

Data-driven design differs from top-down structured design in that it has a theoretical, rather than
heuristic, foundation. BOhm and Jacopini (1966) defined the original rules for structured programming.
Data-driven design originated with the Wamier-Orr method following research into information domain
analysis by Warmer (1974; 1981) concluded that software structures could be derived from the sequence,
selection and iteration of tasks executed on data structures. Orr extended the Warmer notation to represent
-information-items-and-the-assoeiated- processing-requirements-and-so-describes-data-structured-systems
development (Orr, 1977; 1981). Jackson (1975; 1983) further developed the concepts by integrating them
more closely with system and program design. The theory of database design was developed by the work
ofCodd (1970) and Date (1983) who applied the relational model to specify logical data structures as sets
of associated tables. Chen introduced an alternative approach to data modelling with the concept 6f binary
relational modelling which represents attribute values as separate simple relations associated with the
entity they describe (Chen, 1976). The major advance represented by data modelling is that data items
may be defined independently of any considerations of physical database organisation. The distinction
between logical and physical representations of data is established.

However, even with its theoretical credentials, data-driven design presents two significant problems: how
the existence of data is to be discovered and defined precisely? Those texts that do address this issue rely
simply

mi

some grammatical parsing of a domain definition, interview transcript or a requirements
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statement Such documents rarely exist in practice and are nearly always inadequate for this purpose. The
‘pragmatists' will doubtless plead that heuristics and inference will reveal most domain data; however, for
complex domains there is also a point beyond which heuristics and inference are incapable of proceeding.
Alternatively, existing data schema may be reverse engineered to construct a normalised information
structure for a system domain. However, to simply create a set of tables that have no embedded structure
foils to capture the semantics of a system domain, i.e. any correspondence between the normalised tables
and entities populating the ‘real world' of the system domain is merely incidental. Data-driven methods
are concerned with syntactic analysis and not the semantics of a domain. To conduct domain analysis
from a data-driven perspective would seem to be as equally dubious as adopting a process-driven
approach.

To conclude the examination of Structured Analysis methods, it remains to evaluate them against the
criteria established at the beginning of the chapter. With respect to system taxonomy. Structured Analysis
has the capability only to address simple systems that possess minimal structure and are largely static.
Although-there-is-some-recogniti<m.of-hierarchy,-the-resultanLstnictures.are so.arhitrary that they must be
of dubious value. Structured Analysis does, however, make a limited contribution to the knowledge
creation cycle. The use of models reveals to the domain expert the possibilities of abstract reflection and
expression. The abstraction and codification conventions are, however, too primitive to support anything
more than superficial extemalization before cognitive barriers are erected. Accordingly, the prospects for
internalisation arc poor. It is doubtful, therefore whether much progress would be made on Boisot's SLC
(Boisot, 1995). Finally, the models would have limited utility and their superficiality would compromise
the scarcity of the knowledge embedded in the models.

5.5

Information Engineering

Information Engineering (IE) was popularised by James Martin, but has its origins in concepts developed
at IBM in the 19 /Û S where Martin and Clive Finkelstein attempted to integrate Information Systems (IS)
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and Information Technology (IT) with strategic business planning (Martin &Finkelstein, 1981, Martin
1989)), and from the CACI method developed in the 1970s (Palmer and Rock-Evans, 1981; Macdonald
and Palmer, 1982).

IE seeks to deliver a corporate solution integrating all aspects of the enterprise. To achieve this level of
integration, information is viewed as a corporate resource and thus differs significantly in this respect
from conventional methods that view information as the provinoe of individual applications. Managing
information as a corporate resource necessitates a definition of the information based on high-level
business plans* policies and strategies from which various architectures may be constructed to express a
comprehensive and cohesive statement of corporate information needs. The strategic business
architectures are subject to detailed analysis usually focusing on specific business areas, from which
logical models provide a definition of functional and non-functional requirements, i.e. the IS problem
domain architecture is defined. The IS requirements are then clustered into logically cohesive partitions
and subjected to the familiar design and construction activities. By observing the distinction between the
problem and solirtion domains-and-adopting a holistic perspective, proponents o£IE claim, to.produce folly
integrated business, IS and IT architectures delivering software solutions that verifiably support strategic
business requirements.

The pyramid has become linked inextricably with IE as a means of expressing its conceptual structure and
foundations. As the method has evolved, the content and structure of the pyramid have changed
accordingly. However, most IE practitioners would recognise the pyramid represented in Figure 5.2 as
capturing the essence of the method. Later versions of the pyramid have included a third side to represent
a technology architecture.
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Strategic information overview

Strategic functions and goals

Fully normalised logical
data model

Integrated operational processes

Design of data views used
by specific procedures

Design of procedures to execute
specified processes

Application program
view of data

Design and build of detailed
program logic

Data

Activities

Figure 5-2 The IE Pyramid (Martin, 1986)

The use of a pyramid as a metaphor for IE implies a 'top-down' approach to the system development
lifecycle, i.e. all architectures flow from the business strategy. This departs from Structured Analysis
methods that subscribe to what is commonly referred to as the ‘bottom-up’ approach where an existing
physical system rather than a business strategy is considered to be the point of origin.

From the BE perspective, it might be argued that the 'top-down' approach exposes the following
weaknesses in Structured Analysis methods:

•

the full software engineering life cycle is not addressed by conventional methods and those phases
that are covered provide inadequate support for modeling activities (functions and processes)

•

the emphasis on existing procedures undermines the opportunity to re-engineer business processes

•

verifiable support for strategic information needs is problematic as domains are confined to an
application area
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•

integration between applications is poorly supported

•

existing systems contain inadequate and often extraneous documentation.

However, IE is also not without its critics. The scope and ambition of the method gives rise to the greatest
comment Although IE '‘experts’ claim impressive achievements, there is a persistait anxiety that
attempting to analyse an entire enterprise is a far too complex and ambitious an undertaking which will
lead inevitably to never-aiding projects and the spectre of 'paralysis by analysis'. Moreover, IE is
extremely dependent on and sensitive to the sustained collaboration of the business community that is
rarely forthcoming when projects founder on the rocks of methodological rigour.

Notwithstanding the criticisms, the method has much, to offer because great care has been taken to define
precisely the tasks, techniques and deliverables required for each stage of the system development
lifecycle. A summary is now included of those features salient to the thesis.

lE'isndesigned"toprovide-a~basis"for"developingTF~solutions~which-support-corporate-business-objectives
by integrating business strategy planning with IS and IT planning and development.

Business
Strategy

Information
Technology

Figure 5-3 The triumvirate of IE architectures
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For the IE method to be effective, the business strategy architecture should be expressed as a fully
articulated, quantified and prioritised business plan. From this platform, an IS architecture is constructed
comprising an information strategy plan and a logical business model. Only when these are in place, is it
possible to proceed to the more familiar terrain of software design, construction, testing and
implementation. There is also a degree of recognition for the possibility of feedback, where a change in
one architecture may result in changes to the others. However, it should be emphasised that the trajectory
is unerringly top-down.

The IE system development process commences with the Information Strategy Planning (ISP) which seeks
to provide a prioritised definition of the IS/IT requirements necessary to achieve strategic business
objectives. A strategic business plan is required detailing strategic objectives, goals, CSFs (Critical
Success Factors (Rockart, 1979)), performance measures, and problems; these strategic objects are then
mapped onto infrastructure components such as products, processes, organisation units and locations. The
level of support provided by the existing information management organisation and IT resource inventory
is evaluated during the ISP.

From this analysis, a strategic business architecture is constructed and mapped onto the IS and IT
architectures to associate all dimensions of the IE pyramid. By defining these holistic associations, it is
possible ultimately to evaluate the level of support provided by various elements of IS and IT for each
strategic requirement, i.e. a gap analysis is conducted to determine the discrepancy between the actual and
required level of support for each strategic requirement. The gap analysis quantifies where the need is
greatest and the support is least, thus providing the intelligence from which to formulate a prioritised
migration strategy. The strategic priorities are assigned to the dozen or so business areas comprising the
entire organisation.
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In IE parlance, detailed analysis is referred to as ‘Business Area Analysis’ (BAA), thus reflecting the
holistic ethos of the method. For someone immersed in IE, it is counter-intuitive to confine analysis to an
application area; the only viable option is to analyse (at least) an entire business area. The objective of a
BAA project is to express functional requirements in terms of a logical business model; in particular, the
task is concerned with defining the object types populating the model, together with appropriate
descriptions of the associations, structures and corresponding business rules. Development of three
orthogonal views (i.e. models) is required to fully define the logical business model, i.e.:

• the static view, defined from entity analysis
e

the functional view, defined from process analysis

e

the dynamic view, defined from interaction analysis.

At the level of detailed analysis, IE achieved a significant advance by defining à new approach to
analysing business activities. The innovations in this area are profound and denote a more significant
deoarture from Structured Analvsis than was probably appreciated at the time. Although IE betrayed a
decidedly data-driven preference at the outset, it evolved rapidly into a method that concentrated on
processes as the primary focus of analysis. The first contribution is to study more closely the nature of
business activity. From this study three types of business activity are identified:

• at the most generic level there is the business function which simply represents some loosely cohesive
cluster of ongoing activities, e.g. Product Ordering, Sales Planning, Financial Planning, Cash
Management
• more specifically there are business processes executed within a finite time and achieving a business
change, e.g. Place Order, Execute Deal, Settle Trade, Recruit Employee
• finally there are business procedures designed to implement processes.
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These definitions are significant in that they alert the analyst to the type of activity that should be included
in (or excluded from) from a specific model.

The notion of data flowing between processes is replaced with the concept of dependencies between
processes. Modelling processes becomes immediately more intuitive. It is no longer necessary to make the
conceptual ‘leap of faith’ that data flows between processes; the feet that one activity is dependent on
another has a much stronger affinity with reality. A dependency between two processes is represented by a
change of entity state, and there is thus a bonding between data and processes that could never be possible
with data flow diagrams. Moreover, activity models may be stripped of the noise generated by a
superfluity of meaningless data flows. Another compelling advantage of modelling dependencies is that
the invocation of one process is rarely dependent on the completion of more than two or three other
processes; greater immediacy and clarity of expression is thus achieved. Process dependency diagrams
thus impose the constraint that entity analysis cannot be completed until process analysis is complete; the
implication here is clear: the heuristic approach cannot be relied upon to complete an analysis exercise,
for this it is necessary to ensure that processes and data are fully associated by enforcing the rule that a
process changes the state of data.

The BAA phase concludes by associating what are referred to as non-functional requirements with the
processes, data, organisation units and locations, and by preparing generally for the Business System
Design phase. For the purposes of the thesis, DE is only of marginal interest beyond this point

As Structured Analysis considerably pre-dates the fully evolved IE, it is not unexpected to discern
significant changes in scope, emphasis and sophistication. While Structured Analysis methods prepared
many of the foundations on which subsequent methods and techniques were constructed, it is clear that
when compared with the sheer comprehensiveness of IE, they are equipped only to confront simple
systems. The more interesting evaluation of LE is therefore to examine how it is equipped to manage
complex systems.
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It is clear, even from this brief account, that hierarchies permeate every aspect of IE. Not only is the
essential metaphor hierarchical, but also hierarchies pervade each layer of the IE pyramid. It may
therefore be concluded that IE is predicated on the view that a system is a hierarchy. Moreover, it may
also be inferred from the emphasis on corporate solutions that a holistic approach is used to analyse
systems. The perception of systems is quite different from Structured Analysis where a system is viewed as
some simple constellation of related objects. However, research into fields such as process design and
improvement have established that corporate behaviour does not conform to some neat hierarchy. As
Davenport reports, the subordination of process to function is problematic (Davenport, 1993). IE does not
allow for processes to cross functional or organisational boundaries, but this is precisely how most
processes are implemented in practice. The reliance on the hierarchy thus militates against the use of IE
as an.effective agent of change and innovation.

While the importance of a strategic direction is acknowledged within IE, adherence to the top-down
trajectory conspires to inhibit the emergence of strategic content from tacit knowledge. Consequently, a
potent source of requirements is vulnerable to neglect. However, a series of alternative procedures is now
available within the IE framework with the potential to penetrate tacit knowledge although this is not their
stated aim; the procedures include:

• the single-iteration lifecycle
• the multi-iteration lifecycle
• the timebox lifecycle
• the evolutionary lifecycle
• the exploratory lifecycle
• the quick-results lifecycle
• the décision-support lifecycle
• the expert-system lifecycle.
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The holistic aspirations informing IE allow it to address a wider range than those tackled sensibly by
Structured Analysis. From the earlier discourse on the origin and nature of requirements, it can be argued
that an holistic approach to analysis might well reveal knowledge assets and requirements that would
otherwise remain concealed. The importance placed on the Process Dependency Diagram seeks to
establish a conceptual integrity throughout the analysis phase and to also influence the structure of the
adjacent phases. However, in common with Structured Analysis, the codification conventions impose a
compromise on the representation of domain concepts, e.g. concepts do not necessarily reduce to the twodimensional expression required by entity-relationship diagrams.

The final verdict on IE is mixed. The holistic foundations of IE allow the method to tackle systems of
greater complexity than the Structured Analysis methods. The metaphorical pyramid is only relevant to
those organisations (or parts of organisations) that subscribe to unitary and mechanistic hierarchies.
Where an organisation departs from the top-down emphasis of the pyramid, IE has little to offer. So where
does this place IE as an analysis method to support knowledge creation? The abstraction and codification
conventions support some form of sustained enquiry within a top-down paradigm. However, even within
this paradigm, there is a loss of semantic content in the expression of knowledge assets and requirements
for change. The extemalization and internalization processes are therefore under threat Although IE may
yield more knowledge assets and requirements than the Structured Analysis approach, it shares the
problem that the utility and scarcity of these assets is compromised.

5.6

Object Orientation

The apparent advances heralded by the maturation of OO have also led to extravagant and unsubstantiated
claims being made on behalf of OO analysis methods. The probable reasons for this are threefold:
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• The necessity to respond effectively to competitive turbulence is now a fact of corporate life. If subtle
environmental shifts remain undetected or neglected, their consequences may escalate rapidly beyond
the capacity of the organisation to seize an opportunity or deflect a threat It is argued that those
organisations better able to adapt are more likely to survive the onslaught of unpredictable change.

• Organisations cannot adapt if their IT systems are predicated on some assumption of stability based on
a unitary hierarchy, and a prescriptive, ‘top-down* approach to strategic management While such
considerations are beyond the remit of Structured Analysis, the philosophy of IE is based exclusively
on hierarchies and top-down system engineering. Far from contributing to corporate adaptability, IT
solutions based on these methods appear more likely to be obstructive.

• Tapscott and Gaston report that IT provides the means by which an organisation may manage the
phalanx of paradoxes presented by the combinatorial impact of change, complexity and uncertainty
(Tapscott & Gaston, 1993). IT is identified as the panacea and yet remains incapable of making a
decisive contribution (yet another paradox). These trends, which at this time show no sign of abating,
have contrived increasingly to marginalise non-OO methods. The emergence of OO as an analysis

method is therefore timely.

5.6.1

The Fundamentals of OO

Graham (1991; 1994) provides a detailed account of the background to OO development techniques. It is
reported that the conceptual origins can be traced bade to the development of the Simula language in
1967, with the term 'object-oriented' first used to describe the Smalltalk language developed by the Xerox
Palo Alto Research Centre (PARC) in the early 1970s. The Flex machine concept emerged from doctoral
research undertaken by Alan Kay, the concept anticipated much of the design of the modem PC
workstation, i.e. a ubiquitous, small machine capable of allowing the non-specialist user to manipulate
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information in multiple formats. With the Smalltalk language embracing features of both Simula and
LISP, PARC were able to develop an early version the Flex machine referred to as Dynabook.

During the 1980s, OO concepts were used by Xerox and Apple to pioneer development of graphical user
interfeces (GUIs) based on the WIMP (Windows, Icons, Mice and Pointers) paradigm. Artificial
Intelligence languages were also extended by OO constructs to enrich knowledge representation by
utilising concepts such as: semantic networks, frames, slots and demons. As Smalltalk focused primarily
on GUI applications, Graham suggests that languages such as Eiffel and C++ appeared in the late 1980s
to address a wider range of applications.

While OO techniques were confined largely to programming disciplines during the 1980s, they were
extended progressively in the 1990s to become transformed into mature design and analysis methods. The
application of OO techniques liberated system engineers from many of the limitations imposed by the
waterfall model; rather than absorb the deterministic constraints of the ‘top-down’ approach, it became
possible to view system development as an evolutionary series of incremental iterations. •

Naively, objects (or classes) combine data and processes, i.e. they manifest structure and behaviour. From
this modest declaration, the concepts that provide the potency of OO may be defined as follows:

• Abstraction enables all essential features of a class to be represented while incidental detail is used to
form associated classes. Abstraction enables concepts to be defined according to a scale of genericity.

• Encapsulation is concerned with ensuring that the data structure defining a class is only accessible
through operations assigned to the interface of the class. The terms encapsulation and information
hiding are used interchangeably.
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• Inheritance provides the means by which stereotypical structures may be exploited to capture the
semantic structure of a domain concept. Quite simply, inheritance allows a specialised class to inherit
the structure or behaviour of a more generic class within the same classification hierarchy. However,
the inheritance requires that a class is defined fully by its structure and behaviour, and that a specific
class inherits all the structure and behaviour of a generic class.

• Finally, class behaviour may only be invoked by messages passed from other objects; this includes the
concept of self-recursion where a class may send a message to itself

From these definitions, Taylor notes the obvious analogy with cellular structures that are organised

hierarchically as cells, organs, systems and organisms (Taylor, 1992). This analogy is at the core of the
interest in OO as an analysis method; at last an analysis method is available with the potential to deliver
systems that mimic the behaviour of organisms that survive by adapting successfully to change. The
remainder of this chapter evaluates how the major commercial OO methods have fulfilled this potential.

5.6.2

The Responsibility-Driven Method (RDM)

RDM represents an early attempt to apply OO concepts to domain analysis (Wirfs-Brock et al, 1990).
RDM comprises an exploratory phase followed by the analysis phase. The exploratory phase is an
adaptation of the CRC (Class Responsibility Collaboration) technique (Bede & Cunningham, 1989),
which assumes an anthropomorphic perspective requiring actors to enact scenarios by performing the
roles of prospective objects to identify classes, responsibilities and collaborations. Details are recorded on
index cards (the limited space available on the card is designed to enforce the appropriate level of
abstraction).

I ll

Identify classes and
responsibilities
i .

Identify
collaborations

Figure 5-4 CRC: Process Overview (Colemen et al, 1994)

The exploratory phase is concerned with identifying candidate classes and inferring possible
responsibilities and collaborations for each class. The approach to identifying classes, responsibilities and
collaborations is largely heuristic and based primarily on parsing domain declarations for noun phrases
and implicit nouns to expose possible classes. Responsibility assignation is achieved by attempting to
ëvëhlÿ distnbütëTësponsilntitiæ across theifonSusrClSSs collaborations are identified by examining each
responsibility to determine those classes which must collaborate from cither a client or server perspective.
Ts-part-of, has-knowledge-of and 'depends-upon' relationships between classes may also yield
collaborations. Classes that do not participate in any collaboration are discarded.

___________________Class Name___________________
__________________ Super-classes__________________
______________
Sub-classes_____________ _
Responsibilities
|
Collaborations

Figure 5-5 CRC: Class Card (Coleman et al, 1994)

For the analysis phase, Wirfs-Brock seeks to add structure to the preliminary design produced during the
exploratory phase. Attention is focused, in particular, on defining inheritance hierarchies and
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encapsulating functionality by clustering cohesive groups of classes into subsystems. Finally, guidelines
are provided for developing class protocols from which specifications are produced for classes, subsystems
and contracts (a collaboration between two classes performing client and server roles).

RDM is an empirical method predicated almost entirely on heuristics; not surprisingly, RDM contains
intrinsic limitations. Beilin and Simone acknowledge that CRC requires intervention from more formal
OO methods (Beilin and Simone, 1997). The limitations are exposed most crucially, however, in the
definition of a subsystem as a ‘set of contracts providing a clearly delimited unit of functionality’. The
weakness hero is that no definition is given of a clearly delimited unit of functionality’*i.e. what is a unit
of functionality and when is it clearly delimited? Furthermore, Wirfs-Brock attempts to distribute
intelligence evenly throughout a system; intelligence is considered to be too concentrated when a
subsystem or class supports too many contracts. Where too many contracts are supported, the internal
structure of the subsystem is examined to determine if embedded subsystems can be identified and
contracts distributed among existing subsystems. The lack of definition and discrimination in describing
systems and their constituents leads inexorably to many of the difficulties identified previously for
Structured Analysis.

5.6.3

The Coad & Yourdon method

The Coad-Yourdon method first surfaced in 1989 (Coad, 1989) and was described later in greater detail
(Coad & Yourdon, 1990; 1991). The speedy revision reflected both the perfunctory content of the original
volume and the more substantive material published elsewhere.

Coad & Yourdon describe a multi-layered model to capture requirements and organise analysis and design
activities:
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• the class-&-object layo• the structure layer
• the subject layer
• the attribute layer
• the service layer.

An attempt is made with the ‘Class-&-Object Layer’ to clarify the terms ‘class’ and ‘object’ by providing
formal definitions supported by enhanced diagramming notations and familiar discovery techniques. The
discussion commences by quoting rather selectively from Meyer (1988) to assert that objects are not ‘just
there for the picking’ and proceeds to provide definitions of classes and objects. While Meyer recommends
the construction of an operational model with objects identified from an analysis of the structure and
behaviour of a system, Coad & Yourdon exhort the analyst to:

• observe
• actively listen
• check previous OOA results from similar problem domains
• ‘read, read, read the “requesting document” ’.

Thereafter prototyping techniques are suggested to secure descriptive expressions of requirements while
always endeavouring to absorb the system terminology and semantics. From these sources, Coad &
Yourdon propose that class-&-object occurrences are identified from:

• généralisation-spécialisation structures
• external system interactions
• physical devices (at some appropriate level of abstraction)
• things or events remembered
e roles played
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• operational procedures
• organisational units.

The approaches to all other layers reveal a similar predilection for some nonspecific blend of heuristics
and empiricism which is conveyed in a style likely to alienate all but the novice analyst The method is
illustrated with a series of simple examples omitting any attempt at verification or validation, emphasising
rather their preference fin- establishing intuitive correctness. In contrast, Meyer provides a beacon for
extolling the virtues of greater formality.

Coad and Yourdon aspire to impose some structure on proceedings without sacrificing the holy grail of
‘pragmatism’. While the structure implied from the layers is welcome, population of the layers remains
problematic. Elicitation of the required details is based loosely on a semantic appreciation of a domain;
this approach is only effective where the domain is familiar (where residual understanding is available)
and does not contain undue complexity. As software engineering is required increasingly to address
applications characterised by accelerated change (and therefore reduced familiarity) and growing
complexity, the utility and general applicability of the Coad-Yourdon method must be in some doubt.
Finally, and critically, behaviour is completely subordinated to structure; the analyst is expected to
discover behaviour by examining object states and inferring the existence of object methods. The
contribution of the business process in discovering and authenticating the structure and behaviour of a
business object is not recognised, i.e. the primary agent for discovering objects is completely neglected.

5.6.4

The Object Modelling Technique (OMT) method

OMT (Rumbaugh et al, 91) consists of constructing a logical application domain model followed by a
design phase where implementation details are added to the model; the method is divided into the
following phases:
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• Analysis: Application requirements are analysed to define a logical model of the problem domain in
terms of application objects, functionality and behaviour. The expression ‘logical’ conveys the

constraint that the model represents only what is required of the desired system (i.e. the functional
requirements) and therefore does not contain any physical implementation detail. Deliverables from
this phase are: a problem statement, an object model, a dynamic model and a functional model.

• System Design: The target system is organised into sub-systems based on an assessment of the problem
domain model and high-level decisions concerning the proposed technical architecture. System design
is therefore concerned with designing an environment that will satisfy the non-functional
requirements. Deliverables from this phase are: a high level design strategy, a system architecture
definition.

• Object Design: The second design phase is concerned with augmenting the logical model to support
the design decisions formulated during system design; physical domain data structures and algorithms
are added to the models to satisfy the non-functional requirements. Rumbaugh notes that although the
logical and physical domains express different conceptual perspectives, they can both be defined using
common OO concepts and notations. Deliverables from this phase are: a detailed object model, a
detailed dynamic model, a detailed functional model.

• Implementation: Finally, the models developed during object design are translated into software
components and implemented on selected technical platforms. Emphasis is placed on the necessity to
adopt good software engineering practices to achieve design traceability, flexibility and extensibility
(the primary benefits of OO technology). The deliverable from this phase is an implemented system
developed using OO languages, non-OO languages and (optionally) some form of dbms.
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However, far the purposes of the thesis, the evaluation focuses primarily on the analysis phase that,
coincidentally, also constitutes the majority of the OMT content

The purpose of analysis is to develop three orthogonal logical models o f an application domain (the
application domain model):

• the object model representing the structural definitions expressed in terms of complex data types,
associations and operations
• the dynamic model representing the behavioural definitions expressed in terms of control, sequencing
of operations and object interaction

• the junctional model representing the value transformation definitions expressed in terms of functions,
function dependencies, mappings and constraints.

Object models are populated with: objects and classes, associations, aggregation hierarchies; and
generalisation hierarchies sunnorted bv inheritance mechanisms. Rumbaugh suggests that model content
is a ‘matter of judgment* and intuited from an appreciation of the application domain; further, an object
may be conceptual, abstract or a ‘thing with crisp boundaries’ and have meaning for an application.
Familiar heuristics are provided to eliminate spurious classes, attributes and associations; Rumbaugh
«aiggftfrfq generalisation hierarchies are usually apparent from noun phrases containing adjectives, e.g.
fixed menu. Access paths are verified by tracing routes through the model to ensure ‘sensible results* are
provided to questions concerning optionality and cardinality. Object operations are derived primarily
from dynamic and functional models but Rumbaugh allows for ‘shopping list* operations, as defined by
Meyer, where operations are not contained within the scope of the application domain, but essential to the
management of the object (Meyer, 88).

Dynamic models express the permitted ordering of events, states and operations within an object model;
the models follow the statechart notations (Harel, 87). Construction of a dynamic model commences with
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preparation of scenario descriptions defining the interaction sequences of typical and exceptional
dialogues within the application domain. From each scenario definition, events between objects are
identified and translated into event traces enabling the construction of event flow and, ultimately, state
diagrams.

Where the object model represents the structure of objects and their associated predicates, and dynamic
models show the order in which operations may be performed, Rumbaugh describes functional models as
defining the computation and derivation of data values without any reference to ‘how, when, or why the
values are computed’. Data flow diagrams (DFDs) are used to express functionality. Rumbaugh suggests
that functional modelling commences after object and dynamic modelling, by identifying input and output
values describing events between the application domain and the external environment. Conventional
DFD techniques are then applied to describe all nontrivial processes and associated dependencies in the
application domain; when the DFD ‘has been refined enough’; the procedural logic for each process is
described in natural language.

Rumbaugh's OMT method represents a significant advance by providing three orthogonal views with
which to define an application domain: the static view, the dynamic view and the functional view.
Progress is made establishing and verifying the contents of the static view, it is no longer necessary to rely
on individual judgement and perceived meaning within the application domain context. Through the use
of dynamic and functional modelling, Rumbaugh acknowledges the association between activity
modelling and constructing object models; however, the association is not conclusive. Again, the initial
discovery of business objects is dependent on grammatical parsing of some domain definition. Activity
modelling is introduced at some indeterminate point to discover the object operations; presumably, a side
effect of activity modelling is that the object model may also be progressed from its heuristic foundations,
although this appears to be overlooked by Rumbaugh. The verdict on OMT is inconclusive; although an
advance has been achieved, it is undermined by conceptual weaknesses.
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5.6.5

The Ptech method

Ptech (Process Technology) aspires to venture beyond software engineering, by presenting a series of OO
techniques with greater emphasis on conceptual considerations rather than physical expressions to address
the planning, analysis and design of systems for 'people, machines or computers'. Class theory, logic and
process philosophy form the conceptual basis of Ptech, providing an integrated Process Engineering
environment.

Ptech (Edwards, 1984) comprises concepts, techniques and methods to produce a ‘process prototype
specifying a computer system’. Concepts include: objects, functions, events, processes and trigger rules.

The following techniques are based on formal mathematics and seek to provide abstractions reducing
complexity and improving design re-usability:

• class calculus - uses Relational Calculus and Event Calculus to adapt existing class definitions to
define new classes
• functional calculus - mappings between classes incorporating inference and constraint rules are used to
adapt existing function definitions to define new functions
• process calculus - adapts process descriptions to describe new processes.

Ptech is designed to integrate the static and dynamic views of an activity* Le. ‘the object and changes
which comprise an activity’, with the provision of three methods:

• event analysis - identifying event types representing the successful completion of an invoked operation
resulting in a change of object state
• concept analysis - grouping object types into associated classification hierarchies
• activity analysis - specifying process functions which transform the products consumed by a process
(the resources) into the product generated by the process.
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The Ptech method focusses on the way people perceive reality, i.e. the concepts that have to be managed
within an application domain. Concepts thus provide the initial source of candidate objects supporting a
common understanding of the domain. Concepts are defined further as units of knowledge permitting the
introduction of a concept triad where a concept definition includes intension (definition of recognition
tests) and extension (those objects satisfying the definition). Therefore an object becomes anything to
which a concept applies' and a set is the collection of objects satisfying the concept intension, i.e. the
extension of the concept.

The application of abstraction, generalisation and composition mechanisms on concepts is defined as an
approach to managing complexity. Abstraction is viewed as an iterative process of removing distinctions
between objects to reveal the commonalities and identify new concepts; the approach is derived largely
from Langer (Langer, 1967). The Ptech method makes provision for an object type to be defined in terms
of partitions of disjoint subtypos, Object partitions offer the useful facility of relaxing exclusive subtyping
when describing an object* by selecting subtypes from multiple partitions (providing for inclusive and
overlapping definitions), while also preserving the exclusivity of subtypes within individual partitions. An
object may have multiple supertypes and multiple subtypes. Ptech also provides for incomplete partitions
(Le. a partial list of subtypes) that may be used to define individual application views. Hierarchies are
viewed as providing depth to an object definition. The ability to define multi-level partitions provides
width to subset schemes, enabling effective bridging between macro- and micro-views of an object
Partitioning at multiple levels also enables improved expression of underlying meaning and reduction of
ambiguity, the process is referred to as strengthening (Borgida, 1984) or sharpening an object structure.
Associations between object types may be expressed as relations or functions. Relations are used when
object types ore viewed os tuples, while functions mop objects of one type (the domain) to a set of objects
of the same or another type (the range).
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Where the structural definition describes how to recognise objects and their associations, behaviour is
viewed as a description of how that recognition may vary over time. At .a superficial level, the view of
system behaviour adopted by Ptech is virtually identical to that used by other OO methods, i.e. system
behaviour is described by a network of state changes with respect to an object structure, i.e. changes in the
collection of object types applying to an object. However, with Event Schemas, a more rigorous approach
to modelling system behaviour is introduced through the Ptech method. Unfortunately, the greater rigour
comes at a price; Ptech method is the most complex method under consideration in the thesis. The
complexity is introduced with the rigorous constraints that must be observed before an object can change
state. Event schemas describe the sequence of events needed to achieve a goal within a system. The
implications of that simple proposition are quite profound:

• most crucially, a system must have a single goal; if there are multiple goals, there must be an equal
number of systems
• a system achieves its goal through the invocation of a series of operations in a prescribed sequence(s)
• each operation is triggered by events and is also terminated by an event (which results eventually in
the realisation of the system goal)
• events always result in the state transition of an object within the system domain
• state transitions are ‘guarded’ (with control conditions) such that they may only occur when preceding
transitions have occurred.

Operation

Operation
Operation
results in
this event
type

Figure 5-6 Event schema Components
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Event schemas are constructed by determining a preliminary realm of interest (the application domain
focus) from which to define a universe of objects. A realm of interest is viewed as a method of operation, it
is necessary to identify the starting and goal event types to define the scope and understand the purpose of
the method. Once the goal event type is identified, the analysis iterations may commence. Before
describing the event analysis method, it is worth noting that the Ptech method imposes the constraint that
activities, at all levels of abstraction (e.g. systems, processes, operations), must have a single purpose, i.e.
a single terminating event An activity either succeeds by achieving its goal event, or foils by terminating
without achieving its goal event; there is no other outcome.

The Event Analysis lifecycle commences by defining the goal, and thus the goal event type (i.e. the
terminating event type), for the activity under consideration. Once this is established, a somewhat counter
intuitive approach is adopted by working backwards in an iterative trajectory until all the events triggering
the activity have been discovered. At this point, the event analysis is complete. The iterative trajectory
consists of the following phases:

• clarify the event type (the terminating event at the first pass)
• generalise the event type
• define the operation conditions
• identify the operation causes
• refine the cycle results.
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Figure 5-7 The Ptech Event Analysis Method

Clarifying the goal event type involves first assigning a classification to the event and specifying the
associated event pre-states and post-states. Rigor is introduced by expressing formally the kind of state
change and the associated object types.

Generalisation of the event type is the technique by which an appropriate level of abstraction is
determined and any opportunities of integration are exploited if the generalised event type is specified
elsewhere.

The control conditions for the operation resulting in the goal event type are considered next. An external
process (outside the realm of interest) requires no further analysis, while the method for an internal
process is expressed as another event schema.
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Great stress is placed on identifying the causes for each operation, i.e. for each control condition, what
events must occur for the control condition to be evaluated as 'true' and, from those events, what subset
actually trigger the operation?

An iterative cycle concludes with a refinement of the event type definitions produced from the preceding
stages. Event types are examined to determine whether trigger events can be expressed as subtypes of
more generalised event types; or, conversely, whether goal events are too abstract and should be expressed
as a set of specialised subtypes with discrete operations. Event schema refinement also requires the
elimination of duplicate event types. All new triggering events are identified from the event schema, and
the event analysis process applied to each event that is now viewed as a goal event. The process is
repeated until only external processes remain and the starting event is reached, i.e. there are no more
internal events.

Ptech may be evaluated by considering why it is set apart from the other OO methods. It has been
demonstrated by Ptech that heuristics can be dispensed with when defining the structure and behaviour of
a domain; indeed, as Graham reports, Edwards considers reliance on heuristics to be a ‘naive’ approach to
analysis (Graham, 1991). The risks associated with the heuristic approach are obvious:

e material crucial to the domain definition may remain undetected
# the analysis techniques are incomplete, thus material that is revealed may be difficult to verify with
any precision.

Event Analysis drives the Ptech method; events, processes, concepts, and, ultimately, classes are identified
and defined. Moreover, this approach is consistent for all levels of abstraction. Ptech is a 'goal-directed,
behaviour-driven' method integrating formally the structuraland behavioural views of a realm of interest.
An approach endorsed by Kent's view that OO analysis should focus on the operational requirements
identified from behavioural analysis to determine the object structures and definitions (Kent, 1990).
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The verdict on Ptech is also mixed. The focus on behaviour offers the domain expert an immediacy of
interpretation that is denied with the more ‘data-centric’ methods. Also the Ptech approach remains
consistent at all levels of abstraction thus relieving the domain expert of the need to introduce mediating
cognitive strategies. That, at least, is how it should work in theory. In practice, the reality is somewhat
different. Although the abstraction and codification conventions are conceptually sound, they are also
extraordinarily complicated; originating, as they do, from the work of Russell and Whitehead. The
cognitive investment for analyst and domain expert alike is thus considerable. The risk, therefore, with the
Ptech method, is that any knowledge assets would remain fragmentary unless considerable effort is made
to overcome the complexity.

5.6.6

Object-Oriented Information Engineering (OOIE)

James Martin and James Odell first presented OOIE in 1992 (Martin & Odell, 1992). The presentation of
the material is somewhat variable, but it appears the authors are attempting to forge a hybrid method from
Ptech and IE. In addition to the core content of each method, object-flow diagrams are proffered as a
technique to express the function or purpose of a process rather than the dynamics of its triggers, events
and control conditions. They are designed to represent interactions between processes, without indicating
when or how processes will be activated or terminated. ‘Object-flow diagrams employ a strategic-level
approach in the OO manner.' The following definition is provided: ‘Each activity is a process that is
performed to achieve a specific purpose. A product is the end result of that purpose. Activities consume
saleable objects, add value to these objects, and produce a new product'.

Activity

Production

Product

Consumption
^

Activity

Figure 5-8 Object flow diagram (Martin & Odell, 1992)
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From these brief extracts, it is clear that an attempt is being made to incorporate the concept of Porter’s
value chain (Porter, 1985). The value chain is derived from representation of industries and enterprises as
business systems and functions rather than individual activities (see also (Bower, 1973), (Gluck, 1980),
(Buaron, 1981)). Enterprise value chains are derived from broader industry equivalents. Differences
between competitor value chains provide a key source of competitive advantage (or threat) to which the
enterprise must respond. Value chains comprise distinct value activities designed to create a product of
value to its consumers, and a margin that is the difference between the product value and collective cost of
performing the value activities. The generic value chain identifies value activities as either primary or
support activities, where primary activities are concerned with the creation and delivery of the product to
the consumer and support activities provide support to the primary activities and to each other. Porter
argues that value activities form the building blocks of competitive advantage and the infrastructure of an
enterprise should be designed to provide appropriate support for all value activities in its value chain.

Overall, the results of attempting to integrate Ptech, IE and Porter’s value chain are unconvincing and the
response has been generally unfavourable. Many of the presentation problems were resolved with a later
publication (Martin & Odell, 1995). However, fee content was purged of any reference to IE, and objectflow diagrams were relegated to a chapter addressing other modelling approaches. By 1996, object-flow
diagrams have been restored to a position of relative prominence together with a new role (Martin &

Odell, 1996). Object-flow diagrams are claimed to provide the means to transcend to the ‘defined’-level of
Humphrey’s process maturity model (Humphrey, 1989). Template-driven design is identified as a

technique employed by ‘defined’-level organisations. Design templates also referred to as patterns
providing a means of implementing an analysis model. The object-flow diagram is used to describe (and
presumably manage) the process of template driven design. IE resurfaces again to present a contrast with
the new concept of ‘corporate object engineering’ which appears to have a similar mandate to its
predecessor but requires traditional developers to ‘take off the blinders’ and recognise there is ‘more to the
world than just data.’ The top-down approach advocated by IE is not abandoned, but there is now a
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concession that a bottom-up or middle-out approach may be preferable in some circumstances. Corporate
object engineering provides for iterative development and concurrent engineering, while advocating ‘reuse
in the large’, i.e. constructing business models and patterns with modular components. Finally, Martin
and Odell claim that corporate object engineering represents an evolutionary transition from IE that will
evolve itself to reflect future change.

The focus of OOIE seems to be confused and diverse. While many of the concepts and techniques
borrowed from other methods are sound, it is not at all clear how they blend together to form a coherent
an cohesive method of analysis. It is not clear how, in this stage of its evolution, how OOIE can contribute
meaningfully to organisational knowledge creation.

5.6.7

The Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) method

Jacobson (Jacobson et al, 1992) argues that software engineering must be considered an industrial process
if software products are to be resilient to continuous and progressive change. Incremental development
supported by prototyping is identified as the approach to managing the complexities of constantly
rhnnging requirements; and to achieve satisfactory levels of productivity^ reusability must be factored in as
an essential element of the development process. In Jacobson’s view, while conventional techniques have
failed to achieve reusability, OO provides new techniques with greater potential to support reuse. Effective
support for continuous change can only be achieved if stable structures are developed to define an
application domain, i.e. to achieve flexibility we must first achieve stability.

To define a system development process designed to support stability, Jacobson adapts the analogy of an
industrial process to introduce the concept of an architecture defined as concepts, models and techniques
forming an approach from a universe of approaches. Guidelines governing the application of these
architectural elements to projects were developed as methods defining step-by-step procedures. Jacobson
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recognises that methods are of little use when scaled up to support the entire life cycle of a product
involving different types of project, and describes processes to manage fee complete product life cycle.
The concept of a software factory is viewed as a natural extension to fee development process.

Tools
Process
Method
Architecture

Figure 5-9 The rational enterprise philosophy (Jacobson et al, 1992)

Jacobson argues feat OO provides fee basic concepts to implement fee rational enterprise philosophy;
most significantly, environments and enterprises are viewed as collaborating objects exhibiting some
prescribed behaviour. Therefore, OO provides fee immediate benefit of potentially closing fee semantic
gap between ^<^vS1reaUty‘(Le. fee User mddéiyüTdThe system model:----- ---------

Jacobson utilises fee concept of software entropy, which states that a program that is used will be modified
and its complexity will increase (fee combinatorial explosion of change) unless prevented, to illustrate fee
demands confronting software engineering methods. The conventional determinism (as defined by fee
waterfall model) to managing software entropy is considered to be inappropriate ('most of fee water flows
upwards’); Jacobson prefers fee Boehm’s spiral model (Boehm, 1986). Moreover, fee prospects of major
changes are reduced substantially as modifications are likely to be localised to stable and semantically
intuitive objects.

For OOSE, system development is expressed as a process of developing a series of models to which
complexity is added progressively throughout fee development life cycle. A process is defined gencarically
as fee transformation of one model to another model:
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Model B

Model A

Figure 5-10 The process transformation (Jacobson et al, 1992)

Jacobson seeks to provide a seamless interface between the models and to m a i n t a i n traceability between
the objects populating each model. The techniques defined to develop the model constitute the system
architecture; where each technique is defined in terms of syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Methods are
defined illustrating how to work with the techniques, while processes manage the model transformation
between successive life cycle stages.

Component
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Requirements
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Figure 5-11 The OOSE system development processes and associated models. (Jacobson et al, 1992)

The analysis process is concerned with the production of a requirements model and an analysis model
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The requirements model is designed to reflect the user perspective by developing:

e a use case model
• interface descriptions
• a problem domain model.

The use case model (Jacobson et al, 1992; Jacobson, 1994a, 1994b, 1994c, 1995) is responsible for

propelling Jacobson to a position of some prominence, but the technique has yet to achieve unanimity of
purpose and interpretation (among practitioners at least). Indeed, conference presentations have been
dedicated simply to achieving a consensus on the use and abuse of use cases (even the phrase ‘use case'
can prove problematic).

Quite simply a use case model consists of some system domain* the services provided by the system* and
the users requesting the services. The services are represented by instances of use cases, while the users
ore represented as actors. Jacobson distinguishes between an actor feat is viewed as a class and users that
are instances of that class; a user can exist as an instance of multiple actors. Actors may also be divided
into primary actors who use a system directly* and secondary actors providing support to primary actors
interfacing with a system. A use case is defined further as a behaviourally related sequence of transactions
forming a dialogue between an actor and a system. As a use case represents a complete flow in a system, it
has a state and behaviour and therefore conforms to Jacobson's definition of an object A use case is
identified for every complete course of events initiated by an actor, and may be derived by extracting fee

following ‘actor perspective* detail from fee requirements specification:

• what are the principal tasks to be performed by each actor?
• what access to system information is required by each actor?
• is an actor required to inform fee system of external changes?
• does an actor require details of unexpected changes?
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The execution of each use case is then described in terms of the basic course detailing the principal
activities, and multiple alternative courses defining any variants from the basic course. Jacobson provides
an ‘extend’ association enabling the functionality of a use case to be extended by inserting another use
case description, although the inclusion of this facility within an analysis domain is dubious.

Development of a user interface simulating use case functionality is viewed as essential in assisting the
user to visualise the system. A system prototype must, of course, reflect the user’s conceptual model to
develop further the system concepts and semantics. Problem domain objects define the user’s conceptual
model. Jacobson claims that other OO methods concentrate exclusively on domain object models using
heuristics to identify objects, while OOSE employs the use case driven approach as the core to developing
all models.

The analysis model presents orthogonal views populated by the object types shown below; its purpose is to
express the distribution of behaviour specified in the use case descriptions from die requirements model.

Control Object

Behaviour

Entity Object

Presentation

Interface Object

Figure 5-12 Jacobson’s analysis model (Jacobson el al, 1992)

Entity objects represent persistent information; typically, information that persists beyond a use case
invocation. While the problem domain object model may yield ‘obvious’ entity objects, Jacobson
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recommends analysis of use case descriptions to identify all essential entity objects. The decision on
whether to represent a piece of information as an entity object or attribute is based on how use cases
manipulate the information. Where information is used separately it should be expressed as an entity
object, And where information is otrungly coupled with other information and never used in isolation it
should be expressed as on attribute of an entity object. Jacobson prefers to defer the identification of entity
object operations to the construction process when the structure stabilises, but stresses the necessity of
distributing behaviour appropriately across interface objects, entity objects and control objects.

Control objects are reserved for complex use case behaviour that cannot be placed naturally in interface
objects or entity objects; Jacobson notes that to somehow distribute complex behaviour over other object
types (as suggested by other methods) compromises resilience to change. The primary roles for control
objects are to manage event sequencing and communication between other object types. Preliminary
control objects are assigned to each use case, to act as repositories for any behaviour not described by the
interface and entity object types. The number of control objects for each use case is based on the number of
actors interfacing with the use case (each actor should be assigned a control object) and a judgement on
the level of complexity. While Jacobson’s approach to determining the existence of control objects is
somewhat heuristic, the principle is undoubtedly sound; when objects become overloaded with
inappropriate behaviour, their encapsulation becomes compromised.

Interface objects express those requirements that depend directly on the target system environment,
usually shown as a subset of the non-functional requirements. Jacobson identifies three sources for
interface objects: system interface descriptions from the requirements model, analysis of the actors, and
interface specific elements of the use case descriptions.

Jacobson suggests the preparation of a use case view narrative to ensure that all the object type roles and
responsibilities collaborate to offer the use case functionality. The fam iliar aim of defining subsystems
exhibiting strong cohesion and weak coupling is achieved by assigning subsystems to the principal control
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objects and then clustering those interface and entity objects that have the greatest affinity (i.e. strongest
association) with the control object.

For die purposes of this thesis, the construction and testing processes are of marginal interest.
Nonetheless, Jacobson notes that construction and testing should be fully integrated with the analysis
process.

How is OOSE to be appraised? To its credit, the ‘use case’ technique is a powerful and innovative device
for capturing and expressing user requirements, which is being adopted increasingly in some form by
other OO methods. Additionally, the associated concept of a ‘control object’ has contributed to an
understanding of the structure of an object model. More contentiously, Jacobson has sought to transform
software engineering into an industrial process providing methods to build large and complex systems, but
has failed to demonstrate how OOSE is scaleable to the corporate level. Indeed, Jacobson reports ‘Our
experience of applying these techniques is very limited. This can be seen from the often schematic
examples shown; the examples that we used when we clarified our ideas. We present our experience here
to show that our work is capable of being scaled up, and to offer others the opportunity of extending it’
(Jacobson et al, 1995). Again the familiar criticism that identification of objects depends simply on a
grammatical analysis of use case narratives can be levelled at OOSE. Moreover, there is little guidance on
defining object structures. Also, while Jacobson claims that OOSE reflects an industrial process in that it

offers an orderly progression through the key processes, there is little reference to checks for consistency
or completeness and the introduction of behavioural and non functional requirements seems uncertain.

The use case and the three types of object are innovations that have the potential to contribute
significantly to the knowledge creation process. They provide immediacy and descriptive capability to the
domain expert. The abstraction and codification conventions for the use case, however, might prove
problematic where an extended cognitive commitment is required from the domain expert The concern is
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that without some formalism to guide analysis, the contents of use cases might become somewhat arbitrary
and ambiguous with an ensuing loss of utility.

5.6.8

The Booth Method

Classification is a process of discovery and invention to identify the classes and objects belonging to on
application domain, and therefore serves as the foundation of OO analysis and design according to Booch
(1991; 1994). However, classification always involves consideration of contradictory and competing
factors preventing description of a prescriptive approach to the process. Booch has thus adapted
techniques and heuristics. from disciplines such as biology and chemistry. In common with these

disciplines, Shaw recognises that the construction of complex software systems also necessarily requires
the classification process to be iterative and incremental (Shaw, 1989). Three approaches to classification
provide a theoretical basis for OO analysis and design:

• classical categorisation
• conceptual clustering
• prototype theory.

Booch trawls the works of Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Descartes and Locke to determine the philosophical
origins of classification theory and settles on a quotation from Aquinas that categorisation is a matter of
clustering objects ‘according to the knowledge we have of its nature from its properties and effects’.
However, Kosko [Kosko, 1992] notes that as natural classifications tend to be ‘fuzzy’ and lack crisp
boundaries, the classical approach to categorisation tends to be problematic. Conceptual clustering
attempts to address these problems by probabilistically clustering objects according to conceptual
descriptions (Stepp & Michalski, 1986). Objects may belong to multiple groups with varying degrees of
fitness; conceptual clustering identifies the cluster with the ‘best fit*. While classical categorisation and
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conceptual clustering are viewed as adequate for the majority of classifications, cognitive psychology
provides prototype theory (Lakofîÿ 1987) that endeavours to classify objects according to the extent to
which they resemble a prototype.

Booch views analysis as a process of modeling the problem domain by discovering abstractions from the
domain vocabulary while design invents abstractions and mechanisms to implement the required
behaviour. From this foundation, Booch seeks to describe a method for conducting analysis and design;
the method is divided broadly into a notation and a process, with a final section addressing issues.

Booch adopts the block metaphor shown below to describe the notation for the method:

Dynamic mi
Static model
Logical model

Class structure
Object Structure

Physical model

Module architecture
Process architecture

Figure 5-13 The Models of Object Oriented Development (Booch, 1991)

With the block metaphor, Booch notes the necessity to develop logical, physical, static and dynamic
semantics when analysing a complex system. Class, Object, Module and Process diagrams are developed
to express the static perspective, while State t ransition diagrams and Interaction diagrams represent the
dynamic semantics.

Class diagrams represent a class structure view of a system in terms of class existence and their
relationships in the logical design of the system. For the analysis phase, class diagrams represent class
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roles and responsibilities supporting system behaviour, while the design phase concentrates on using class
diagrams to capture the structures reflecting the system’s architecture. Booch notes that each class should
be supported by a non-graphical specification defining: responsibilities, attributes, operations and
constraints (‘a class or relationship invariant that must be preserved when the system is in a steady state’).

Booch’s variant on state transition diagrams is based on Harel’s familiar notation (Harel, 1987), but with
OO supplements from Rumbaugh et al (1991) and Bear et al (1990). A state transition diagram is
developed during analysis to express the event-driven behaviour of an entire system, while design focuses
on the dynamic behaviour of classes or class collaborations. State actions, conditional state transitions,
nested states and state histories are available to enhance the expressive power of the diagrams.

Object diagrams represent scenarios by expressing object existence and their relationships in the logical
design of the system; they are a prototypical representation of interactions and structural relationships that
exist independently of any specific object collaboration. Key elements of an object diagram are
restructured to express the sequencing and synchronisation of a scenario.

Module d ia gram * are used optionally in physical design to indicate the physical layering and partitioning

of a system architecture by representing the allocation of classes and objects to modules. Modules and
their dependencies populate module diagrams. Where the number of modules indicates that additional
partitioning may be appropriate, modules may be grouped into logically cohesive clusters and viewed as
subsystems. Process diagrams are used in physical design to represent the allocation of processes to the
physical collection of processors, devices and connections that serve as the technical platform, where a
processor is defined as a ‘piece of hardware capable of executing programs’.

The Booch process is based neither on an ‘anarchic’ nor deterministic approach to building system
architectures. In preference to ‘top-down’ or ‘bottom-up’ system development, Booch opts for an iterative
and incremental development life cycle based on the concept of ‘round-trip gestalt design’. Booch argues
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that a well-managed iterative and incremental development life cycle must balance the requirement to
achieve process maturity (Humphrey, 1989) with the need to stimulate creativity and innovation by
‘faking’ a rational process (Pamas & Clements, 1986).

Booch sixks to resolve this apparent paradox by introducing the concept of micro and macro development
processes which marks a significant advance on previous attempts to describe a comprehensive
development process (Booch, 1991). The micro development process is based on Boehm’s spiral model of
development (Boehm, 1986) and addresses the iterative and incremental approach to developing
architectural products based on scenario definitions. It is designed to create the conditions necessary for
‘opportunistic control’ (see also (Stroustrup, 1991)). The macro development process is based on the
traditional waterfall life cycle and provides the framework for controlling the micro process and managing
risk.

The micro development process relics heavily on brain-storming, storyboarding and CRC cards (Beck and
Cunningham , 1989) to identify classes, objects and their semantics. Behaviour analysis, based on system

function points (an end-user business function) is also available as a technique (Dreger, 1989; Rubin and
Goldberg, 1992). Finally, Jacobson’s use case technique is selected to conduct scenario analysis for each
system function point As the semantics are explored in more detail, Booch exhorts the analyst to conduct
‘pattern scavenging* as an approach to identifying commonality and revealing opportunities for raise.

The macro development process consists of the following activity:

* establish the core requirements for the software
* develop a model of the system’s behaviour
* create an architecture for the implementation
* evolve the implementation through successive refinement
* manage post-delivery evolution.
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Establishing core requirements is interpreted as the conceptualisation process. This involves establishing a
set of goals for the ‘proof of concept’ and evaluating the resultant prototype to determine whether the
project should proceed. Booch adopts the view that describing the function of a system defines the
objective ofan analysis exercise (DeChampeaux et al, 1992). CRC cards and scenario storyboarding are
employed to capture the semantics of the system. For the purposes of the thesis, the subsequent phases are
of marginal interest.

Booch provides many interesting insights into OO, and yet the method fails as a credible OO analysis
method. Indeed, the claim that analysis has been incorporated successfully into the method must be

challenged. The most serious deficiency is the lade of a process to guide the method. While the concept of
a macro-process and micro-process appears to be a plausible approach to achieving the advantages of
providing a conceptual framework and facilitating ‘opportunistic control’, the reality is unconvincing. The
whole edifice is based on the system function point and its associated scenarios; however, precisely how
system function points are identified and defined remains unclear. Unless system function points are
supported by a commonly accepted and verifiable definition (an ‘end-user business function’ is simply
^

inadequate), the interaction between macro-processes and micro-processes remains uncertain. The phrase
‘roimd=trip gestalt design’ suggests pretensions to theoretical credibility that are probably unsubstantiated.
A further weakness with the Booch method is the disproportionate reliance on heuristics to identify system

structure and behaviour. It is only when basic structures and behaviour have been established that more
formal techniques are introduced to consolidate and rectify heuristic content. The problem with heuristics
is that anomalies may remain undetected until an advanced stage of analysis, thus necessitating
considerably more rework than if formal techniques had been adopted earlier. At some threshold, reliance
on heuristics therefore becomes counter-productive; the Booch method is at risk of exceeding that
threshold.
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The Booch method may therefore be effective to launch the knowledge creation process but it is unlikely
that the resulting knowledge assets enjoy sufficient commitment to -support subsequent cycles of
extemalization and internalization.

5.6.9

The Unified Modelling Language (UML)

UML represents an attempt to unify the methods of Booch, Rumbaugh and Jacobson; in addition, CRCs
(Bede and Cunningham, (1989)) and Wirfs-Brock’s stereotypes (Wirfs-Brock et al, 1990) are included as
complementary options. A distinction is made between a modelling language and a process. A modelling
language provides the focus of UML that is constituted of a notation and meta-model that defines the
notation. Jacobson is revising the Objectory framework to define the unified process and has provided a
brief account as an interim measure (Jacobson, Griss, Jonsson, 1997).

Booch, Rumbaugh and Jacobson are to produce a series of reference books describing UML (Booch,
Rumbaugh and Jacobson, 1998; Rumbaugh, Booch and Jacobson, 1998; Jacobson, Booch and Rumbaugh,
1998). Fowler and Scott have produced an introduction to UML (Fowler and Scott, 1997) with Eriksson
and Penker providing a more detailed account (Eriksson & Penker, 1998).

Objectory defines a development lifecycle comprising four phases:

, An Inception phase, where a business rationale and sponsorship is established for the project, For lowceremony projects, inception requires little more than an informal agreement. While inception may
demand a fully-fledged feasibility study for a high-ceremony project.
• An Elaboration phase, where detailed requirements are captured, high-level analysis and design is
conducted to establish baseline architectures, and plans for the construction phase are created. Domain
models and use cases capture functional requirements.
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• A Construction phase where incremental iterations deliver solutions to project requirements. Each
iteration includes the familiar activities of analysis, design, implementation and testing. Analysis
models explore the implications of the functional requirements for particular applications.
* The Transition phase includes beta-testing, performance tuning and user training for deliverables
produced from iterations within the Construction phase.

Jacobson’s ‘use case’ diagram has assumed a central role in UML and forms the core of the Elaboration
phase. Use cases are employed to capture requirements, and plan and manage project development.
Fowler identifies the key distinction between a user goal and a system interaction when applying use cases
to a domain. From the analysis perspective, interest is centred on the user goal as this provides the
motivation for the actor invoking the use case. In all other essential respects, the concept of the ‘use case’
as a scenario modelling technique has remained unchanged for UML.

Following Cook and Daniels, UML declares that analysis is responsible for constructing the conceptual
class model (Cook and Daniels. 1994). Familiar definitions are provided for classes, associations,
attributes, operations, methods and generalisation. Attempts are being made to incorporate Wirfs-Brocks
stereotypes into Jacobson’s concept of control objects to distribute behaviour more effectively. However, as
Fowler concedes, there is some confusion as to what actually constitutes a stereotype. Full expression is
given to the classification options (for the conceptual level at least); single, multiple, static and dynamic
classifications are all permitted. A fine distinction is drawn between aggregation and composition. With
composition, the part object may belong to only one whole with parts usually expected to ‘live and die’
with the whole; this restriction, presumably, does not apply to aggregations. Furthermore, provision is
made for reference objects, value objects, multi-value roles and immutability of attributes, roles and
classes.

The notation adopted for Interaction Diagrams is the sequence diagram, derived largely from
Buschmann’s POSA diagrams (Buschmann et al, 1996), and the collaboration diagram. While the
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sequence diagram is designed to show a sequence of events, the collaboration diagram illustrates how
objects are connected statically.

Packages are the grouping mechanism adopted by UML to divide large systems into cohesive
subdivisions; the concept is derived directly from Booch’s categories (Booch, 1994). Dependencies
between packages provide the heuristic for identifying and defining packages and their constituent classes.

UML utilises the familiar State Diagram conventions based on Hard’s statecharts (Hard, 1987).

As Fowler notes, unlike the other techniques, the Activity Diagrams have not been employed in the
previous work of Booch, Rumbaugh or Jacobson. It is claimed that Activity Diagrams are derived from
event diagrams, state modelling techniques and Petn nets. The diagrams are considered useful when
conducting workflow analysis and describing parallel processes. Hie diagramming conventions provide
for parallel processing to commence and terminate with synchronisation bars. Crucially, activity diagrams
can be used to describe complicated use cases. The fecility is crucial, because the degrees of freedom
conferred on an activity diagram (‘An activity diagram need not have a defined end point. ) impose no
constraint on the existence of a use case; a situation that could constitute a potent source of ambiguity and
confusion. Moreover, it is claimed that an activity diagram may span multiple use cases; the relationship
between an activity diagram and a use case thus becomes more uncertain. Another innovation is the
introduction of ‘swimlanes’ which provide for an activity diagram to be (re)arranged within swimlanes
such that responsibility for a set of activities can be assigned to an organisation unit by extending the
diagrammatic conventions. However, as Fowler concedes, they can become confusing on complex
diagrams. Fowler identifies the following situations where activity diagrams may make a contribution:

• analysing the actions and behavioural dependencies required for a use case
# understanding workflow across multiple use cases, i.e. where use cases interact with each other
* dealing with multi-threaded applications.
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The remaining material addresses design and programming issues, and is therefore beyond the scope of
the thesis.

5.7

0 0 methods - an evaluation

The list of OO methods selected for evaluation is far from exhaustive; there are now some 70 published
OO methods, other prominent methods which merit a brief mention are:

• Shlaer/Mellor: The Shlaer/Mellor method (Shlaer & Mellor, 1988; 1992) remains problematic as an
0 0 method. Originally, they presented object models as little mere than object extensions to entity
models; references to encapsulation and inheritance were completely absent from the description. This
oversight was later rectified, but other problems persisted with their relational approach to describing
objects, e.g. the relational model is purely syntactic and feils to capture the semantics of a domain. The
method is based around the three familiar, orthogonal dimensions: an object model; a state model; and
data flow diagrams to describe the process model. There is still some debate about whether the
Shlaer/Mellor method fulfills its claim to be object oriented.

• OORAM: Object-Oriented Role Analysis and Modelling (Reenskaug et al, 1996) utilises the role
model as its basic object abstraction. From the OORAM perspective, real world phenomena are
described by some constellation of collaborating objects. An object describing the domain of a
phenomenon can play several roles. This fact is exploited by partitioning a domain systematically into
separate areas of concern where a different role model describes each partition. Conversely, a series of
role models may be synthesised to describe a complex domain. Reenskaug claims that role models
invite separation of concern and thus facilitate a ‘divide and conquer’ approach to constructing domain
models. The risk of fragmentation (where each role model describes only a limited aspect of the
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domain) for large domains is avoided by role model synthesis, where derived role models for the
complete domain are constructed from multiple base role models.

k is s :

The KISS method was developed

by

Kristen to adapt the basic principles of OO to capture

information and meaning from everyday language (Kristen, 1994). Kristen argues that a conceptual
model for a domain can be developed completely from a semantic analysis of the testimony of domain
experts using an ‘out-of-the-middle’ approach. An object is perceived to have three dimensions:
‘action*, ‘attribute* and ‘time*, and from this basis it is claimed that provision is made for the
management of information. Furthermore an OO information system is constructed in three layers: the
outer ‘fonction* layer containing input and output functions; the middle ‘structure’ layer containing
actions and objects, and the inner ‘core’ layer containing attributes and operations. Much is made of
the necessity to eliminate any technical content from the definition of technical architectures; this, of
course, has been a central tenet of analysis for several years. The emphasis on information systems
militates against KISS resonating as a folly credible OO method.

Syntropy: Syntropy is presented as a ‘second generation* OO method (Cook and Daniels, 1994). The
exploitation of models is paramount to all aspects of Syntropy. It is recognised that although models
often yield much contextual information, they also have implicit simplifying assumptions and thus
merely provide a ‘map* with which to navigate a domain. The concept domain (the domain of
concern) describes the concept model for the situation in the real world that is the subject of the
analysis. The concept domain is surrounded by interaction domains, i.e. an object managonent
Hn»nainJ a user-interface domain and a communication domain, which have responsibility for ensuring

alignment between the concept domain and the real-world. The essential model is provided to support
the analysis of the concept domain; an essential model is defined as a description of some real-world
situation which is constituted of object configurations, events which cause state changes and the
possible consequences of those events. The facts about a situation which are described b y an essential
model are as follows:
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• the possible states in which a situation can exist (expressed as objects, properties, and
relationships)
•

the set of events which can cause changes between one state and another

• the possible sequences of events that may occur.

Syntropy clearly fells into the ‘process-driven’ stream of OO analysis methods, with much emphasis
placed on event analysis. However, the definition of on event appears to bo fundamentally problematic!
i.e. ‘several objects may change their state in response to a single event*. By failing to insist that an
event may only change the state of a single object, the concept of an event is critically flawed with the
result that multiple events may remain concealed and thus compromise the analysis effort.

• The OPEN Method: The OPEN (Object-oriented Process, Environment and Notation) Method is an
international standardised OO development method (Graham, Henderson-Sellers & Younessi, 1997).
'Àn^intCTriâfiôhàr côhswtim in responsë^td ^ œll frm^thë^ Object Management Group (OMG)
developed it for a standardised OO metamodel and notation. The OPEN Method consortium appears to
have provided a viable alternative to UML.

Each Software Engineering Process (SEP) is described by ‘contract driven’ based Activity objects,
where each contract is defined in terms of pre- and post-conditions and invariants. Henderson-Sellers
claims that the Open Process permits ordering in an iterative and incremental fashion, and tailoring to
individual standards and culture (Henderson-Sellers, 1997). Moreover, the OPEN Architecture is
claimed to illustrate an instantiation of an Architecture Reference Model (Hertha, 1995) designed to
complement the OMG ‘application’ level architectures with a business architecture. The Architecture
Reference Model comprises four layers:

• a Business Strategy Layer (providing declarations of strategic objectives and goals)
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• a Business Process Layer (implementing the Business Strategy in the form of work flows)
* a Business Components Layer (automating part or all of a Business Process)
e a Technical Infrastructure Layer (the technical platform upon which business components execute).

The Architecture Reference Model is a potentially interesting (although somewhat skeletal) attempt to
confer some scaleability onto OO analysis methods. Similarly it will be interesting to monitor how
scaleability is factored into future evolutions of the OPEN Method.

Many would doubtless contend that OO marks a major advance over Structured Analysis and IE; and yet
there is little evidence of significant or sustained productivity gains. Unquestionably, inept management,

poor planning and lack of training still contrive to subvert system development projects; however, the
anxiety that OO methods are deficient as viable approaches to analysis cannot be dismissed.

. The range of OO methods examined in the thesis vary from those consisting of little more than a loosely
coupled set'ôf hômsfito witrTim r"O0 œntintTI» more formal mcthods deeply immersed in the
theoretical foundations of OO. It might appear from perfunctory consideration that either extreme of
approach might be preferable in certain circumstances.

i

The growing complexity and turbulence of system domains is transforming the process of identifying and
articulating requirements into an increasingly uncertain activity. To simply rely on some heuristic based
on grammatical parsing of a requirements statement from which to define the structure and behaviour of a
domain poses the risk of creating anomalous knowledge assets. Moreover, it is not clear how this
approach is scalable to the corporate dimension. The approach appears only to be viable where a domain
is simple and static, and well understood by the user community. Far more common is the situation where
a domain is complex and turbulent, and the user community is highly uncertain of their requirements. OO
methods offer the capability of confronting these circumstances with some degree of confidence, but it is
necessary to constrain the use of heuristic methods and turn to the more formal techniques based on some
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form of system development lifecycle. Of the methods selected for consideration for the thesis, there are
four possible candidates:

e Edward’s Ptech
* Jacobson’s OOSE

'

* Booch, Rumbaugh and Jacobson’s UML
* The OPEN Method.

With Ptech, there is great emphasis on the behaviour of a domain yielding the structure, with event
analysis disclosing the concepts and classes describing the domain structure. With this approach, it is no
longer necessary to simply infer structure from some semantic rule of thumb; the structure can be

confirmed verifiably in terms of its support for the domain behaviour. Moreover, considering domain
behaviour presents far less of a cognitive barrier for the end-user, the behaviour of a system is nothing less
than the interface the system presents to its environment; the structure describes how that system is
implementedTThë b^\hour-dfi^""appr(mch"is thus completely analogous with the" OOlparadigm.
Jacobson’s use case is consistent with this approach although, it will be argued in the next chapter, the
precise role of the use case requires some revision. The Unified Modeling Process (soon to be published as
the Rational Unified Process (Jacobson et al, 1999)) is selected because the use case is included in UML,
although the approach to activity modelling gives some cause for concern. Finally, the OPEN Method is
selected because an attempt has been made to address scaleability, and business components are
subjugated to business processes.

From the preceding synopsis, it is clear that OO methods remain poised to make a major contribution to
system development The emergence of domain behaviour as the primary focus for eliciting requirements
improves the prospects for establishing OO as a viable approach to analysis.
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Much ground has been covered in exploring how the selected analysis might contribute to the knowledge
creation cycle. It would be inappropriate to dismiss the non OO methods simply because they now appear
primitive in comparison with OO methods. It should be remembered that non-OO methods had much to
contribute when organisations were permitted to pursue a more orderly existence. With the growing
intensity of competition,however, that orderly existence has been replaced by one of chaos. Organisations
have sought to counter this destabilizing influence by following a trajectory of complexity between the
influences of order and chaos. It is in this mode that non-OO methods have been less effective and OO
methods were poised to make a greater contribution. It is possible to conclude therefore that non-OO
methods have much to contribute to the aspects of an organisation that are unitary and mechanistic, while
OO methods are better placed to tackle the greater complexity and uncertainty that comes with the more
pluralistic and organic areas. It is in these latter areas that organisations exist in a state of complexity and
must endlessly adapt if they are not to foil victim to the competing influences of order or chaos. Complex
systems, however, display emergent patterns of creative adaptive behaviour and it is this feature that may
. allow OO methods to eventually fulfill its potential. It should also be noted that the emergence of these
— pSftB55T5Tfr6dietable-in a-camplex-domam: The ability to predictis^cowrse dependent on the available
knowledge about a domain.

One area where knowledge is sought is the flux of system taxonomies that define the dynamics of a
domain. Here OO has greatly increased the variety of system taxonomies that can be analysed using some
form of standard technique. Techniques arc now available to analyse systems that may be viewed as
simple configurations of collaborating objects, systems with behaviour that emerges though different
levels of hierarchy, and systems that exhibit recursive structures.

In theory, the richness of expression of the abstraction and codification convoitions should allow complex
concepts to be expressed with precision and clarity. Furthermore, the tools conferred on die analyst and
domain expert should provide for fertile iterations of extemalization and internalisation, with complex
webs of collaborating objects providing some protection against erosion of value though their ability to

reform to exhibit new behaviour. And yet a feeling of unrealized potential pervades the OO industry, the
possible reasons for this are discussed in the next section.

5.8

Analysis methods - a final evaluation

The earlier exploration into the origin and nature of requirements concluded that they emerge from
knowledge assets when an organisation is in a state of complexity. Knowledge assets are formed
tentatively when attempting to adapt to the competing forces of order and chaos. The struggle between
these forces creates shifts in the patterns of behaviour of the organisation that are difficult to detect but
are, nonetheless, predictable. It is not surprising, therefore, that the resulting knowledge assets may be
elusive and difficult to articulate. Indeed they may be held in a tacit state and remain so until articulation
is possible.

A contribution of this thesis is to contend that analysis should focus attention on these tacit knowledge
assets, as it is here where competitive advantage is likely to be gained or lost. It has also been argued in
the diesis that knowledge creation is not a discrete activity but must be viewed as an endless commitment
to the extemalization and internalisation of domain expert knowledge. This commitment extends further
the focus of analysis. It is not clear that the analysis methods reviewed in this chapter can achieve this
focus. The reasoning behind this claim is detailed in the following paragraphs.

It has been stated previously that the expert first apprehends and then interprets a change in a domain by
shifts in the patterns of behaviour of the domain or its external environment Behaviour is thus a key
cognitive concept around which much reasoning is based. And yet it is with this very concept that many
analysis methods introduce ambiguity. To fail to devise robust abstraction and codification conventions to
express behaviour is to present the domain expert with significant cognitive barriers at some point in the
analysis process. A definition of organisational behaviour is provided in Chapter 6,
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Domains of complexity exhibit patterns of behaviour that shift in ways that are difficult to predict.
However, it is through the interpretation of knowledge assets that the domain expert is able to observe
'weak' signals and interpret their significance in predicting future shifts in patterns of behaviour. It is .
through this process that new knowledge assets are created and requirements for change evolve. The
implication here is that behaviour is not observed as single nodes of activity, but rather as shifting patterns
of activity formed from multiple nodes. To ignore the way the domain experts exploit these patterns is to
neglect a fimdamentel cognitive strategy and risk overlooking knowledge asset configurations essential to
the domain under scrutiny. The extemalization and internalisation processes are therefore placed under
threat. To return to Boisot for a moment, the SLC is likely to become distorted or aborted. Any analysis
method seeking to contribute to the knowledge creation must embrace the detection and interpretation of
patterns, and in particular patterns of behaviour. This discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
6
6.1

The Role of the Business Process
Introduction .

Knowledge assets are the source of requirements with the greatest potential to confer competitive vigour
on an organisation. Moreover, knowledge assets are formed when domain expats respond to 'weak'
signals that may presage a shift in the patterns of behaviour exhibited by the organisation or its external
environment It is curious therefore that this aspect of analysis remains resolutely the area of least efficacy
for the majority of mainstream methods.

The review of analysis methods presented in the previous chapter offers the conclusion that none are
capable of implementing the mandate to propagate the knowledge creation cycle. From the sample of
analysis methods subjecTto rcviêw^àgainst this criterion, if is argued that the methods listed below had the
potential to contribute to the fulfillment of the mandate:

•

Ptech

»

OOSE

•

UML (and the Rational Unified Process)

•

The OPEN Method.

i

The methods are selected on the basis of their OO foundations and focus on behaviour (as opposed to
structure) as the primary focus of analysis. It is argued that shifts in the interrelationship between an
organisation and its environment are manifested in their respective forms of behaviour (structure serves
merely to implement behaviour). It is also claimed that enduring inconsistency in adequately defining
those activities constituting organisational behaviour has ensured that analysis remains problematic.
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From these arguments, k may be concluded that a unit of activity must be devised that allows the analyst
to penetrate tacit knowledge. The argument is presented in this chapter that the ‘business process’ is the
desired unit of activity. However, Ac selection of the business process presents a variety of semantic and
conceptual difficulties. Not least amongst these has been the recent proliferation of management theories
on process redesign, which may be referred to collectively as Business Process Reengineering (BPR). Each
theory presents an apparently plausible definition of a business process; but, frequently, these definitions
prove to be

and ambiguous in practice. This chapter examines how Porter’s value chain

(Porter, 1985), may be adapted to provide a definition of a business process that is semantically and
conceptually consistent with the reality of organisational behaviour. Discovering and defining processes
presents another difficulty for analysing organisational behaviour. It is not sufficient to observe activities
lv»ing performed in a domain and simply to deduce the existence of business processes from these
activities; this approach resonates with Ac worst excesses of Ae heuristic approaches to analysis. What is
needed is an approach Aat verifiably discovers and defines a business process, and reflects the
mterdependencies-between-processes—A-technique-for-analysing-processes-suGh-Aat Aese-requirements
are satisfied is presented in Ais chapter. Finally, Ae way in which business processes are frequently
implemented in an organisation ensures Aat essential details remain concealed or are distorted in some
fashion. By embracing Ae concept of ‘separation of concern’, it is demonstrated how Ae subverting
influant» of organisations may be eliminated from discovering and defining business processes.

The conclusion is that Ae study of domain behaviour provides Ae most direct and unmediated route to
tacit knowledge. However, this alone is insufficient To detect and evaluate subtle shifts or variations in
Hrnrmin bchaviuur, it is necessary to discover essential patterns of behaviour. The generation of tacit
knowledge should be focused cm shifts in Ae patterns of behaviour, other shifts may be incidental and not
require a strategic response from Ae business. These considerations form Ae basis of Ae chapter on
analysis patterns.
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6.2

What is a Business Process?

A process represents a single example of a domain activity, Business systems end functions are also
examples of domain activities. Before attempting to define a business process, it is thus helpful to
distinguish it from business systems and functions. Business systems are based on the concept of an
organisation arranged as a series of collaborating business systems, each comprising a hierarchical
arrangement of functions (Bower (1973), Gluck (1980), and Bauron (1981)). The idea is that each
business system is formed from some cohesive cluster of functions based around a thematic core, e.g.
Sales, Distribution, Research and Development, Accounting, Finance. From this definition of a business
system, it is possible to proceed further and venture a definition of a function. Martin provides the
following definition (Martin, 1986):

• An enterprise function is a group of activities which together support one aspect of furthering the
mission of the enterprise.
• A function is ongoing and continuous.
• A function is not based on organisational structures.
» A function categorises what is done, and not how.

Furthermore, Martin provides the following definition of a business process:

• A process is a specified activity that is repeatedly executed in an enterprise
• A process can be described in terms of inputs and outputs.
• A process has a definable start and stop.
• A process is not based on organisational structures.
• A process identifies what is done, and not how.
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These definitions raise some interesting points and, in fact, are superior to many later definitions. The
most obvious point is that a function (and by implication, a process) must further the mission of the
enterprise; this is a slightly different focus from the BPR emphasis on ‘customer-centric’ considerations.
Whereas a function is defined to be ongoing and continuous, a process is a tangible activity with clearly
defined entry and exit conditions, and is executed over a finite period Also, Martin notes two features that
are shared by functions and processes: both are independent of organisational structures and both describe
logical activities. By insisting that functions and processes are independent of organisational units, Martin
is seeking to avoid distortion of their respective definitions; in feet, those organisational units associated
with some aspect of a function or process are recorded separately on a distribution matrix. Martin extends
further the concept of function and process independence by insisting that their definitions are free from
any considerations of implementation. These are included later when procedures are designed to

implement the functions and processes. However, as discussed in the previous chapter, Martin’s definition
is undermined by the subordination of process to function.

Porter^adopts a somewhat-different-approach-to-defining-business-activities ,by_using the.value, chain to
define primary and support activities (Porter, 1985). Primary activities are defined as ‘the activities
involved in the physical creation of the product and its sale and transfer to the buyer as well as after-sales
assistance’. Porter identifies five generic categories of primary activity: inbound logistics, operations,
outbound logistics, sales and marketing, and service (to enhance or maintain the value of the product).
Support activities are defined as those activities that ‘support the primary activities and each other by
providing purchased inputs, technology, human resources, and various firmwide functions. Porter
provides four categories of support activity: procurement, technology development, human resource
management, and firm infrastructure. Moreover, within each category of primary and support activity.
Porter reports that there are three activity types that contribute differently to achieving competitive
advantage: direct activities that create value for the customer; indirect activities that make it possible to
perform direct activities on a continuing basis; and quality assurance. Although, Porter does not refer
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explicitly to a function or process, the primary and support activities reflect the concept of a business
process.

These definitions precede the advent of the BPR ‘revolution* which sought to reinvent an organisation to
varying extents around the concept of the business process. Early attempts to define a business process are
listed below:

• The logical organisation of people, materials, energy, equipment* and procedures into work activities
designed to produce a specified end result (Pall, 1987)

• A set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business outcome. (Davenport and
Short, 1990)

• A process is simply a structured, measured set of activities designed to produce a specified output for a
particular customer a^markctit-implies-a strong- emphasis tm how work is done in an organisation, in 
contrast to a product’s emphasis on what is done. A process is thus a specific ordering of work
activities across time and place, with a beginning, an end, and clearly identified inputs and outputs: a
structure for action. (Davenport, 1993)

• A collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input and croates an output that is of value to
the customer. (Hammer and Champy, 1993)

» A business'proucss is identified if:

• it has specific inputs and outputs
• it crosses organisational boundaries
• it focuses on goals and ends
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• it has comprehensible inputs, outputs and description
• it relates to customers and their needs. (Hammer and Stanton, 1995)

e

A set of linked activities that take an input and transform it to create an output. Ideally, the
transformation that occurs in the process should add value to the input and create an output that is
more useful and effective to the recipient either upstream or downstream. (Johansson et al, 1993)

» Ould defines a process is to be a purposeful activity, it is done oollaborativoly* by a group, often having
cross-functional boundaries, and is invariably driven by customers. Processes are of three types: core
processes which concentrate on satisfying customer needs, support processes concentrating on
satisfying internal customer needs, and management processes concerned with managing the core and
support processes. (Ould, 1995)

For Darnton these definitions are not particularly deficient but it is noted that they do not draw from other
cultures-suGh-as-management-cybemeti<s^Beer-(-1985); Espejo-and Hamden (-l-989)), However,-although
these definitions appear to embrace the core themes of analysing business processes, there is no single
definition that is sufficient to support the identification and definition of business processes. For a more
rigorous definition of a business process that may actually sustain detailed analysis, it is necessary to
incorporate the issues raised in the definition provide by Halé (Halé, 1995).

Halé has devised a Value Analysis technique that is claimed to produce a logical model of an enterprise or
system that is non-redundant: ‘a process will appear only once in the model with all its relevant concepts,
business objects, events and roles*. Moreover, ‘the model is the basis for the definition of the activities,
roles and logistical resources which can be implemented in the reality of the business *Halé contends that
Value Analysis produces processes that are ‘reusable across the enterprise as a whole*.
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6.3

The Value Analysis approach to defining processes

Halé’a Value Model draws heavily on Porter’s Value Chain in that they both focus on the value of the
end-product provided by a process. However, there is a crucial distinction. Whereas Porter’s value chain is
concerned with monitoring the efficiency of a process , Halé analyses the effectiveness of a process. To
monitor the effectiveness of a process. Halé defines value to be an element of the product delivered by the
process which expresses a capability provided to its user. The Value Analysis technique consists of the
following steps:

•

understanding the purpose of tiie end-product

e

deriving the capability that it provides

• understanding the components of that capability - the concepts which are necessary and sufficient for
defining these capabilities
» identifying the states of the components which are relevant to the process.

Capability
"— "■> to what process?

Logical Process

what concepts?
which relevant states?
what are the components?

what are the required capabilities?

Figure 6-1 The End-product as a Capability (from Halé)

Halé acknowledges the influence of the Ptech method and claims that the Value Analysis technique has
integrated the essence of Ptech into a complete BPR approach.
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The Value Analysis notation depicts processes adding value to one or more products to deliver a single
end-product; a product is synonymous with a capability defined earlier. At any level of abstraction, a
process will only produce a single end-product which represents the value added by the process. Each

process has only one end-product and a given end-product is delivered by only one process. The definition
of a process is constrained further by insisting that the end-product will always benefit the customer of the
process (even when the customer is another process); processes are chained by allowing the end-product of
one process to be the resource for another process. As Halé notes, the end-product defines completely the
interface between two logical processes:

Halé suggests a possible protocol of communication between the two processes shown in the following
diagram:

• process B requests from process A a product P
•_ -processes-A and-B-agree-the-particular shape, status,- delay,_and cost, i.e. the. state ofJhe required
product
e process A commits to delivery
• process B may supply money or other resources to A for completing the transaction
• the exchange takes place
• all consequences and loose ends are resolved.

Product P
Logical Process A

Figure 6-2 A protocol of communication between two processes.
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A corollary of the preceding definitions is that a product defines the complete set of transactions between
two processes. Halé exhorts the analyst not to confuse the Value-Added Diagram with any form of ‘flow’
diagram; there is nothing flowing between the processes. The arrows in the diagram represent
dependencies between the processes, and associations between processes and products. A process specifies
the capabilities it needs and the capability it can provide. Although a process is constrained to deliver only
one end-product, it may need some combination of products from other processes before it can execute, i.e.
a product may be used by several processes.

A process, its end-product and its resource-products (products required by the process) are together
deemed to constitute the domain of a process. Halé asserts that this separation of concern is a powerful
technique of simplification where many of the temporal and synchronisation requirements remain hidden
in the product structures and definitions, i.e. in the business objects and their associated states. The ValueAdded diagram also allows for an abstract process to be decomposed into processes of finer granularity
providing-the-end=product-is.also-the-end-productof-(meofthe_sutbproœssesand-that„eaclLoftheresource
products is used by one or more of the sub-processes. As Halé notes, the key to analysing processes is to
enforce the formalism that each process has a discrete domain and no knowledge of any other process.
This concept is, of course, completely analogous with the basic tenets of OO.

6.4

The Analysis of Business Processes

Approaches tq analyzing business processes exhibit considerable variety. On one hand, definitions are
bereft of any formalism and any activity may be interpreted as a process. There is no attempt to
distinguish between logical and physical activities, or to extricate the definition of an activity from the

context of the organisational framework in which it is executed. Moreover, the rules for the inclusion,
exclusion and association of business activities are not specified. These definitions offer such little
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guidance on identifying and defining business processes that they merit no further consideration. On the
other hand, there are definitions infused with significant formalism and based on sound methodological
foundations. Selection of the formal approach to defining business processes is based on the following
rationale:

• The notation and underlying concepts do not require a majdr cognitive investment. The emphasis on
‘separation of concern’ provides an approach to managing complexity, paradoxically, the more simple
definitions provide no such mechanism and the ensuing complexity can pose cognitive barriers.
Moreover, the consistent delivery of verifiable business processes serves to reinforce the underlying
concepts and thus reward cognitive investment.

« Process definitions are characterised by precision and clarity. Furthermore, the definitions yield an
abundance of supplementary information: the associated business events, the associated concepts and
business objects; and myriad types of association with organisational units, strategic declarations, and
technical-constraints

If business processes are to be analysed, the arguments for adopting a formal approach appear to be highly
persuasive, if not conclusive. While it is not argued that analysing the structure of business processes will
capture all facets of an organisation, a comprehensive process model for an organisation provides à robust
basis for exploring other, ‘softer’ issues. In particular, the socio-technical concerns of Mumford’s Ethical
method (Mumford, 1996) may be articulated more precisely if ‘human-centric’ requirements can be
assigned to individual processes. Similarly, the messy, ill-structured problems that provide the focus for
Cheokland’s

(Chcckland, 1981) may also benefit from on unambiguous declaration of business

processes. It remains to review approaches to analysing business processes based on the formal expression
of their definition.
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6.5

The Identification and Definition of Business Processes

A contribution of the thesis is to propose a new approach to the analysis of business processes that also
offers the possibility of contributing to the knowledge creation cycle. The motivation for this initiative is
that a failure to fully articulate business processes may present significant barriers to the sustainable
elicitation of tacit knowledge.

To understand fully the essence of a business process, it is necessary to explore organisational behaviour.
At an abstract level, the behaviour of an organisation represents an interaction with its environment.
Contrary to the approaches advocated by the more data-centric methods, changes in environmental or
organisational influences are detected by shifts in behaviour and not structure; structure is merely some
artifact to implement behaviour. The creation of tacit knowledge is an initial response to the detection and
contemplation of a shift in the behaviour of an organisation or its environment.

^

From the work of Halé, it can be inferred that the behaviour of a domain may be expressed as a web of
events and responses to those events. In fact, it is stated that events capture the dynamics of the business
objects populating the domain. The dynamics of a business object are expressed as:

* the creation of an instance
e the termination of an instance
• the reclassification of an instance (in effect, the combination of the termination of a business object in
one state and its creation in another state).

Within this schema, processes are considered to both respond to events and create events within a domain;
all events are regarded as coalescing in some way to achieve the end result of some higher level process.
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However, whatever the limitations of the literature it is possible to discern that the relationship between
processes and events is a little subtler. What is missing is any concept of purpose or motivation; i.e. why is
this process being executed?, how is the process responding to the event? Resolution of these issues is
crucial if the description of the process is to capture the semantics of the domain.

The technique best equipped to capture the meaning of an activity appears to be Jacobson’s use case model
(Jacobson et al, 1992, 1994a, 1994b, 1994c, 1995, 1998). However, even with the benefit of various
evolutions, Jacobson’s definition of a use case (in a business system) as ‘a sequence of transactions in a
system whose task is to yield a result of measurable value to an individual actor of the business system’
does not quite convey the necessary focus. Martin’s definition of a value stream as ‘an end-to-end
collection of activities that has a clear reason for its existence - to deliver a result to a customer or end
user* provides an alternative perspective (Martin, 1996). Both definitions provide for the delivery of a
result, but little is revealed about the result except it that contains some value quotient (although Martin
does not appear to even insist on this). The problems here are to define what is a result and what is vqluOi
To explore this definition it is necessary to return to the subject of Porter’s value chain.

Martin contrasts a value stream with Porter’s value chain which refers to a whole enterprise; value
streams are simply a stream of activities within an enterprise that achieve a particular result Martin notes
that the ubiquity of attempts to define a process has rendered any attempt at a definition to be
meaningless; in contrast, a value stream is defined unequivocally as ‘a set of end-to-end activities that
deliver particular results for a given customer (internal or external)’. The term ‘end-to-end’ is taken to
convey the concept that a value stream will leave a business in an internally inconsistent state if it
terminates prematurely; the only possibilities are that a value stream achieves its aid result or it does not,
there is no other option. Additionally, once a value stream commences execution it must terminate
without branching to another value stream. These constraints (which incidentally echo the essential
foundations of Ptech) may be used to augment the concept of Jacobson’s use case model.

A use coco may be redefined as ‘a response to on event comprising an end to end collection of activities
designed to deliver particular results of measurable value to a customer (or actor) of the system’. Within
this framework, the activities constituting the use case are, in feet, the elusive business processes. By
imposing the ‘end-to-end’ constraint, it is possible to interpret use cases as purposeful activities with a
clearly defined motivation. Moreover, it is possible to extrapolate from the Halé approach that a use case
may have only a single motivation and that the motivation may not bo shared with other use cases. For
each use case, the processes collaborate in some way to deliver the result or end-product forming the
purpose of the use case* By further imposing ‘separation of concern’ and enforcing singularity of purpose
for all levels of activity, it is now possible to approach the identification and definition of processes with
some degree of confidence.

Analysis of some domain thus commences by identifying those environmental events to which the domain
has to respond. Events may be detected as a result of executing routine operations or from surveillance of
key.environmental foctors. Events may arise from the activities of customers, markets, suppliers,
competitors, venture partners, governments and regulatory bodies. Events may be further classified as
industrial, commercial, political, economic, media, social, ecological, financial and technological.
Whatever the source of an event and however it is categorised, it may require a response from an
organisation. The nature of that response provides the motivation for the subsequent activity; it could bo
argued that the response to any environmental event should result ultimately in delivery of a product that
represents some increase in value to the customer. The response to an environmental event should be
encapsulated in a use case with the motivation providing the purpose for use case. This principle may be
extended to also include internal events and customers^ although these would exist at the level of
processes embedded in individual use cases. A use case is thus assigned to each class of environmental
event being monitored by an organisation; the response to the event is defined by the specification
associated with the use case that should describe a purposeful action delivering a discrete product. At this
level of granularity, the use case should be supported by a narrative description identifying the actors, the
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invocation events and the end-product, together with a description of the motivation for delivering the
end-product. This refinement of use cases continues to resonate with Jacobson’s original concept but also
begins to address the issue of scaleability that has proved to be problematic. The use case concept is
transformed into a technique that may be used at the corporate level; the use case is redefined as a service
that an organisation provides to its environment

A contribution of the thesis is adopt Halé’s Value-Analysis Diagrams to both extend and refine the
concept of a use case. The approach to building the revised use case is as follows:

• detect an environmental event and analyse the implied behaviour
• determine what response is required from the organisation, i.e. what product or service is delivered to
the customer
• determine what capability or resource is needed to achieve the response
• determine how the product or service is to be delivered.

Familiar nam ing conventions should be adopted to clarify and consolidate the existence of use cases and

their associated capabilities. Typically, a capability is identified using a noun that may be qualified with
an adjective or participle to indicate the state of the product, e.g. Confirmed Trade. The name for a use
case should have two ports: the product to bo delivered should be identified from the catalogue of
capabilities; a verb in the imperative sense should describe the purpose of the use case. Therefore the
name of a use case is formed from a verb and noun, e.g. Attract Client, Define Risk Limit, Execute Trade,

Settle Corporate Action, and Raise Tax Claim. The selection of an appropriate verb is essential to
identifying use' cases; vohs such as Liaise, Manage, Monitor, or Perform are passive and do not indicate
purpose, and, by implication, cannot deliver a product.

To provide a logical specification for a use case, it is necessary to study the collaboration required between
the constituent processes to achieve its end-product (or purpose). From the preliminary description of the

use case, it is possible to identify both the events that launch and terminate the use case; from these
events, all the processes constituting the use case may be identified and defined. As Halé notes, the
creation, termination or change of state for a business object is an event that is the result of a process.
Therefore to produce the model of a use case, it is necessary to show the cluster of processes and
respective aid results; this is analogous to modelling processes and their dependencies. A process is
similar to a use case in that it may have only one end-result: the event that creates, terminates or changes
the state a specific business object. The converse is also true: the creation, termination or realisation of a
particular state for a business object may only be achieved by one process (another similarity with the use
case concept). The invocation of a process is achieved by some combination of triggering events (which
may be environmental events or the result of some other process). However, processes should not always
be executed simply in response to the presence of some legitimate combination of triggering events; most
processes require the imposition of some form of business rule which constrains the process, the constraint
is referred to as a pre-condition which is defined as some restriction on the triggering events. The naming
conventions for processes are identical to those for use cases, except that the verbs focus increasingly on
the-objects-under-transitim.-Mareover-the-business-objects^upan-whichThe processes_act,may_be_hidden
from the actor requesting the use case.

A business process may be described as follows:

• the purpose of the process.
• the triggering events
• the pre-conditions constraining the invocation of the process by the event
• the post-condition identifying the terminating event and its relationship to the initial state, and
specifying the state of the business object that achieves the purpose of the process
• the processing logic describes the tasks required to transform the pre-conditions into the post
condition.
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This proposed method for describing processes raises some interesting points with respect to the
association between use cases and their constituent processes. The process that creates the aid event far a
use case is unique to the use case and must therefore exhibit a broad alignment of purpose. All other
processes may be (and frequently are) shared among use cases; for these processes, the purposes must
remain independent of %e purposes for any use case. Furthermore, use cases are abstract activities acting
as a clustering device to provide motivation for executing processes. An environmental event may trigger
the execution of multiple processes (indeed multiple instances of the same process) with use cases
providing the motivation for each invocation.

Each use case is analysed by commencing with the terminating event and progressively working
backwards to expose all the interim events until the original invocation events are encountered. With the
exception of the originating events (the processes for which are specified in some other domain), each
event requires the specification of an associated business process to constrain the conditions under which
the event may be created. A process execution thus represents a ‘thread of control’ through a use case.

An event was defined previously as the creation, the termination, or reclassification of a business object.
This definition provides the gateway between the business process and object models. From each event, it
is possible to extract the underlying business object and it’s meaning, together with details of the state
change pataining to the event. Analysis of state changes provides tho detail by which object behdviour is
determined. Moreover, by considering dependencies between events, it is possible to elicit associations
between business objects. Once these entities have been discovered, it is possible to revert to the familiar
OO techniques of abstraction, encapsulation and inheritance to build a robust model that is resilient to
change. In addition, the dissemination of processes and business objects throughout the organisation can
be specified with the usual distribution matrices. Similarly, organisational, technical, cultural and social
constraints may be assigned to processes and business objects.
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6.6

The Behavioural Barrier to Knowledge Creation

From the perspective of knowledge creation, organisational dysfunctionality presents the most profound
problem; it serves to both inhibit the expression of tacit knowledge and obscures an appropriate response
to shifts in environmental behaviour. Organisational dysfunctionality can take many intricate,
interdependent forms; in particular, political, social and cultural concerns may, if neglected or abused,
contrive to introduce dissonance. These, are outside the scope of fois thesis. Of concern here is foe
dissonance that is introduced through foe inappropriate arrangement of organisational behaviour.

Where an organisational configuration conforms to any form of hierarchical structure, the configuration is
usually arranged according to some functional partitioning of the organisation. The functional partitions
may be distributed geographically or replicated at remote locations. Furthermore, the functional partitions
are usually based on a template drawn from the divisions enunciated in Porter’s value chain (Porter,
1985). However, these divisions present foe obstacles identified earlier with foe subordination of process
to fonction; with the now schema* a use case is subordinated to a function, and a function is subordinated
to a value chain partition. A use case is thus subjected to two levels of fracture and dislocation For a use
case to represent an ‘end-to-end’ activity, it must be permitted to transcend both functional and ‘value
chain’ division boundaries. However, in practice, the terms ‘functional silos’ or ‘functional stovepipes’ are
used to reflect the fact that these partitions are constructed frequently with little regard for the
requirements of the other partitions with which collaboration is necessary.

While this configuration may be appropriate for a unitary and mechanistic organisations operating
exclusively in an orderly universe, problems arise when an organisation enters a complex universe in a bid
to counter the influence of chaoc. To survive in a complex universe, an organisation must be able to adapt
endlessly and the existence of ‘functional silos’ militates against achieving this flexibility. The loss of
flexibility nurtures an environment where opportunities are rife for redundancy, duplication and omission
of business activities. In addition to the sub-optimal behaviour imposed by functional silos, there is
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■another consequence also injurious to the competitive vigour of an organisation. By dispersing activities
artificially over some arbitrary structure, a level of complexity is added th# conceals (or at least obscures)
essential details of organisational behaviour. Any innovative revelation is thus likely to be influenced and
constrained by the behaviour peculiar to an individual functional silo. The prospects of the innovation
being implemented are diminished because due account may not have been taken of the requirements of
collaborating silos; the organisation may thus miss a competitive opportunity or remain exposed to a
threat.

Figure 6 3 An illustration of how the execution of a use case may straddle multiple embedded
ftmctional silos.

Another contribution to furthering the understanding o f organisational behaviour is to propose how

processes can be retrieved from ‘functional silos’ and reconfigured into use cases.

To begin it is necessary to ensure that use cases are not subordinated to functional silos, i.e. use cases
become the dominant streams of behaviour drawn from the activities embedded deep in the functional
silos. This is achieved by dismantling the functional silos to expose the inherent processes. The processes
are extracted from each functional silo and reconstructed to implement the 'end-to-end' behaviour
required of each use case. Following Porter’s value chain analysis, use cases are either primary
‘environment facing’ activities or support activities that enable the organisation to operate in general and
implement the primary processes in particular.
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While this approach may appear to be eminently reasonable, the question remains of how precisely to
reconstruct the remnants of the dismantled functional silos into effective and efficient use cases. For the
answer, it is necessary to turn again to an event-driven analysis of the processes embedded in the
functional silos. A use case is analysed to determine the end-product required to deliver the desired
response to the invocation event(s). The event delivering the end product provides the mechanism for
extracting the terminating process from the reservoir of processes populating the functional silos. The
iterative application of the event-driven analysis techniques described earlier, identifies all the other
processes required to define the desired behaviour of the use case. It is, of course, quite possible that the
functional silos will not yield the necessary processes, or that some processes are not required to
implement the use cases.

Use cases formed from deconstructed functional silos constitute the essential behaviour of the organisation
and processes are the activities that implement this behaviour. When liberated from the mediating
obstacle of functional silos, superfluous complexity is eliminated, exposing the essence of the threads of
control and corresponding processes. This greater exposure clearly has profound implications for the
cultivation of tacit knowledge. The descriptions of processes are distilled into their essential core;
incidental ‘noise’ from organisational influence is eliminated. To optimise effectiveness and efficiency,
organisations may embark on a restructuring arranged around logical threads of essential activities rather
than arbitrary functions. Clearly the complexities associated with such a restructuring ensure that many
obstacles have to be surmounted before the change is implemented. However, the provision of a precise
description for the desired organisational behaviour establishes a robust bedrock from which to debate the
obstacles. Under the new arrangement, an organisational unit is formed from a cohesive group
collaborating with a single motivation, i.e. to achieve the purpose of a use case.
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6.7

The Role of Reconstructed Processes in the Knowledge Creation Cycle

Reconstructing processes to form ‘end-to-end’ patterns of behaviour eliminates the interference generated
from the arbitrary clustering of processes into functional silos. The codification conventions may achieve a
more direct association with the semantics of the domain under investigation, i.e. the use case. As Boisot
reports, ‘it is only when the tacit coefficient has been further reduced by additional efforts at codification
that the new knowledge can become intelligible to a wider professional audience and hence diffusible to
the community at large’. By reducing the demands of a dissonant cognitive investment and offering
rewards more promptly, significant barriers to reducing the tacit coefficient are purged progressively from
the analysis process.

A reduction in anomalous cognitive investments serves to illuminate those events defining the behaviour
of the domain. It is essential to isolate and interpret these events as they emit the signals that may
foreshadow shifting organisational or environmental behaviour. Reconstructed processes provide the
conceptual-framewerk—frem-whieh-organisations-may-self-organiseby-spontaneously-fbrming-special
interest groups and coalitions focussing on the efficacy of process clusters. This endeavour is somewhat
thwarted by organisations arranged around functional silos.

To conclude this chapter, it is argued that the greater clarity provided for the definitions of organisational
behaviour in either an orderly or complex universe eases the knowledge creation cycle. It is assumed that
organisational behaviour in a universe of chaos defies all attempts at analysis.

The departures into cognitive theory included in the thesis contend that the knowledge creation cycle is
invoked when the domain expert detects a shift in the patterns of behaviour of either the organisation or
its external environment. The new knowledge assets seek to either explain or respond to the shift, and it is
through attempting to formulate a response that requirements for change evolve.
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The arguments presented in this chapter have sought to establish the importance of offering a conceptually
consistent representation of organisational behaviour. The contention is that this has been achieved by
asserting that at all levels of granularity, invocations of behaviour are responding to events and also
creating events that serve their purpose. It is claimed that unitary structures of organisation contrive to
conceal and distort expressions of behaviour, while organic configurations liberate behaviour from the
constraints of organisational convention.

Patterns have also emerged as an important concept in apprehending and interpreting organisational
behaviour. It appears that the domain expert does not observe behaviour as isolated invocations of activity.
Rather behaviour is observed as a complex pattern of activities that collaborate to respond to an event,
with the process emerging as the primary unit of activity. The knowledge creation cycle is invoked when a
shift in the pattern of processes raises the possibility that the response may no longer be appropriate to the
event. The role of behaviour patterns as the foundation for the broader analysis patterns is discussed in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 7
7

7.1

The Contribution of Analysis Patterns to Knowledge Creation

The Case for Patterns

Many authoritative sources are exploring the existence of patterns within the context of human cognition
and organisational behaviour: Mintzberg (1994), Kemeny (Kemeny et al, 1994), Senge (1994), Nonaka
and Takeuchi (1995), Boisot (1995) and Claxton (1997) all refer to patterns explicitly or implicitly
through discussions of intuition, mental models and domain schema.

The ubiquity and utility of patterns have, over the last few years, come to the attention of the IT
community. In particular, two seminal works by Alexander (Alexander et al, 1977; Alexander, 1979)
present the theory of applying archetypes to the design of houses, streets and communities; at the core of
this-themy is^ the proposition of the existence of-Hanguages—that-allow-individuals to articulate-and
communicate an infinite variety of designs within a formal system which lends them coherence. Patterns

are considered to represent the units of this language and provide answers to design problems. Each
pattern definition consists of a statement of the problem to be addressed, a discussion of the problem using
an illustration, and a solution.

The significance of such a proposition is not lost on the broader IT community with the patterns
movement emerging in the early 1990s. It should be noted that Alexander is something of a controversial
figure within the domains of architectural design and construction. Moreover, Fowler notes that many of
the pioneers of the patterns movement were exploring patterns without the benefit of any input from
Alexander’s body of literature (Fowler, 1997). Nonetheless, Alexander provides some invaluable
conceptual touchstones for using patterns to design systems. It will be argued later that the analysis of IT
systems and business systems may both be enhanced through the judicious use of patterns.
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Alexander’s pattern taxonomy is concerned entirely with architectural design and construction. However,
many of Alexander’s assertions may be abstracted to formulate a coherent set of general principles
describing pattern theory. At the most abstract level, it is plausible to assert that any domain of concern
may be described by a set of elements and a set of relationships connecting those elements. Moreover, the
‘structure* of the domain may be considered to consist of patterns of relationships between the elements.
These patterns are different each time they occur, but nonetheless exhibit some degree of self-similarity.
Thus for a complex domain it is possible to conceive of a perpetual repetition of patterns characterised by
an endless variety of features. From the theory of pattern languages (Alexander et al, 1977), it is claimed
further that ‘each pattern depends on both the smaller patterns it contains, and the larger patterns within
which it is contained’. The pattern language is formed from the network of connections between patterns
that contribute to the resolution of each individual pattern. The connections between the patterns are,
therefore, almost as important as the patterns themselves in defining a pattern language. Alexander argues
that every human endeavour and achievement is based on the exploitation and manipulation of some
pattern language that is held in the mind of foe individual. Furthermore, appreciation of a system is
gained through an unconscious apprehension of the embedded patterns that inform speculative
contemplation of that system. There now appear to be two pattern languages in existence: the one that is
actually exhibited by the system and the one that is devised by an individual in an attempt to understand
the system; and an incontrovertible objective for any approach to knowledge creation is to strive for the
two pattern language schema to pursue convergent trajectories.

It is argued throughout the thesis that many business initiatives fail (in particular, the production of IT
systems) because the techniques available for apprehending, eliciting and expressing requirements for
business change do not reflect the realities of the climate in which the organisation interacts with its
environment. It is claimed that the requirements with the potential to actually confer economic value on
the organisation emerge from a climate of sustainable knowledge creation. Knowledge creation is
sensitive to the symbolic conventions selected to elicit and express knowledge. However, even if
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abstraction and codification conventions are available to provide a symbolic convention capable of giving
coherent expression to the tacit knowledge held by the expert, there is now a suspicion that such a
convention is alone insufficient to sustain knowledge creation. The ubiquity of patterns both as
manifestations of a domain and as a cognitive device presents a persuasive argument for their explicit
inclusion in a credible symbolic convention.

7.2

Pattern languages as an extended codification convention

From Boisot’s hypotheses on the epistemological space (E-Space), it is claimed that the purpose of a
codification convention is to allow a domain expert to differentiate between concepts. Alexander attributes

precisely this property to patterns. It is thus possible to conceive of pattern languages as forming some
‘higher order' codification convention and to embed than firmly in the E-space. The concept of ‘higherorder’ knowledge may be developed further to distinguish between knowledge that emerges through the
intentional use of patterns and that which emerges through some serendipitous speculation. This is not to
underestimate the value of serendipitous knowledge, but to argue that its value may only be fully exploited
once it is embedded in some configuration of patterns that yields both context and meaning. Without the
guiding influence of a pattern language to capture the essence of a domain, it is more likely that any
expression of knowledge will be more primitive and less interesting, and the knowledge creation process
will become more complex and less certain. By contrast, a pattern language will confer a richer context on
an item of knowledge and thus enable a more elaborate expression of the meaning and significance of the
knowledge asset. This is of particular significance where knowledge is generated from detection of a weak
signal in the environment. By contributing to a more elaborate expression of knowledge, a pattern
language can contribute to both phases of Boisot’s knowledge creation cycle, i.e. the value creation phase
and the value exploitation phase.

A contribution of the thesis is to propose a synthesis between Alexander’s pattern language and Boisot’s
SLC (Social Learning Cycle). Briefly, the value creation phase consists of the processes of scanning and
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problem-solving followed by abstraction* while the value exploitation phase consists of the diffusion*
absorption and impacting of knowledge. The contribution of pattern languages to the activities defining
each phase is described below:

• Scanning describes the process by which individual (or small group) reflection transforms an item of
diffused knowledge into ‘singular and idiosyncratic’ patterns. A pattern language contributes to
scanning by offering a variety of patterns that may stimulate abstract reflection and indicate early
opportunities for further speculation; scanning may thus be elevated to a more focused and less
hesitant process of individual cognitive development.

• Problem-solving develops patterns yielded by scanning so they acquire a ‘definite form and contour.’
A pattern language provides a variety of templates with defined form and contour. By exploring the
divergence between these templates and the concepts describing the problem under consideration, the
pattern language may be extended. This activity is key to the knowledge creation process. By defining
the form ^nd cqntqur, the codification is extended to include a new concept within the pattern
language describing the domain. The implication here is that inclusion of a new concept may be the
result of manipulating the pattern language to define new patterns or relationships between patterns.

• Boisot defines abstraction to be the act of extending the range of useful applications and generality
that may apply to a newly codified pattern. This is the process whereby patterns are compared to
determine whether any shared commonality of form or contour might suggest an opportunity for
combining the patterns and thus simplifying the pattern language.

• Diffusion is the process by which knowledge is disseminated throughout a larger population. Pattern
languages contribute to diffusion by conferring enhanced meaning on the knowledge presented to a
less expert audience. The absence of any context isolates the knowledge and deprives the audience of
the reassurance of any touchstones to provide a conceptual foundation; as Boisot notes, any such
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disincentive will deter the audience from making the necessary cognitive investment to acquire the
knowledge.

• Absorption internalises any newly created knowledge into a tacit state through repeated use. In this
state, knowledge becomes embedded in mental models and thus, by common consent, becomes
unreliable, elusive and difficult to express as the knowledge descends into the more obscure realms of
cognitive activity. With this activity, the influence of pattern languages becomes somewhat tenuous.
However* a pattern language may have some correspondence with the unconscious constructs devised
for the mental model and better guide the descending cognitive trajectory until it disappears
completely under the weight of abstract speculation.

• Impacting is the term coined by Boisot for new knowledge becoming embedded in concrete practices
and physical systems, Boisot reasons that finding a now physical system confirms the viability of the
knowledge and, if successful, increases its prospects for survival. Conversely, a failure to find a system
suitable for embedding knowledge may limit its usage and any opportunities it presents for further
learning. In this activity, it appears that pattern languages may contribute to identifying candidate
systems by specifying the required form and content of a system within which the knowledge may be
absorbed.

Boisot emphasises the existence of myriad SLC shapes that may be used to chart a trajectory through the
I space, many of which may be fragmentary and transient and not engage every stage of the value creation
and value exploitation phases of the knowledge creation cycle. Moreover, the progression of any trajectory
is dependent partially on the synergy between emergent knowledge and that represented by prior cognitive
investments. Progression is likely to be accelerated where there is synergy, otherwise progress is likely to
be blocked or re-routed to another trajectory through the I-space. As pattern languages are influential in
all knowledge creation activities, it appears that they have much to contribute in extricating synergy from
prior cognitive investments and thus avoid unnecessary blockages.
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Boisot recognises that to justify a commitment to knowledge creation, an organisation must be
compensated adequately for investment in the value creation phase, with the ability to drain knowledge of
any economic value during the value exploitation phase. It was noted earlier that the ability to exploit
knowledge is under endless assault from entropy that contrives to progressively deprive the knowledge of
any vestige of economic value.

A contribution of the thesis is to argue that a pattern language may further contribute to knowledge
creation by delaying the erosive influence of entropy as the emergent pattern languages are explored for
new avenues of opportunity to exploit any latent value in the knowledge. The conjecture here is that an
item of knowledge that has emerged without the benefit of a pattern language may be more transient and
also expressed in a manner that is at once mere primitive and uninteresting; i.e. opportunities for
exploiting latent value are likely to remain concealed. The transformation is achieved not by prematurely
abandoning knowledge that may possess latent value, but by exploring and adapting pattern languages to
drive out any opportunities to exploit the latent-value-of-explicit knowledge. -With-the support of a pattern
language, analysis is targeting the expertise that defines unexpected, unintended and counter-intuitive

behaviour and structure for the domain, i.e. the unsuspected opportunities to exploit value. Much of the
organisational knowledge creation literature identifies this as precisely the knowledge required to acquire
competitive vibrancy and offset the effects of erosion on the economic value of the existing reservoir of
knowledge.

The case for patterns is that unless the use of pattern languages are factored into analysis and design
techniques, results will be produced that have not absorbed the foil quotient of expertise that is available
as explicit knowledge. Without a pattern language, expressions of knowledge are likely to be diminished
and uninteresting with a consequent loss of utility and opportunity to reward the investment made in
acquiring tiie knowledge. Conversely, pattern languages contribute to a more complete and diverse

elicitation, expression and implementation of expert knowledge. The greater depth and diversity of
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knowledge will also better equip the organisation to increase the ‘bandwidth’ of opportunities available to
exploit the economic value of explicit knowledge. Furthermore, pattern, languages provide a cognitive
foundation for stimulating the generation of tacit knowledge and thus the invocation of future cycles of
knowledge creation.

7.3

The Problems Associated with Pattern Languages

Alexander warns that pattern languages offer no panacea for the difficulties to be surmounted in devising
a ‘timeless way of building’, and so it is with business and IT systems where architectures are constructed
largely on abstract concepts. It is observed that although patterns may appear simple once they are
articulated, their discovery or invention may be far from simple and require multiple iterations.

However, the recognition of patterns in business and IT systems may be made less complex by observance
of the fundamental analysis principle of ‘separation of concern’. Analysis methods at all points of the
maturity spectrum are predicated on the common precept that a domain should be analysed by exploring
orthogonal dimensions independently before attempting some form of synthesis to develop a cohesive
expression of the domain. However to ignore the influence of organisational topology (an omission shared
by many IT analysis methods) invites details of how behaviour and resource are distributed to become
embedded in the definitions and interactions. The risks here are obvious and grave: if the topology
changes, the definitions of behaviour and resource are destabilised. The principle of ‘separation of
concern’ dictates that organisational topology should be factored out of definitions of behaviour and
resource (an action not dissimilar to the process of normalisation (Codd, 1970)) to form a new dimension
representing organisational topology. The three-dimensional domain space is consistait with the
hierarchy of business elements that provide the foundation for Taylor’s theory of convergent engineering
(Taylor, 1995).
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By detaching concerns of organisational topology from pattern languages defining behaviour and objects
(and other resources for that matter), the obfuscating influence of functional silos or any other dissonant
topology is diminished. That is not to claim an accelerated cognitive progression; the domain expert may
well have made considerable cognitive investments in developing mental models that are profoundly
influenced by the organisational topology. However, to neglect the orthogonality between these
dimensions is to present a formidable cognitive barrier to constructing pattern languages for any
dimension. As the conceptual foundations for constructing the pattern language are undermined and
destabilised, the phenomena of duplicated, redundant and omitted patterns is also likely to emerge.
Following Boisot’s reasoning, and indeed borrowing from Kuhn’s theory of scientific revolutions, the
domain expert is likely to pursue this thread of inquiry until the dissonance becomes intolerable. At this
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point, further cognitive progress is blocked and the expert will either abandon the inquiry or shift to
another trajectory of speculative discovery and invention. The analyst can, of course, spare the domain
expert any unnecessary anguish by enforcing the discipline of 'separation of concern’ through due
observation of domain orthogonality.

Any trajectory in Boisot’s E-space that aspires to acquire a ‘higher-order’ knowledge must therefore first
strive to develop orthogonal pattern languages for behaviour, objects and organisation, and then construct
a synthesis between the patterns.

7.4

Patterns of Analysis

Much space is devoted in the thesis to arguing that analysis must focus on the behaviour of the
organisation and its external environment. It io through this focus that the knowledge creation cycle yields
requirements for change that enable the organisation to adapt and survive when negotiating with the
competing forces of order and chaos. It is argued further in this chapter that the exploitation of patterns of
behaviour contribute to ensuring that knowledge assets are neither lost nor deprived of their opportunity of
making a full contribution to the organisation.

A major contribution of the thesis is to propose a series of ‘analysis patterns’ that enable both the analyst
and domain expert to engage productively in the knowledge creation cycle. The term ‘analysis patterns’,
as used in this thesis, is defined as the variety of generic patterns that should bo used to analyse a domain.
The emphasis on behaviour throughout the thesis dictates that behavioural patterns should form the
conceptual core of analysis patterns. From the earlier chapters addressing analysis methods and business
processes, it is argued that analysis of the behaviour of a business domain is concemed with constructing a
logical expression of the activities required to achieve the purpose of the domain. Pattern languages may
contribute to the analysis process by arranging configurations of individual acts into cohesive clusters, of
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collaborative activity directed at achieving some purpose. By considering pattern languages within the
context a business domain, the recursive nature of patterns to which Alexander alludes is revealed. At
some level of abstraction, the irreducible acts of individuals collude at progressively remote and
expanding levels of organisational strata to contribute ultimately to the mission of the enterprise. Clearly,
this highly idealised scenario neglects interference from a variety of cognitive, sociological and
organisational barriers that may contrive to divert or block the objectives of some collaborative activity.
However, this scenario does suggest that organisational behaviour is recursive and replicates essential
features at all levels of granularity. This recursive quality of organisational behaviour was recognised by
Edwards (1984) and later by Halé (1995). However, as noted earlier in this chapter, unless expressions of
behaviour are developed independently of organisational topology, any indication of pattern languages or
recursion is likely to remain concealed.

Recalling briefly the discussions on organisational learning, an individual embarks on some trajectory of
knowledge creation when the signals emitted by an event indicate a shift in the normal pattern of
behaviour defining the interrelationship between an organisation and its environment. The ability to
detect such a shift depends on the ability of the expert to interpret the messagers) contained within the
signal. The signals may be weak and transient, and the messages may be incomplete or contradictory. It is
from this often unpromising terrain that the expert has to formulate an appropriate response. What is
appropriate is equally problematic, and may again be subject to transience, incompleteness and
contradiction. However, a central claim of this thesis is that a behavioural pattern at least allows the
expert to explore how the organisation is interacting currently with its environment and to evaluate
various options for realignment. Without a pattern language to provide a conceptual configuration, the
expert is likely to flounder under a deluge of fragmentary and dispersed expressions of organisational
behaviour.
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What follows therefore is a series of analysis patterns designed to support the core pattern addressing
organisational behaviour. The purpose of each pattern is described using the following attributes; problem,
context and solution.

7.4.1

The Behaviour Pattern

Problem

How is the analyst to recognise instances of organisational behaviour and how are these
instances to be described?

Context

Analysts and domain experts are required to determine whether some activity constitutes
significant organisational behaviour. A failure to define techniques that identify and describe
organisational behaviour consistently and verifiably has proven to be a debilitating weakness
in all threads of mainstream analysis methods. Unless the analyst is confident that
organisational behaviour can be expressed according to a consistent and sustainable
technique, the analysis process is undermined and cognitive developments are likely to
descend into myriad unverifiable, inconsistent and contradictory conjectures. Analysis is
aborted and a solution is embarked upon that can only draw on a problem domain that is
incomplete and riddled with anomalies. Requirements for business change are thus either
effectively concealed or may only surface in some distorted form. Certainly, any knowledge
creation spiral is likely to be effectively blocked, and the ability to acquire future competitive
leverage may become seriously compromised.

Solution

The analyst and domain expert must be able to detect and interpret all instances of activity in
all modes of behaviour. To define the pattern, it is necessary to return to hypotheses
developed by Halé (1995), and adapt the concepts such that they are abstracted and thus
apply to all behavioural modes. If activity is considered to be an expression of behaviour, the
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activity is then defined as a set of operations, performed by agents (people or automatons),
that is supported by logistical resources. From the analysis perspective, a logical activity is
an abstract description of an activity as a set of concepts, execution rules, events,
preconditions and a post-condition. Design is concerned with devising a physical activity
that is a particular implementation of a set of logical processes. A key constraint is that, at
all levels of granularity, activities are purposeful and that purpose is achieved by the outcome
of the activity. The outcome is achieved through delivery of an end-product; each activity
may have only one end-product and an end-product may only be delivered by one activity. To
deliver this end-product, an activity uses resources that were the end-products of other
activities, i.e. the end-product of one activity is a resource for another activity. An activity
may require multiple resources from a variety of other activities.

Halé draws on discussions of capability (Stalk et al, 1992) to refine further the definition of
purpose. This discussion can be adapted to also refine the definition of the behaviour pattern.
The essence of the debate is that an organisational activity should be concerned with not.
merely delivering an end-product, but also with providing a capability for the customer.
From Halé, a capability may be defined as a set of resources or products that are required in a
particular state to enable the user to achieve its objectives; a user may take many forms and
be internal or external to the organisation exhibiting the behaviour. Halé builds on Grant’s
earlier definition of capability as ‘the capacity for a team of resources to perform some task
or activity’ (Grant, 1991), by insisting that resources or products acquire a particular state
before a capability is achieved. The concept of value is associated intimately with capability:
drawing from Halé, value is defined as that property of an end-product which expresses a
capability provided to its user. Thus an activity at any level of granularity should be analysed
by first considering how the capability it provides fulfills its purpose. Not only are
capabilities necessary to detect and interpret organisational activities, they have also proved
influential in understanding the dynamic nature of strategy (Teece et al, 1991) and
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knowledge creation (Leonard-Barton, 1992). In particular, Leonard-Barton defines a core
capability to be ‘the knowledge set that distinguishes and provides competitive advantage’. It
is thus imperative that, at all levels of granularity, an organisational activity delivers an end
product providing a capability to its user and thus augments the organisation's reservoir of
knowledge .To neglect capability is to invite competitive decline and marginalise the utility
and contribution of knowledge.

The behaviour pattern exploits the holographic form of purposeful activity by providing a
definition that applies at all levels of organisational endeavour. Thus organisational
behaviour may be viewed as an endlessly shifting ensemble of recursive activities that
collaborate to form an adaptive complex system transcending atomic activities, processes,
functions, operational units, regional units and even the organisation itself
7.4.2

The Behaviour Typology Pattern

Problem

The vocabulary available for describing types of activity is limited and overused to the extent
that individual terms now represent meaningless concepts. Examples of such terms would
include: task, action, process, procedure, function, value chain and value stream. The
conceptual integrity of any expression of behaviour is thus confronted by the ever present
threat of ambiguity.

Context

Embryonic attempts at knowledge creation are usually an abstract reflection of
organisational behaviour leading to speculative contemplation of resource and organisation.
Unless behaviour can be partitioned into categories that guide cognitive development,
knowledge creation is likely to be blocked by conventions that introduce ambiguity and
uncertainty when clarity of concept is most needed. A pattern is required to define a typology
of behaviour that is consistait for activities at all levels of granularity.

Solution

The Behaviour Typology pattern declares that there two types of organisational behaviour:

• Core activities deliver the core capabilities required by the organisation to achieve its
strategic intent This definition is clearly consistent with Porter’s concept of primary
activities, but does not conform particularly well with support activities. Halé addresses
this by querying whether or not support activities fbrm that part of the primary activities
‘delivering the physical resources required by the organisation in the agreed form and the
best possible terms and conditions’. Porter’s value chain is thus transformed into a
collaborative web of core (primary) activities that are responsible for their own
infrastructure and resource management. If some activity does produce a capability that is
still not recognised as a core activity, Halé suggests that the definition of strategic
intention is evaluated to confirm die contribution of die activity.

...................

« Management activities provide the enabling environment necessary to foster the
generation and delivery of capabilities. To deliver this mandate, management activities
must: determine the overall direction of the organisation; managing the capabilities
required to sustain the direction, managing the activities implemented to deliver the
capabilities. Halé comments that these classes of management activity do not imply any
hierarchy, but should be viewed as illustrating the collaboration required between
strategic, tactical and operational activities.

Halé subdivides management activities into a lower level typology:
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• The Direction Management activity formulates the strategic intention, identifies the
required core activities and monitors their performance by evaluating their
contribution to strategic objectives.
• A Capability Management activity creates one of the ooro activities identified by the
Direction Management activity, and manages its contribution to strategic objectives.
• An Operational Management activity uses and manages the capabilities (the
resources) made available by the Capability Management activity in order to
contribute to fulfillment of the strategic intention.

7.43

The Environmental Behaviour Pattern

Problem

Within the maelstrom of corporate life, it is often difficult for the analyst to locate those
activities that will yield knowledge assets of genuine benefit to the organisation.

Context

The domain expert is surrounded on a daily basis by a multitude of expressions of
organisational behaviour. To be able to embark on any trajectory of knowledge creation that
has even the remotest prospect of producing anything of value, the expert must be able to
distinguish between behaviour which is merely noisy and incidental, and activities delivering
capabilities to customers and the broader environment. To achieve this, the domain expert
may need guidance on where to look for meaningful business activity.

Solution

It has been reiterated throughout the thesis that a knowledge creation cycle germinates from
a domain expert detecting some shift in a signal emitted by an environmental event.
Knowledge is created when the expert is able to decipher the signal and devise some
response that adapts the behaviour of the organisation to its environment It can be inferred
from this reasoning that all core activities collaborate to respond ultimately to environmental
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events; consequently, environmental events are the primary source of all business activity
and the knowledge that flows from resolving disturbances in the signals emitted from events.

Although this assertion may move the pattern forward a little, it is still not a conclusive
resolution to identifying core activity; i.e. the expert is now confronted with a new
conundrum, where are the events to be found? To resolve this conundrum and complete the
definition of the pattern, it is necessary to turn to an inventory of organisational
stakeholders; in addition to the familiar list of employee, customer, supplier and shareholder,
it might also be prudent to include competitor, venture partner, regulatory body, trade union,
labour group, national or local government, media, pressure or lobby group, market,
exchange, community and society. Any of these entities, whether acting as individuals or
groups, may create an event to which the organisation may be compelled to respond.
Moreover, the organisation may be required to adapt its response if the event emits a signal
that displays any disturbance.

Core activities are discovered by first identifying stakeholder events and then devising a
response by the organisation. Management activities commence by defining the core activity
and proceed by providing the infrastructure to implement it

7.4.4

The Organisational Behaviour Pattern

Problem

A primary challenge for the analyst is to describe how an organisation intends to respond to
some shift in the behaviour of the organisation or its external environment.

Context

Earlier approaches to modelling organisational behaviour depend largely on eliciting
activities from functional partitions that usually reflect some corporate topology. Little
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attention is paid to purpose and motivation. Analysis is concerned more with defining the
sequence, selection and iteration of individual tasks, although this focus could also become
confused where the phenomena invoking and terminating activities are uncertain.
Consequently, the domain expert has difficulty matching instances of organisational
behaviour to environmental events. If the matching process is unreliable, any uncertainty is
likely to escalate and cascade into dependent cognitive endeavour.

Solution

The Organisational Behaviour pattern has its foundations in Jacobson’s use case (Jacobson e/
a/, 1992). The concept of a use case has undergone many shifts of nuance and meaning since
its inception. The definition that is most pertinent to the thesis is ‘a sequence of transactions
in a system whose task is to yield a result of measurable value to an individual actor of the
business’ where an actor is defined as ‘one or a set of roles that someone or something in the
environment can play in relation to the business’ (Jacobson et al, 1994). This definition
bears a resemblance to almost all definitions of organisational activity that appear in the
literature; in particular, it resembles almost any definition of a business process and Martin’s
Hpfinitifm of a value stream (Martin, 1996). However, the utility of a use case can be
transformed by the inclusion of two simple expedients:

• Each use case must be attached to an environmental event. A use case is thus the
organisational behaviour that constitutes the response to the event and delivers a
capability to the actor, it might be argued that all use cases should ultimately deliver a
capability to the customer (the primary actor), Furthermore* an event typo might invoke
' multiple use cases, but a use case may only invoke a single event. The provision of the
capability for the actor yields the motivation of the activity and thus gives the purpose for
the use case. The purpose io achieved onoo the end product or goal is available; this
constraint on the definition of a use case exploits the Behaviour Pattern. The Behaviour
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Typology may also be utilised by recognising that use cases may be either core or
management use cases.

• The delivery of the end-product provides the basis for further constraining the use case.
Borrowing from Martin’s definition of a value stream, a use Case may be similarly
defined as an ‘end-to-end’ collection of activities that collaborate to create value by
delivering a capability to an actor. The term ‘end-to-end’ is significant in defining a use
case in that it insists a use case terminates, either successfully or unsuccessfully, without
passing the thread of control to another use case. Moreover, upon termination, the use
case must leave the organisation in a consistent state. The ‘end-to-end7 condition offers
no option other than for a use case to either achieve its goal or fail; and for either route
the organisation is left in an orderly state. The condition borrows heavily from OO where
highly modular objects are fully responsible for the conduct of their own behaviour and
should remain independent (unaware) of other objects. Indeed, Jacobson provides
‘control* objects to manage the behaviour of use cases.

____ __

The definition of the use case is confined to a brief description of the motivation for the
behaviour and how resources will be transformed into an end product (or goal) that delivers
a capability to the actor. A noteworthy constraint on foe use case is that its description
should be independent of organisational structure (this is dealt with later by the Domain
Synthesis pattern); use cases often represent high-level activities that can transcend
traditional functional and organisational boundaries.
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7.4.5

The Process Pattern

Problem

A use case may require the execution of a complex web of individual acts before its purpose
is achieved. The problem is to identify these acts and define their legitimate
interdependencies.

Context

When an expert has detected disturbance in an environmental signal, an imperative is
created to formulate an appropriate response. Once the affected use case(s) has been
identified, the expert has to explore the patterns of behaviour embedded in the use case and
reassemble th a n such that they implement the desired response to the shifted environment.

Solution

The term business process is reserved for those activities that fulfill the purpose of a use case;
in this context, business processes are likely to be activities of a much finer granularity than
is normally encountered in the literature. It is now recognised however, that a fine
granularity-of-definition- is -necessary-to -confer crucial versatility-on- the-specification of
business activities (Jackson & Twaddle, 1997). The Behaviour Pattern is used again to define
the shape of the business process, but is now refined by restricting the end-product to be a
change of state of a concept contributing to the delivery of a capability. By sharing the
Behaviour pattern, it is possible to confer the same characteristics on each activity while
varying the focus to achieve the required level of granularity. Use cases are distinguished
from processes by the fact that processes collaborate through a web of state changes to create
an end-product (another state change) that achieves the goal of the use case and delivers a
capability to an actor. It should be noted that decomposition is not required when building
process models; processes are immediately atomic and are clustered to highlight patterns of
activity and support cognitive development. Further descriptions of processes may be located
in the earlier material on Business Processes.
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By insisting that a process may only terminate (or fail) upon invocation of the event
signifying a change of state for the concept underlying the process, it emerges how a web of
processes might be represented.

•

For a trivial use case, the processing logic may be described by a dependency between
two processes, with events signifying the availability of the resources, and the creation of
the product and end-product respectively.

use case
, product
End-product

resource
x process

z

Figure 7-2 A process pattern for a trivial use case

For a non-trivial use case, the web of complexity is expressed through direct dependencies
between processes which are supplemented by layers of indirection representing intermediate
events that must be invoked to satisfy the pre-conditions of the dependent process.
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use case

□

Figure 7-3 A ‘diamond-shaped’ process pattern for a non trivial use case.

The patterns of behaviour described earlier may be used to create use case and process patterns that can be
instantiated to express the functionality of a domain. The expert might therefore expect a domain to be
described from an ensemble of holographic, self-similar patterns that define the collaborative activity
required for the domain to achieve its purpose. Moreover, the expert might reasonably expect the
functionality of the domain to be extended by replicating some cluster of patterns in a slightly modified
form. Finally, the expert should not be surprised if patterns from other domains can be utilised in some
slightly modified form.

7.4.6

Patterns of Objects

As the development of patterns theory is drawn largely from contributions submitted by the 0 0
community, it is probably not surprising that objects provide the primary focus of the literature (Gamma
et al, 1995; Coplien & Schmidt, 1995; Buschmann et al, 1996; Partridge, 1996; Fowler, 1997; Coad,
North & Mayfield, 1995). The only notable exception is Hay who seeks to apply patterns to entity-
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relationship models (Hay, 1996). With the exception of Coad et al, Fowler and Hay, the formulation of
object-based patterns is concerned entirely with designing the solution donlain.

Coad et al made the earliest contribution to analysis patterns with the approach and narration very much
in the style of the previous Coad and Yourdon offerings on OO analysis (Coad & Yourdon, 1990 & 1991).
There is an almost total reliance on the analyst's powers of inference to discover the domain objects from
what can only be described as perfunctory dialogues with the expert. From these dialogues, the analyst
constructs domain models of a dozen or so objects; it should be noted that these techniques would be
singularly inappropriate for non trivial systems. In this respect, the Coad approach has much in common
with many of the ‘naive’ OO analysis methods. However, Goad's contribution should not be discounted as
the effort is, to some extent, redeemed by the inclusion of a strategies and patterns handbook that is of
interest The strategy for building object models is standard fare: identifying system purpose and features;
selecting objects; establishing responsibilities; working out dynamics with scenarios; discovering new
strategies and patterns. However, Goad’s contribution is noteworthy for its attempt to venture a set of
patterns-for-building-object models. A pattem-is defined-to-be ‘a-template-of-objects-with-stereotypical
responsibilities and interactions, where the template may be applied again and again’. Patterns are
categorised into the following pattern families:

e

The 'Collection-Worker’ pattern is the fundamental pattern and provides the root for all other objectmodel patterns. The pattern represents a one-to-many relationship between a ‘collection’ object and a
group of ‘worker’ objects.

• Transaction patterns describe the object structures necessary to define a generic transaction; the
patterns include: actor-participant, participant-transaction, place-transaction, specific item-transaction,
transaction-transaction line, transaction-subsequent transaction, transaction line item-subsequent
transaction line item, item-line item, item-specific item and associate-other associate. While an
experienced analyst would doubtless find much to criticise with Goad’s transaction patterns, they are at
least interesting in suggesting a way of discovering or inventing patterns. In feet, all but the
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généralisation-spécification associations are considered to be patterns that collaborate to form some
expression of a transaction.
• Aggregate patterns describe various types of aggregation constructs: container-content, containcontainer line item, group member, assembly-part, compound part-part, packet-packet component
Again an analyst may find fault, as the difierence between some patterns is probably little more than
nuance and depends on interpretation of the terms; the suspicion is that either these patterns overlap or
are otherwise erroneous.
• Similar patterns are provided for planning and interaction domains.

Goad's categories should not be judged for their completeness or accuracy, but rather as an approach to
classifying and discovering object patterns.

Hay’s contribution is something of an oddity; it makes no reference to either patterns or OO literature and
follows the Oracle notation and method (Barker, 1989). In common with all approaches that are oriented
towards the data-driven-perspective,-Hay embarks^>n-an-odyssey of-conjecture to construct entity models
and infer the existence of embedded data patterns. Hay does, however, provide an interesting insight into
the nature of patterns by commenting that groups of entities selected as patterns should have semantic
content. Following Hay’s comment, it is clear that a pattern is not merely an arbitrary cluster of objects
that can be reused in another context, but that it should also have a qualitative dimension; i.e. a viable
pattern should have meaning and purpose that can be discerned by the expert.

Fowler’s approach to analysis patterns follows clearly in the tradition of the Gang Of Four (Gamma et al,
1995) and Coplien and Schmidt (1995). For Fowler, a pattern is defined as ‘an idea that has been useful in
one practical context and will probably be useful in others’ and may be anything that has been discovered
(or invented) from practical experience of a real project. Fowler’s patterns fell into two categories:
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• Analysis patterns are groups of concepts that represent a common construction in business modelling
and may apply to multiple domains.
• Supporting patterns that describe how to implement analysis patterns.

Although Fowler adopts the Ptech notation (Edwards, 1984), the approach to analysis appears to be
aligned more to the Booch method or Rumbaugh’s OMT. Accordingly, there is more emphasis on
modelling the conceptual structure of a domain rather than its behaviour, and this is where, it is claimed,
the analysis patterns are to be found. Although the behaviour of objects is explored through the use of
event diagrams, interaction diagrams and state diagrams, there is no sense in which object behaviour is
examined to confirm whether or not it has delivered the end-product of a use case which, presumably,
defines its domain. Moreover, the domain behaviour seems to be inferred from the structure of the object
model and the responsibilities conferred on each individual object; i.e. function is following form, an
inversion of what might be expected from any system that has aspirations of sustainability.

In common _with-Eowler_’s_discourse,-Partridge. also -adopts. the-Ptech .notatioP to illustrate_an_object
paradigm incorporating business object patterns. Partridge also shares Kay’s concern with using patterns
to capture the semantic content of some cluster of objects. At the level of individual objects. Partridge
recognises that the simplest pattern exists when only two objects are involved (there are obvious echoes
here of Goad’s fundamental pattern) and acquire greater complexity for larger groups of objects. By
simply considering two objects. Partridge identifies three main patterns of connection: distinct,
overlapping and whole-part. When considering a larger group of individual objects, there may be
combinations of distinct, overlapping and whole-part patterns that may apply also to the whole group.
Moreover, distinct and overlapping patterns for individual objects may be inherited in opposite directions
along the whole-part hierarchy, i.e. distinctness is inherited down the whole-part hierarchy and
overlapping is inherited up the whole-part hierarchy. Partitioning is also used to identify patterns. Objects
may be partitioned into distinct parts of the whole object by combining the whole-part and distinct

patterns into a partition pattern; moreover, partitions may be inherited down the whole-part hierarchy.
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Finally, logical dependency can be created between overlapping objects through intersection and fusion
patterns.

Partridge continues by examining state hierarchy (spatio-temporal) patterns: state/sub-class hierarchy
patterns, state/sub-state hierarchy patterns, distinct state patterns, partitioned state patterns and
overlapping state patterns. Time-ordered temporal patterns are considered with three examples: simple
state ‘change’ patterns, time sequence of state patterns (object level and class level sequences), and
alternating state patterns.

Partridge also explores cardinality patterns of tuple classes. It is declared that cardinality, in object syntax,
applies to occupied class place objects, i.e. to those objects that can occupy a class place. A cardinality
pattern must have its lower and upper bounds specified, where a lower bound may take a value of optional
or one, and the upper bound make take a value of one or many. Thus by allowing for the possible
combinations of lower and upper bound values, four possible cardinality patterns emerge for the occupied
.class_place:

• optional-to-one pattern
• . oné-to-one pattern
• optional-to multiple pattern
• one-to-multiple pattern.

To complete the material on patterns, Partridge examines a pattern for compacting classes; the motivation
here is to simplify models by generalising classes. The pattern is implemented by placing a class higher up
a super/sub-class hierarchy, thus eliminating the original, more specific, place classes. By exploiting
shared abstractions, common concepts can be integrated, thus compacting the model without sacrificing
its integrity. This pattern appears to be fulfilling one of Boisot’s epistcmologieal criteria of knowledge
creation.
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Partridge’s exploration of analysis patterns is superior to those of both Coad et al, and Fowler. While
Coad et al have at least attempted to define a theoretical foundation, Fowler has sought to establish few
theoretical principles and has been content simply to illustrate extracts of models that have described
certain phenomena in particular domains that may be of use elsewhere. This is not to argue that, in either
case, the models are anomalous (this is actually impossible to establish), but simply to point out that they
do not necessarily conform to any of the criteria proposed by Alexander, Gamma et al, or Coplien and
Schmidt Partridge provides a catalogue of essential analysis patterns and has succeeded in producing a
more extensive repertoire based on sounder theoretical principles.

However, it appears that all the approaches to developing object patterns are missing the most
fundamental object pattern; indeed, a pattern that follows from Halé, i.e. the Conceptual Domain pattern.

The Conceptual Domain Pattern

Problem

Many analysis methods are totally reliant on a grammatical parsing of some requirements
statement followed by an odyssey of heuristic conjecture based on fragmentary domain
knowledge. How is the analyst to verifiably confirm the existence and configuration of
business objects for a domain?

Context

The heuristic approach to the initial identification and configuration of business objects has,
almost by default, become a de facto standard fix the mainstream analysis tradition. Yet this
standard is also the source of many of the barriers that can block a knowledge creation effort.
While some early progress may appear to be made in identifying the major (obvious)
business objects, problems are soon encountered when analysis turns to the behaviour of
those objects that require a more sophisticated level of reflection. Analysis of object
behaviour is necessary both to yield a definition and reveal the interaction (and thus the
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configuration) between objects. While it may be enticing to suppose that a brainstorming
exercise can result in some definition of a domain, this definition is almost certain to be
incomplete and unverified (this point is now acknowledged by its proponents (see (Beilin &
Simone, 1997)). However, what appears not to be recognised is that business objects yielded
by heuristjcal techniques arc likely to produce a suspect foundation for a more formal
analysis that is bound to follow.

For analysis of a domain to be effective, a technique must be devised that is consistait at all
levels of granularity and verifiably confirms the existence and configuration of business
objects defining a conceptual domain.

Solution

Following Halé’s description of a process, a Conceptual Domain is constituted of the
configuration of business objects required to deliver the end-product of an activity domain
and-is-cxmstructed-for-both-use cases -and business processes. By fbcusing-on . essential
business objects the Conceptual Domain pattern provides a credible and sustainable
convention for specifying an abstraction and codification notation supporting advanced
cognitive development

The Concept Domain pattern is integrated with the Behaviour pattern through the
exploration of events associated with the domain of a business activity; Following the Ptech
method, an event is defined as a change in the state of a concept that may be:

• the creation of an instance
• the deletion of an instance
• the reclassification of an instance (Halé comments that reclassification is actually the
termination of an object in erne state and its creation in another state).
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Crucially, an event is the result of a process. Furthermore, processes collaborate to create a
web of events that culminate in achieving the end-goal (or purpose) of a use case. An event
triggers at least one other process, with pre-conditions controlling the invocation of the
triggered process. Events are either conditional or unconditional; conditional events require
a process to evaluate at least one condition before determining whether to create the event or
terminate with no outcome, whereas an unconditional event is created for each invocation of
a particular process. It also holds for the Conceptual Domain pattern that an event can only
be created by one process and a process can only create one event An evmt occurs when a
business object achieves a particular state, and should thus be accorded a name that expressly
identifies the object and its acquired state, e.g. ‘withdrawn order’, ‘settled deal’. By
exploring the web of events associated with the implementation of a use case, the business
objects exposed by those events become available to populate the conceptual domain.
Similarly, the dependencies between events can be used to reveal the associations between
objects and thus define the configuration_ofthe_conceptual demain.

The Conceptual Domain pattern declares that the discovery and invention of classes and
objects should not be a matter of conjecture, but should be derived verifiably from the web of
resources and products required to support the collaboration of processes necessary to
implement a use case. Object patterns are only given meaning and relevance when providing
a conceptual foundation for an associated pattern of behaviour.

7.4.7

Patterns of Organisation

Organisations in all their manifestations provide another space where the analyst might expect a
proliferation of patterns; James Coplien has written extensively in this area and is considered to be an
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authority (Coplien & Schmidt, 1995). Coplien draws inspiration from the earlier works of Alexander
(Alexander et al, 1977; Alexander, 1979) and notes, in particular, the holographic quality of patterns that
enable complex behaviour to emerge from a set of simple patterns. Coplien claims for the pattern
language that practitioners in ‘highly productive organisations’ have confirmed the effectiveness of each
prescribed pattern. Coplien explores both organisational and process patterns; although the context is
concerned broadly with developing application software, some of the patterns apply equally well in a
broader arena. With respect to organisations, Coplien is particularly interested in the size, structure,
orientation, operation and population of organisations. Coplien’s process patterns are of less interest in a
wider context, as they are concerned solely with the software engineering process. However, even with
this limited horizon, it is possible to identify the necessity for a coherent architecture against which
decisions may be reviewed. An architecture is formed from an integrated set of orthogonal dimensions
that define the framework of a system; Domain Synthesis patterns define how orthogonal dimensions may
be integrated and are examined next.

Leavitt1sdiamond(Leavitt7l965)alertstheanalysttothefectthatdisruptiontoonedimensionislikely to
disturb the other dimensions defining the socio-technical system framework describing the organisation.
Galliers points out that proponents of the systemic movement of strategic management add cultural issues
to Leavitt’s diamond (Galliers, 1995) and thus introduce further opportunity for disruption. However,
Leavitt’s diamond is of further interest because it espouses the fundamental principle of ‘separation of
concern’; a principle that is frequently violated and rarely implemented consistently and completely.
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Technology

Figure 7-4 Leavitt’s diamond illustrating a socio-technical framework (Leavitt, 1965)

In addition to illustrating the interdependency between the socio-technical dimensions of an
organisational system, Leavitt’s diamond may also be used to remind the analyst of the criticality of
building orthogonal expressions for each dimension of a socio-technical system. Some mapping
mechanism may be devised to associate the nodes within and between each dimension. To compromise the
integrity of one dimension with material from another dimension is to risk the intrusion of an escalating
cognitive barrier that may effectively block knowledge creation. Leavitt’s diamond is therefore an
expression of the fundamental principle.

The Domain Synthesis Pattern

Problem

Any non-trivial system is constituted from a multiplicity of interdependent dimensions that
contrive to present a space of bewildering complexity. The problem for the analyst is to
unravel that complexity and present an expression of the system that is coherent and precise.

Context

When exploring a non-trivial domain, it is often tempting not to recognise the orthogonal
dimensions defining that domain and reflect on an item of knowledge that draws material
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from multiple dimensions. The temptation is introduced because knowledge in an embryonic
form, i.e. tacit knowledge, is often immersed deeply in mental models that are messy,

inconsistent and ill-structured (Norman, 1983). Unless orthogonality is observed, cognitive
development is likely to be blocked as assumptions, values and beliefs continue to infiltrate
evolving edifices of knowledge and yet remain concealed.

Solution

The Domain Synthesis pattern declares that before a non-trivial system is examined, all the
orthogonal dimensions for the system should be identified and some abstraction and
codification convention established for each dimension. Thereafter, all expressions of new
knowledge should strive to observe the integrity of the orthogonal dimensions. Finally, when
each dimension is defined sufficiently by a web of entries, mappings should be attempted
between nodes from respective dimensions. The mappings should form part of the various
notation conventions and may be either simple or complex; a simple mapping merely
denotes the existence of some association, while a complex mapping seeks to qualify or
otherwise refine the definition of the correspondence.

7.5

The Case for Analysis Patterns - a reprise

The case for analysis patterns represents the culmination of much of the discussion in the thesis. Clearly,
though, the case for analysis patterns has been argued extensively elsewhere in IT literature so such a
contribution to knowledge could hardly be considered to be original.

The contribution of this thesis, however, is to trace the need for analysis patterns back to the source of
requirements for change. It is argued in the thesis that where an organisation is seeking to negotiate a
trajectory between the competing forces of order and chaos, it is necessary to change or, more precisely, to
adapt The ability to sustain adaptation is only possible where an organisation has an endless commitment
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to learning and knowledge creation. Abstraction and codification conventions, and the use of patterns are
presented as pivotal contributors to the knowledge creation cycle. For it is not simply knowledge assets
that yield requirements for change, it is also configurations of knowledge assets. Moreover, it is these
configurations that have the potential to yield the greatest benefit to the organisation.

To simply extol the virtues of patterns as an analysis tool is, however, to rather miss the point. An expert
is distinguished from a novice through access to a wider variety of patterns and an

enhanced

ability to

mapjpnlatft those patterns. Cognitive theory assets that it is patterns of behaviour, or rather shifts in these
patterns, which first prompt the expert to contemplate the relationship between an organisation and its
external environment It would seem, therefore, that a primary objective of the analyst is to construct
configurations of knowledge assets such that they resemble patterns of behaviour exhibited by the
organisation and its external environment. If an analysis method is to support sustainable knowledge
creation, it must be augmented by a variety of patterns that establish organisational behaviour as the focus.
Thus, although patterns have made a worthy contribution to our understanding of the analysis process, it
is only when they assume a behavioural focus that they are better placed to yield requirements of
sustainable benefit to the organisation.

Erosion in the utility and scarcity of knowledge is a topic that has surfaced in the thesis. It is argued that
patterns allow knowledge assets to be placed into complex configurations and thus provide a rich context
from which to reflect and speculate on the significance of each asset This complex web thus improves the
prospects for any latent value in the knowledge asset to be revealed more readily. In this way, patterns
offer some resistance to the erosion in the value of the knowledge asset. Another key consideration is the
role of the analyst

Hitherto, the analyst has been assigned traditionally to individual projects where contributions to
knowledge creation were discrete and fragmentary. Such a sporadic involvement cannot sustain a
continuous knowledge creation cycle. Assaults on the value of contemporary knowledge require that the
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domain expert must be engaged continuously in complementary processes of extemalization and
internalisation, and must therefore be in regular dialogue with the analyst. A case can now be made for
reconstructing the role of the analyst into that of custodian for the corporate knowledge base. The analyst
is therefore no longer simply concerned with eliciting requirements for change in some discrete way, but
now fashions knowledge assets such that they yield requirements enabling the organisation to adapt in a
complex universe. ‘Behaviour-accented’ patterns of analysis are key to this endeavour.

Although die future is unknown, it is not necessarily unknowable. In the universe of complexity between
the competing influences of order and chaos, shifts in patterns of behaviour are difficult to predict but are,
nonetheless, occasionally predictable. It is this possibility that provides the justification for enquiring into
the nature of analysis.
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Chapter 8

8

8.1

Conclusion

The pre-em inent cause o f system failure

An attempt has been made with the thesis to argue that changes to IT and business systems fail because
the various prescriptions for change neglect the true nature of an organisation. Figure 9.1 illustrates four
classes of behaviour that may be available to an organisation at any point in time.

CHAOS

COMPLEXITY

ORDER

STASIS

Figure 8-1 Four classes of organisational behaviour (Battram , 1998)

Stasis depicts a class of behaviour where the organisation is formed from unchanging patterns of cells that
prohibit exchanges of information; i.e. the organisation stagnates and is effectively defunct.

Order reflects the behaviour of an organisation where the cells shift betweed a set of two or more states in
an eventually repeating pattern. The diagnosis here is that the organisation is ‘complacent and
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unresponsive - repeating patterns over and over again’. Opportunities for exchanges of information are
considered to be limited. An ordered organisation is considered to be ‘one that is not adapting, not
responding to change’.

Complexity represents behaviour that displays complex patterns with elements of order and disorder that
evolve and change. Organisations exhibiting the features of complexity are considered to be effective and
creative, where information exchanges are flexible enough to transmit messages while stable enough to
support message structures.

Chaotic systems permit cells to grow and die with no discernible pattern. Information cannot be
transmitted; neither message structure nor message transmission can be supported. This is represented as
an organisation ‘at war with itself where no useful work is done; i.e. the organisation collapses into
disintegration.

Complexity is considered to ‘exist on the “edge of chaos”, poised between order and chaos’. To inhabit the
‘edge of chaos’, an organisation must behave as a complex adaptive system; the organisation must display
‘emergent patterns of creative, adaptive behaviour’. As a complex adaptive system, an organisation will
respond to its environment, ‘changing it in the process and be changed by it’.

8.2

The difficulty with requirements

Much of the literature concentrates on the capture and expression of requirements when the behaviour of
an organisation is in a state of stasis or order. The thesis proposes a new approach to requirements
engineering for organisations exhibiting the behaviour of a complex adaptive system. 11 is assumed that
when the behaviour of an organisation is classified as chaotic, the formulation of requirements is
impossible.
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The formulation of requirements for a complex adaptive system, however, poses new challenges for the
analyst and domain expert. A requirement can no long* be perceived as an isolated declaration for
change; If an organisation is to preserve the ability to adapt, a requirement for change must emerge from a
continuum of such declarations joined by multiple dimensions of connectivity.

The simplifying assumptions that inform many approaches to requirements engineering apply when
organisations are in a state of stasis or order. Key assumptions in this arena are that the domain expert has
a complete understanding of a need for change and is capable of articulating fully the details of that need
with precision and clarity. When the influence of chaos draws an organisation into the universe of
complexity (and possibly beyond), the characteristics of the need for change become shrouded in
complexity and uncertainty, i.e. the testimony of the domain expert can no longer be relied upon.

The challenge for the analyst is to devise on environment whore the domain expert is enabled to give
reliable accounts of organisational requirements. Development of such an environment, however, requires
the integration of many interdependent techniques and artefacts. The obvious starting point is hard system
methods, the body of techniques used by the analyst to elicit testimony from the domain expert.

8.3

The limitations of hard system methods

Organisations are embroiled increasingly in a universe of complexity. To survive in this hostile
environment, an organisation has to navigate a precarious trajectory between the competing forces of
order and chaos; to succumb to either is to risk collapse from either stagnation or disintegration
respectively.

Few would argue that hard system methods have, at the very least, made some contribution to describing
an orderly environment. However, organisations arc now drawn inexorably towards a chaotic environment
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where every choice, decision and action is subjected to unprecedented complexity and uncertainty. When
confronted by such challenges, the theoretic edifice for many hard system methods is beginning to
crumble with the unravelling of many simplifying assumptions. Accordingly, the influence of hard system
methods has diminished to the point where it is seen as little more than a marginal activity.

Survival in the universe of complexity requires that the organisation negotiate the competing forces of
order and chaos. Negotiation requires of the organisation that it has the.ability to adapt, i.e. the
organisation must behave as a complex adaptive system. Adaptation sets a new agenda for hard system
methods. Without the unifying cognitive influence of hard system methods, adaptation is unattainable.
Unfortunately, the current scope and efficacy of hard system methods do not provide a credible basis for
corporate adaptation.

The pioneering hard system methods were constrained by metaphors that were too primitive and, in some
cases, conceptually flawed. The later OO methods addressed many of the earlier problems but have proved
not to be ccaleable to the corporate dimension. Without doubt, hard system methods still have much to
offer the analyst Within the universe of complexity, however, the contention is that a new approach to
hard system methods is necessary if they are to guide the adaptation of the organisation.

8.4

The role of cognitive psychology

Cognitive psychology offers a possible explanation for the limited influence of hard system methods. The
use of metaphors is a key cognitive weapon in the struggle to manage complexity. Metaphors control what
is revealed and what is concealed in the bid to overcome complexity. Metaphors are used extensively by
hard system methods to represent aspects of complex and uncertain concepts. If the metaphors are
primitive or anomalous, they will soon be placed under strain as the analysis approaches the realms of
complexity. Unfortunately* metaphors form a fundamental element of cognitive strategies and if they arc
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demonstrated to be placed easily under strain, the resulting cognitive strategy is likely to be abandoned by
domain experts as they strive to create a mental model of a domain..

Great care must, therefore, be taken with the definition of metaphors that are destined to firm the
conceptual basis fir a hard system method. Cognitive theory suggests that metaphors consist of two
essential dimensions: abstraction and codification. Both dimensions support cognitive strategies that are
highlycohesive and complementary.

The challenge for the analyst is to devise a metaphorical framework derived from abstraction and
codification conventions that have the capacity to support sustained inquiry into a domain. Such a
challenge is decidedly non-trivial and points to the need for a pluralistic approach to analysis.

8.5

Towards a sustainable methodological plurality

Although popular methodologists may claim otherwise, there is no single method that offers the analyst
all the necessary techniques to fully investigate a domain. The analyst is forced, inevitably, to adopt a
methodological pluralism. As indicated earlier, however, many methods present cognitive barriers because
they are built on metaphors that are under strain. The analyst may, therefore, certainly expect formidable
cognitive barriers to be erected when seeking to integrate techniques from disparate methodological
paradigms.

The thesis proposes that those concepts common to the selected paradigms must be reinvented such that
they share a conceptual unity. This is not to suggest that the purpose of a concept is, in any sense,
subverted. In this context, conceptual reinvention constrains the concept to further reinforce purpose. In
fact, many of the concepts available with less sophisticated methods offer too much room for
interpretation and, consequently, lose essential utility.
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Moreover, it is contended that analysis must be grounded in the behaviour of a domain. Cognitive theory
suggests that it is through behaviour that an expert first apprehends the essence of a domain and interprets
other facets of a domain thereafter, ft may be argued, therefore, that any attempt at methodological
pluralism must be based on a common core of concepts that describe behaviour. Other features of the
domain, e.g. business objects, organisational and technological topology, objectives and goals, constraints,
. culture, values and beliefs may be considered separately and associated with configurations of behavioural
nodes through some form of complex mapping. It is through the mappings that the impact of shifts in
behaviour may be traced to instances of non-behavioural nodes.

Before a pluralistic approach may be applied to analysis, however, it is necessary to develop essential
patterns of analysis that constrain the behavioural core and its associations with non-core elements.

8.6

Patterns of analysis

The thesis presents a set of generic patterns that provide a conceptual foundation for methodological
pluralism.

The most fimdamental of these patterns is the Behaviour Pattern that specifies characteristics that must be
discernible for all behaviour nodes at all levels of abstraction* i.e; from the entire corporation to an atomic
action. By for the most important characteristic is 'singularity of purpose* which states quite simply that a
behavioural node may only have one purpose and, conversely, that a purpose can only be fulfilled by one
behavioural node; i.e. purpose cannot be shared. The Behaviour Pattem also addresses the intimate
relationship between behavioural nodes and events.
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The next generic pattern addressing aspects of organisational behaviour is the Behaviour Typology Pattern
that allows the analyst to specify the types of behaviour under scrutiny and the associations between those
types. All types of behaviour must conform to the fundamental Behaviour Pattern.

The Business Object Pattern describes how business objects and their associations are derived from the
transformation activities of behavioural nodes. In accordance with OO theory, it is assumed that the
objects collaborate in some complex way to achieve the behaviour required of the domain.

Finally, the Domain Synthesis Pattern seeks to establish associations between the various nodes
populating the different views of the domain.

While the Behaviour Pattern is considered to be inviolable, the other patterns can be modified at the
discretion of the analyst to address the particular challenges of the domain of concern. It is expected that
such modifications will conform to some pluralistic methodological convention.

These generic patterns provide a conceptual foundation for populating a domain with a configuration of
nodes that describe some feature of the domain. The configurations also yield patterns that are described
variously as generative patterns and domain patterns, and form the focus for much of the literature on
analysis patterns. The case study provides examples of generative and domain patterns found in a
Investment Banking domain.

From the perspective of cognitive theory, generic patterns form the metaphorical foundation for the
methodology.' The full descriptions of each pattern seek to establish the abstraction and codification
conventions. Less attention is paid to the codification convention, as this will usually be adapted to
address the complexities of the domain.
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8.7

The essential features of a corporate knowledge base

ft has been argued in the earlier paragraphs that as organisations venture deeper into the realms of
complexity, they are encountering problems for which hard system methods have little to offer; The
domain expert is being placed in a position of cognitive isolation, and it is from this position that the
expert is expected increasingly to pronounce on requirements for change.

It is also argued, however, that a judicious blend of methodological pluralism and ‘behaviour accented’
generic patterns better equip die analyst and domain expat to approach a complex domain. However, to
leave matters here is to ignore the essential contribution of the corporate knowledge base to the analysis
process. The thesis presents a description of the essential features characterising a corporate knowledge
base, ft is proposed that the corporate knowledge base is composed of a series of domains representing
some feature of the organisation. A complex web of rich mappings associates nodes within and across the
domains. It is worth noting here that a domain is considered to be a flexible construct that may bo used to
describe an entire system or some subset or view of the system. Also, within each domain, nodes of the
same type may exist at various levels of abstraction, ft should come as no surprise that the domain
describing the organisational behaviour resides at die conceptual core of the corporate knowledge base and
all other domains are subordinate to this core.

The corporate knowledge base is populated by knowledge assets reflecting die fruits of cognitive activity
by the domain expert; it is to be expected that a knowledge asset will impact multiple domains and thus
invoke enrichment of other assets. The opportunities for such enrichment, whether serendipitous or
otherwise, will be greatly improved if the knowledge asset configurations for each domain exploit any
available generative and domain patterns.
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It is argued that as the corporate knowledge base matures in accordance with these constraints, it provides
a potent reservoir of knowledge assets to stimulate speculative and formative reflection by the domain
expert.

8.8

A new paradigmatic convention

Knowledge sharing is an essential feature of the knowledge creation process; unless knowledge is shared
between domain experts, the prospects for creating new knowledge assets are severely diminished.
Moreover, the imperative to create knowledge assets is ever present as a complex adaptive system ensures
that the scarcity and utility, i.e. the economic value, of existing knowledge is constantly under assault.

Cognitive theory suggests that knowledge can be created anywhere on a spectrum delineated by explicit
and tacit knowledge, and that navigation of the spectrum is described by a spiral trajectory. Explicit
knowledge describes the state where the abstraction and codification descriptors are fully evolved, and the
knowledge asset is effectively in the public domain. Conversely, tacit knowledge describes the state where
the abstraction and codification descriptors are, at best, embryonic and the knowledge asset is buried deep
within the subconscious of the domain expert. Knowledge is considered to be created when there is
significant movement towards either of these polar extremities.

For a corporate knowledge base to be effective, it must provide a conceptual foundation for knowledge
creation. To achieve this it must reflect the cognitive priorities and strategies of the domain expert, i.e. the
knowledge base must accentuate behaviour and exploit generative and domain patterns. Within these
design constraints, new knowledge is created increasingly from the reservoir of existing knowledge assets
as the knowledge base matures. This, of course, is a demonstration of the adaptability of the knowledge
base in the face of shifting circumstances.
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The domain expat is no longer stranded in a state of cognitive isolation. When formulating a requirement
for change, the domain expert can use the corporate knowledge base to identify the requirement and
specify a definition that is commensurate with the quality of knowledge assets. Thereafter, the corporate
knowledge base is enriched further with details of the change requirement

This scenario provides a new paradigm from which to reconstruct hard system methods.

8.9

Analysis - an unending quest for knowledge

The implications of the complex adaptive system extend beyond reconstruction of hard system methods;
they also challenge the purpose and conduct of analysis.

It can be argued that* in accordance with conventional wisdom, analysis is a process of externalisation
where the domain expert is enabled to explicate tacit knowledge and record the outcome in the corporate
knowledge base. The analysis process should also enable the internalisation process, i.e. enable tacit
reflection of knowledge held in the public domain. The erosion of the value of knowledge has elevated the
status of internalisation to that of a key knowledge creation process.

The analyst is then tasked with presenting explicit knowledge in such a form is that it eases the passage of
internalisation for the domain expert; The analysis process is not complete with the production of some
abstract representation of a statement of requirements; there is the need to prepare domain expert(s) for
the next iteration of the knowledge creation spiral. In this sense, the analysis process can be viewed as an
unending quest for knowledge.
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8.10 Opportunities for further research

A trace of positivism is detectable in all threads of hard system methods; indeed, the more naïve the
method the greater the quotient of positivism. In a sense, this is understandable because hard system
methods are afforded die luxury of a certain objectivity when defining system architectures; while a
correct architecture may be an elusive concept, there is usually no doubt when an architecture is wrong
(the consequences are there for all to see). However, as environmental turbulence grows, there is a
corresponding tendency for ‘correct’ architectures to be an increasingly remote and transient attainment.
This phenomenon is contriving to undermine confidence in the presumed positivism.

According to Mingers (1997) the combined assault of Heisenberg’s ‘uncertainty principle’ and the work of
Hanson (1958), Kuhn (1970) and Popper (1972) have dealt a similar blow to the natural sciences in the
twentieth century. Not surprisingly, the field of management science was also a victim of a similar assault.
Mingers makes the point that all in disciplines ‘the acceptance of paradigm isolation and
incommensurability began to break down and, in the last decade, the debate has turned to various forms of
pluralism, in both, methodological and philosophical terms.’ It is not clear that hard system methods are
included in this group of disciplines.

Mingers claims that some form of methodological pluralism is highly desirable and endorses the proposal
of Landry and Banville that pluralism should be used extensively in the development of information
systems (Landry & Banville, 1992). Mingers cautions however that the term ‘methodological pluralism’
can be interpreted in many ways:

• Loose pluralism offers a variety of paradigms but provide little guidance on their application,
e Complementarism considers internally consistent paradigms to be more or less appropriate for
particular situations (Jackson, 1991)
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• Strong pluralism argues that ‘most if not all’ intervention situations would benefit from a blend of
methodologies from different paradigms.

Three arguments are offered in support of strong pluralism. Real-world situations are highly complex and
multi-dimensional, therefore different paradigms focussing on various aspects of the reality are needed to
manage the complexity. It is rare for a paradigm to remain consistently effective throughout all phases of
a project; therefore a variety of paradigms should be selected according to their particular strengths.
Finally, consideration of ‘methodological pluralism’ is due, as general disenchantment with individual
methods is forcing practitioners to combine methods without the benefit of a theoretical foundation.

The final point appears to have anticipated a trend in the hard system methods field where the Unified
Modelling Language and The Open Method both represent the combination of earlier methods; the
motivation could, of course, be nothing more than commercial expediency (hard system methods represent
a very crowded marketplace).

A clear inference to be drawn from the thesis is that if hard system methods are to make any further
contribution to our understanding of organisations as complex adaptive systems, the need for a
paradigmatic pluralism is undeniable. The attempts of the Unified Modelling Language and The Open
Method appear, however, to be too modest. It is argued that the theoretical foundation for a pluralistic
approach to hard system methods should embrace concepts from cognitive psychology, knowledge
management and organisational behaviour. This thesis is simply a tentative step into this area.

Finally, as Jadcson reports, there is an established body of research dedicated to integrating the soft and
hard approaches to information systems development (Jackson, 1997). The Multiview framework and
methodology of Avison and Wood-Harper probably represents the earliest attempts at this fusion of
analysis methods (Avison & Wood-Harper, 1990). By seeking to fuse Mumford’s ETHICS and
Checkland’s SSM with hard methodologies. Multiview presents Jackson with the problem of identifying
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the theoretical foundation from which the fusion of ‘apparently contradictory’ approaches is based. The
response declared a preference for moving from the softer to the harder methods (Wood-Harper, 1985).
This declaration provoked die comment that ‘either the “soft” rationalities must be distorted by the
expectation that they will be lead to a more structured intervention or the “hard” rationalities will suffer
because they are operating in a hermeneutic climate and are front-ended by a soft logic’. A more reçoit
response declared that ‘people close the theory in action’ by adapting Multiview to the complexities and
uniqueness of each situation it encounters (Wood-Harper & Avison, 1992; Watson & Wood-Harper,
1995) Jackson cautions that as Multiview is now apparently non-prescriptive, it has acquired enhanced
flexibility and adaptability, but is also vulnerable to pragmatism. Jackson draws the inescapable
conclusion that plurality of rationalities must be based on a sound theoretical foundation.

The thesis identifies elements essential to a pluralistic rationality for hard system methods. A further area
of research might be to extend the theoretical foundations suggested in the thesis for hard system methods
such that they provide a focus for ETHICS and SSM debate, i.e. the fusion is directed from the harder to
the softer methods.

8.11 The Contribution

The discovery of a lucid theory comprising simple prescriptions presents an enticing proposition to the
practitioner. This is particularly true of the analyst required to make sense of a domain exhibiting
confusion, contradiction and paradox. Experiential reflection, however, has failed to reveal even the
prospect of such a theory of analysis and has brought into question the validity of such a pursuit.

A unified theory of analysis arouses disquiet os it implies that the analyst can apply a set of simple
prescriptions to a complex domain in some dispassionate and detached manner to produce a detailed
account of a domain. Indeed, this is precisely the impression that popular methodologists wish to create
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for their particular set of prescriptions. This approach is heavily influential in the formulation of current
approaches to analysis. The feet that this approach is untenable in the universe of complexity provides a
clue to the decline of hard system methods and analysis as a core system development activity.

In the universe of complexity the analyst can no longer be remote from the analysis process. It can be
argued, that to simply apply these prescriptions in the hope that the complexities and uncertainties can be
ignored (or will be resolved mysteriously) is simply to ‘go through the motions’ of analysis. The analyst
must now become immersed in the analysis process. Before what is commonly accepted as analysis can
commence, the analyst must interpret the challenges presented by the domain and the cognitive barriers
likely to inhibit the domain expert in pursuing knowledge creation. Indeed, the cognitive predicament of
the domain expert should be the dominant consideration in influencing the approach to analysis.
Challenges presented by the domain and the cognitive profile of the domain expert is likely to change
character during the analysis process; this should be reflected by shifts in the corresponding approach to
analysis.

The thesis has sought to establish that the analysis process is both complex and uncertain, and is
misrepresented somewhat by methods and techniques offering simple prescriptions. Experience from
numerous assignments as an independent consultant has revealed an approach to analysis that builds on
conventional prescriptions. This approach has indicated that rather than the twin characteristics of
complexity and uncertainty presenting a barrier to analysis, they create unexpected opportunities for
profound discoveries and inventions when absorbed into the analysis process.

The thesis represents exploratory research into the nature of analysis and has made a series of claims for
revising the conduct and focus of analysis. Subjecting these claims to the rigour of formal verification
provides a good opportunity for further research. Of particular interest here is establishing the limitations
of the claims.
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With the benefit of formal verification, it may be possible to consolidate the claims of the thesis into a
cohesive and coherent theoretical foundation.
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